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This thesis discusses the black nationalist movement in

Zimbabwe. The first part is a history of the Zimbabwean
nationalist movement, including the emergence and evolution
of the nationalist organizations and leaders, the guerrilla
war, and the diplomatic negotiations that occurred up to the
Lancaster House Settlement of 1979. The second portion

explains why and how Robert Mugabe and the Zimbabwe African

National Union won the 1989 electiols. The author compares

Mugabe with his two principle opponents, Joshua Nkomo and

Bishop Abel Muzorewa. The personal backgrounds, political

careers, leadership abilities, and bases of support of the

three candidates are examined and analyzed. The author

concludes that Mugabs's personal reputation and credibility

enabled him to win the loyalty of the majority of the guer-
rillas who in turn mobililzed a large popular base of

support for him.
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I. I T goMOM

As of mid-February 1980, most of those who were

following the birth of the nation of Zimbabwe were very

hesitant to attempt to predict the Dutcome of the nation's

first national elections. Although no one would predict

which, if any, party was going to win the most votes, most

observers agreed that the election would be very close. It

was thought that since no single party was expected to win a

clear-cut majority in the election, Lord Soames, the British

governor in Salisbury, would have a certain amount of

flexibility in selecting a premier to form a government.

Most observers felt that the Ziababwe African .ational

Union (ZAINU) and and the Zimbabwe African Peoples' Union

(ZAPU), the two externally based nationalist political

parties, together would win at least the requisite majority

of forty-one African seats in parliazent. The problem with

this, however, was that ZANU ind ZAPU were running
separately and there was no guarantee, if a coalition was

not formed, that the new government would represent a

majority of Africans. Joshua Nkomo (ZAPU) was not committed

to forming a coalition government with his rival, Robert

Mugabe (ZANG). Bishop Abel Muzorewa's United African

National Council (UANC) needed only thirty-one seats between

his own and another African party to form a government in

alliance with the Rhodesian Front's twenty white seats.

With Mugabe's decision, after three unsuccessful

assasination attempts upon his life, not to appear at any

public rallies, most analysts believed that ZANU would be

the loyal opposition in iny government. [Ref. 1] As Lord

Soames and the British Government had expressed their

7
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occasions, it was probable that Soames would be able tC

select either the moderate Muzorewa or the less radical

Nkomo to form a government. CRef. 2]

An unnamed -international marketing research company"

commissioned by a pro-Muzorewa newspaper, rhe 1jjt ion1

M2KU.-, to run a public opinion poll, predicted that the
ZANC would win the largest number of seats. CRef. 3] in

Salisbury, TM TZae§, commenting on Nkomo's apparent move

towards moderation vis X yiq Mugabe's Marxist radicalism

wrote that:

Mr. jkomQ...hag. made a big comeback. T.
Huga e, aready soliciting an aIliance 4 t te
white group in parliamenrt appeirs to foresee that
he may not emerge a* the largest party...The
.arxist society in which he personally believes
has no electoral appeal Clef. 4].

Martyn Gregory conducted an interview on 13 April 1980

with an unnamed employee of the Rholesian Ministry of Home

Affairs who acknowledged that that agency, which managed the
election, privately predicted after polling had finished

that iuzorewa would win 314 seats, Mugabe 26, and Nkomo 20

(Ref. 5]. Thus, the common belief held, up to the day the
votes were tallied, was that ZANU would probably not win the

election and that even if it did, it would be excluded from

power by a R?-UkNC-ZAPU coalition.

Thus, it came as quite a surprise to most observers when
the election officials announced that Mugabe and ZANU had

emerged as landslide victors, winning fifty-seven out of

eighty black seats (seventy-one percent) or fifty- seven
percent of allthe seats in parliament. The next day Soames

asked Mugabe to form a government. Mugabe's overwhelming
victory was the final act of a play that had begun over

forty years earlier with the rise of the organized

Zimbabwean nationalist movement ani had climaxed with an
eight-year guerrilla struggle of international importance.

8
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This study has two primary purposes. The first purpose

is to present a history of the nationalist movement in

Zimbabwe, to include the emergenca 3f nationalist organiza-

tions and leaders, the guerrilla war, and the diplomatic

negotiations that occurred during the period. The second

purpose of this paper is to determine how and why Robert

Mugabe became the first black prime minister of an indepen-

dent Zimbabwe.

This thesis is divided into three basic sections. The

first section, which begias after a brief historical intro-
duction to Rhodesia, covers the years from 1934 to 1972. It

deals with the creation and Early evolution of the

Zimbabwean nationalist organizations, the early

Anglo-Rhodesian negotiations, and the beginning of the guer-

rilla war. For organizational ptirposes, this period has

been divided into three historical phases. The second

section, which includes historical phases IT and V, covers

the period from 1972 to 1980. This section deals with the

struggles within and between the nationalist organizations,

the expansion and intensification of the guerrilla war, and

the series of diplomatic negotiations that finally culmi-

nated in a final settlement of the Rhodesian crisis in

December 1979. The thirl section :f this thesis shows why

Robert Mugabe and ZANU were the overwhelming victors in the

February 1980 elections. rhe position taken in this section

is that the outcome of the election was determined by the

relative credibility of the three primary nationalist candi-

dates with the electorate. Thus, this section focuses on a

comparison of the candidates' personal backgrounds, poli-

tical careers, leadership qualities, and sources of support.
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From 1890 to 1923, Southern Rhodesia was s-ttled and

ruled by the British South Africa Zompany under a charter
from the British government. When the royal charter expired

in 1923, the territory became a colbny under direct British

rule. In 1952, the British government joined Southern

Rhodesia and Northern Rhodesia with Nyasaland to form the

Central African Federation. The purpose of this federation
was primarily economic--to use Southern Rhodesia's

managerial and financial resources and coal and Nyasaland's

labor force to develop Northern Rhodesia's mineral wealth in

order to support both Northern and Southern Rhodesia.

The organized black nationalist movement, exclusive of
the anti-colonial wars which occurred at the turn of the
century, began in 19314 with the founding of the African

National Congress (ANC). The history of the Zimbabwean

nationalist movement and of Rhodesia-Zimbabwe between 1934
and 1980 can be divided into five phases. The first phase,

lasting from 1934 to 1964, was characterized by the rise and

evolution of a number of black nationalist organizations and
the increasing repressioa of these organizations by the

Rhodesian government. The foci of the second period, which
lasted from 1964 through 1965, were the struggles between

the British and Rhodesian governments over what would be the
political character of Rhodesia and the whole question of

the Unilateral Declaration of Independence (UDI). The third

historical phase, beginning in early 1966 and ending with
the report of the Pearce Commission in 1972, was typified by
intense diplomatic negotiations between the British and
Rhodesian govtnmen ts over the issues of Rhodesian

10



independence and ma jorit- ZU .a i.1 :oncurae t, the

formation of black nationilist guer.illa orgaaniza:2ons ani

the beginning and intensification 3f guerrilla warfare. The

determining factors in the fourth period, 1973 through 1978,

were the inter and intra party rivalries and splits in the

nationalist movement and the prospect of an "internal

settlement" between the Smith-Rhodesian Front government and

a faction of the nationalist movement. Phase five, which

lasted from 1978 until the assumotion of the

prime-ministership by Robert lugabe in 1980, was dominated

by the interim internal settlement, the zontroversies

surrounding the Muzorewx government, and the final

settlement formulated at the Lancaster House Conference.

Action during each one of these historical phases

generally occurred at three levels. The first level

consisted of actions by and within the black nationalist

movement. The second level consisted of actions on the

diplomatic scene, to include negotiations between the

primary actors--the Rholesian government, the British

government, and the olack nationalist leaders and

organizations. This level also included the roles of the

United Nations, the Frontline States, and South Africa in

influencing the situation. At the third level, the action

consisted of the guerrilla war and the counterinsurgency.

These three levels of action in Rhodesia frequently ran

parallel to each other, but were more often than not

interrelated.

11



A. THE EARLY NATIONALIST MOVEENT: 1934 - 1964

The first African National Congress in Southern 1.hodesia

was founded by Aaron Jacha in 1934. The first ANC was an

elitist political party whose membership was limited to
upper and upper-middle class urban residents who hat the
potential to vote. Th- goals of the . aC were no't to

acquire, gain, or control political power, but to influence

the decision-making process through dialogue and cooperation

with the Rhodesian government. rhe firs- ANC was neither

nationalist nor revolutionary and by the beginning of the
Second world war it had =eased to exist as a functioning

organization.

In 1948, the Reverend Thomas Samkange and the Reverend

E. Nenapare resurrected the INC. Membership was again

restricted to westernized Ziababwean elites. The ANC

attempted to influence the Rhodesian government to insure
Zimbabwean civil rights by giving Zimbabweans the right to
participate in the colonial parliament. The most revolu-

tionary action taken by this organization was its support of
the general strike of 1948. Generally, the INC believed

that petitions, delegations, and representations by respon-

sible black citizens were better methods of influencing the

government than mass strikes and protests. The ANC

achieved little success and had all but disappeared by 1953.

The formation of the Zsntral. African Federation in 1952
created a rift among the $Suthern Rhodesian African leaders.

A number of African leaders, including Joshua Nkomo, Mike
Hove, Jasper Savanhu, ad Charles 3zengeli, supported the

formation of the Federation because they hoped that it woull

12



end racialism and discri2ination. These leaders joinel

white political parties with the hope of achieving a part-

nership with the white ruling regize. Another group of

black leaders, led by George Nyandoro, Henry Hamadziripi,

and Paul mushonga, opposed the Federation and multira-

cialism. In August 1955, these more radical leaders formed

the City Youth League (CYL) in Harare. The CYL was the

first truly nationalist political organization in Southern

Rhodesia. Its membership was open to all classes of blacks

living in Rhodesia, not Just the educated urban elite. The

goals of the CYL were to make africans aware of their poli-

tical, social, and economic position and to inculcate a

feeling of pride and dignity in them. The efforts of the

CYL were targetted against the district native commis-

sioners, who were considered the epitome of white domination

in Rhodesia. By 1956, the CYL had gained considerable popu-
larity. In that year, due to its mass appeal, the CYL was

able to win the Harare Advisory Board elections. The signi-
ficance of the CYL for the evolution of the Zimbabwean

nationalist movement was two-fold. First, it was the first:
supra-ethnic African nationalist party to draw its member-

ship from the professional-elite, urban-working, and rural-

peasant classes. Second, although the CYL had a more
radical philosophy toward3 change than any previous nation-

alist organization, it still believed in working within the
colonial political system to bring about change.

In September 1957, Siakange's AqC and the ZYL merged to

form the Southern Rhodesian African National Congress

(SRAVC). By combining the organizationally and increasingly
politically strong Harare CYL with the widely recognized

AMC, the black leaders were able to create a nationalist
organization with the potential for great growth and a truly
nation-wide appeal. After much debate and disagreement, the

13



Congress elected Joshua 31komo presidett, James Zhikerema

vice-president, George Nyindoro general secretary, and Paul

Mushonga treasurer. The SRANC was a relatively moderate

organization. Its philosophy was non-racial. Its goals

were national unity and an equal partnership between all

inhabitants of Southern Rhodesia, regardless of race, color,

or creed. The SRANC felt that Rhodesia would prosper only

if a completely integrated society was created as a alterna-
tive to tribalism, racialism, and liscriminatioa. The SRANC

swore its allegiance to the British Crown and hoped to

obtain reforms within the British colonial administration.

Like the CYL, the SRANC continued to denounce, criticize,

and embarrass the native district commissioners of the

Department of Native Affairs in front of the Zimbabwean

masses in the hopes of convincing these Africans that

settler power was not that invincible when faced with an

organized African opposition.

The SRANC rapidly gained a large mass following among
urban and rural blacks from all economic sectors. As

mentioned earlier, the SR&NC believed in working peacefully

and lawfully through the British colonial government. Its

goal was not a new black government through revolution, but

an equal partnership bet ween blacts and whites through
mutual cooperation. It should be noted that before the

collapse of the Central African Fedaration in 1963, Prime

ministers Garfield Todd and Sir Edgar Whitehead had made

attempts to ease racial discrimination in Southern Rhodesia.
The Public Service Amendment Act No. 42 (1962) opened up the
civil service on a non-racial basis. The pass system was
eased by the Pass Law (Repeal) Act No. 50 (1960). The Land

Apportionment (Amendment) Act No. 54 (1960) eased regula-
tions affecting urban blacks. Nevertheless, this trend
towards reform never satisfied the SRANC nor convinced it



that the white goveZnmant sinca:ay wa.t.. t:) :_mcia

disc- imination. The SRAIC mad - rageated appeals to the

government to repeal the 1951 Native Land Husbandry Act.

The act was designed to prevent the soil erosion being

caused by '.aditional African tribal farming 2ethods. It
was viewed as discriminatory by the SRANC because its imple-
mentation involved cattle destocking and the introduction of
individual land tenure, both of which were contrary to
African traditions. At the same time, white farmers were
not required by the act to destock their herds, thus

creating the appearance 3f an attempt by whites to mono-

polize the cattle industry.

In late 1958 and early 1959, there were a series of
civil disturbances in Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland.

These violent protests coincided with protests in Southern
Rhodesia and the Southern Rhodesian government accused the

SR&HC of complicity in the rioting. Although these charges

against the SR&NC were aever proven, in late Pebruary 1959
the Southern Rhodesian government declared a state of emer-

gency and, claiming it was a subversive organization, banned

the SHANC. Over 500 members of the SRAXC were arrested, of
which 300 were detained without trial. Joshua Nkomo, who

went into voluntary exile, was the only SRANZ leader to

escape arrest and detention.
The white settlers in Southern Rhodesia feared that the

black nationalist organizations were nothing more than
covers for a world-wide communist conspiracy. Zonsequently,

the Rhodesian government enacted a mumber of laws aimed at

steaming the spread of communism and severely limiting the
effectiveness of the Zimbabwean nationalist movement. Among

these laws were the Unlawful Organizations Act and the

Preventive Detention Act of 1959 aad the Emergency Powers
Act, the Vagrancy Act, and the Law and Order Maintenance Act

15
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anti-nationalist trend that was to =ontinue uatil indepen-
dence was achieved in 1980.

The void left by the binning of the SRANC was filled on

1 January 1960 when the 3ational Democratic Party (NDP) was
formed. The formation of the MDP wis a significant turning

point for a number of reasons. First, the tactics and ulti-

mate goals of the .DP differed dramatically from those of
the SRANC. The SRANC had sought to achieve reform by
working through the Southern Rhodesian governient bureauc-

racy and by applying int ernal pressure upoa the white
minority regime. The SRANC believed that change could be

achieved through peaceful means. the NDP, on the other

hand, felt that change could only be achieved if external

pressure was exerted upon the Southern Rhodesian government.
Believing that Great Britain should retain its reserve

powers over Southern Rhodesia, the NDP placed greater

emphasis upon lobbying the British government than working
through the Rhodesian government itself. In addition, the

NDP sought to mobilize international support for its cause

by lobbying other independent black states and the United
Nations. Events in the Belgian :oago and Nigeria and the

improving status of the nationalist movements in Northern
Rhodesia and Nyasaland gave the NDP the hope that the inter-

nationalization of an internal problem might improve the

situation in Southern Rhodesia. Another tactical difference

between the SRANC and NDP was the willingness of the latter

to resort to violence. While the SRINC never approved of
violence as a means of achieving in end, the NDP did. In

1960, the NDP organized a large number of riots in Salisbury

and Bulawayo for the purpose of pressuring the British and
Rhodesian governments to call for a constitutional

con ference.

16



The ultimate goals of the SR&NC and the NDP also

differed. The MDP was more radical and revolutionary.

While the SRINC looked for a non-racial society and an

equal partnership with the white minority within the frame-

work of the current governmental system, the NDP wanted "one

man, one vote," an end to colonialism, complete indeven-

dence, and closer cooperation with other black governments

and black nationalist movements in &frica.

The NDP was also significant in that it demonstrated the
splits within the Zimbabwean nationalist movement. The

first division among Zimbabwean nationalists involved class.

While the SRANC could claim a membership from all class
groups and had a wide popular base, the NDP was an elitist

organization whose membership, like that of the old ANC, was

drawn primarily from the urban intellengencia. Because the

activities of the NDP were often centered around the urban

industrial areas and schools, the .DP often neglected the

needs and desires of the rural peasant population.

Consequently, the NDP's effectiveness as a national organi-

zation was limited by its failure to develop either a wide

popular base or a grass-root organization in the rural

areas.

The other split within the nationalist movement revolved
around Joshua Nkomo. When the NDP was formed in January

1960, Michael Ilawema was appointed its interim president as

Nkomo was in self-exile in Great Britain. The party was

divided between those who wanted' Nkomo as president and

those who felt that he was a cowarl for leaving Rhodesia.

The critics of Nkomo within the NDP broke away and formed

the Zimbabwe National Party (ZNP), which later became the

Pan-African Socialist Onion (PISU).

Nkomo again became a controversial figure at the London

Constitutional Conference of 1961. While Nkomo was in

17



exile, the NDP had been prassuri'.g t.he British and Rhodesian
governments to hold a constitutional conferenze. It was

hoped by the NDP that a c-onstitution would be framed that

would fulfill its nationalist aspirations--a non-racial

society, the end of colonialism, and independence. Nkomo

returned from exile in October 1960 and became the president

of the NDP and subsequently led the MDP delegation to the

London Constitutinal Conference in early 1961. At the
convention, Nkomo, who was politically a moderate conserva-

tive, and Sithole, Chite po, and Silundika, agreed to a

constitution that provided for fifteen African seats in a

parliament of sixty-five seats. When Nkomo returned to
Rhodesia, he came to the realization that the constitution

was not acceptable to the majority of the NDP. .ichael

dawema and Leopold Takawira, members of the NDP executive,

had already publically criticized him and others had accused

him of selli-g out the black masses to colonialism and white

racism. Consequently, Nkomo felt obliged to repudiate the

constitution. Unfortunately, the NDP could aot reject a
constitution that it had already agreed to. The greatest

irony of the entire episode, however, was the fact that the

NDP's boycott of the 1962 election due to the unaccept-

ability of the constitution to Africans enabled Winston

Field's conservative Rhodesian Front (RF) Party to come to

power almost unopposed. thus, because of its internal disa-

greements, the NDP had shot itself in the foot.
On 9 December 1961, the NDP was banned. All of the

executive members were arrested and detained, with one

ironic exception. Joshua Nkomo again escaped arrest and
detention because he was out of the country at the time of

the crackdown.
The Zimbabwe African Peoples Union (ZAPO) was founded on

17 December 1961. Although, for obvious reasons, its

18



leadership did not acknowledge it nubliclv, 3APU was th4

direct descendent of the NDP. It wa3, in fact, the NDP with

a different name. Headed by Joshua .Itomo, ZAPU had the same

organization and leaders as the banned NDP. Although

anti-colonialist and anti-imperialist, ZAPU was neither

socialist nor communist. It was the first Zimbabwean

nationalist organization to apply the concept of

Pan-kfricanism to the liberation movement. Its objectives
were as follows:

A. kims and Objectives:
I. To esta~~ash the oolici of -he one-man-one-
vote as t e basIs 0 govern Setn in th s country.
II i o ma"intain the spirit of de-oracv and

o berty among the people of Zlmbabw.
I$I. To unite the Africaa peoole so thit thly
INerate themselves from all forms of imperi-
alism and colonialisu.

ll~oightrelntlvslyfor the eliminationI01-l rmof opression.

V. T9 create the conditimns for the economic
prosperity of the peopLe under a government
based on the principle of one-man-one-v3te.

I o fs er the devalo pment Qf the best
values Tn frican culture ana tradions, so as
to establish a desirable order.

B. Pan-Africanism:
I. ZAPU shall 11stil and maintain the spirit
of Pan-African sm n Zimbabwe.
II. It s~all work co-ope;atively ih hanly other
movement in Africa ; e.sewhere which rosters
the spirit of Pan- ricanis.

C. International:
I. ZAPU shall observe, respect and promote
human t;ihts €onta oe n th Declaration of
Human R-g ts of the united Nations Charter.
I1 It sball ma ntai; peceful and f~i ndl
re ei tons with such nat ons as ar e p eace.ul an
friendly towards the kfrican peo ple f Zimbabwe.

I. Is1n g shall co-ojerate withl anl such i rng-
struaale f the total alad meiat liaonof c lonialism and inpreralism. [Ref. 1a
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believe that change would only occur through violent revolu-
tion. As Rhodesian security forces continued to arrest and

detain nationalist subversives, the ZAPU leadership came to
the decision that if ZAPU were to be banned, it would go

underground rather than form a new organization [Ref. 7].

During that same year, the Zimbabwe Liberation Army was

created. .athan Shamuyarira notes that during this period
the philosophy of the ZkNU leadership that independence

could be achieved peacefully began to change:

Nkomo too talked in warlkefterns: i :itain_- i
on acy he sa e hwo l free ourseves.- There

are only three methods possible-- negotLations,
economic breakdown, or bloody revolution. I warn
Britain that if she loes not act, I will quit the
resent nature of politics that we have been

following., aef. 8]
ZAPU was banned in September 1952. Ironi:ally, Nkomo

was again in a trip away from Southern Rhodesia. In Lusaka

at the time ZAPU was banned, Nkomo, after several days hesi-
tation, fled into hiding ia Tanganyika. Thus, three organi-

zations of which Nkomo was the head had been banned and on

all three occasions he was conveniently out of the country

at the time of the crack-lown by the security forces. To
many of the other nationalists, it appeared that, at the

very best, Nkomo was a coward who was only interested in

saving his own skin and at the worst a traitor who was

collaborating with the security forces. &mid these accusa-

tions and because of pressures applied by the Reverend
Vdabaningi Sithole, the ZAPU National treasurer, and

Presidents Nyerere of Tangankyika and Kaunda of Northern
Rhodesia, Nkomo was persuaded to fly back to Salisbury for

three months restriction. (1ef. 9]
At this time a split occurred within the nationalist

movement and ZAP0. There were two basic reasons for the

split. First, for the reasons mentioned previously, many
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Zimbabwean natioztalists lost confidence in Nkomo's personal

leadership ability. Secondly, ZAPU had failed to organize a
domestic revolutionary liberation movement with a mass
popular base. Instead, ZAPU had placed its emphasis, as
demonstrated by Nkomo's constant foreign t-avel, upon

rallying international support for the Zimbabwean liberation
movement. This strategy had failed. In 1963 the split
within ZAPU manifested itself in the formation of two
splinter qroups. The organization that supported Nkomo was
the Peoples Care-taker Council (PCC). The anti-Nkomo organ-
ization was the Zimbabwe African National Union (Z&NU). A

After Nkomo had served his detention in Rhodesia in
1962, he called the ZAPU executive council, to include
Ndabaningi Sithole and Robert Mugabe, together for a confer-
ence in Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania. Nkomo desiced to form a
government in exile in Tanzania. President Jalius Nyerere

opposed this plan on the grounds that the liberation move-
ment would only be successful if ZAPU operated within
Southern Rhodesia. He felt that Nkomo's leadership was
needed in Southern Rhodesia, not Tanzania. The ZAPU execu-
t ive council also disagreed with Nkomo in this matter. The
excutive council was also disappointed in Nkomo's lack of
decisiveness as a leader and was concerned about the lack of
confidence in Nkomo that many Pan-African leaders had
expressed to them CRef. 13]. Unwilling to tolerate this
criticisa or to compromise on these issues, Nkomo left his

executive council financially stranded in Dar-es-Salaam and

returned to Rhodesia. Seven of the executive council
members denounced and deposed Nkomo and appointed Ndabaningi
Sithole as their leader. Nkomo scheduled a zonference at

Cold Comfort Farm near Salisbury for 10 August 1963. The
purpose of the conference was to solve the split and deter-
mine the leadership of the nationalist movement. Nkomo
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invited over 5,000 people to the coaference, including the

dissident executive council members. Having returned to

Southern Rhodesia, the executive council declined the invi-
tation to Cold Comfort Farm and on 8 August 1963 formed the

Zimbabwe African Iational Union (ZAkU) and elected

Ndabaninqi Sithole as the interim president. At the Cold

Comfort Farm Conference, Nkomo was confirmed as the primary

Zimbabwean nationalist lealer (presilent of ZA.U and leader

of the PCC).

At the same time, Ndabaningi Sithole, Robert Mfugabe,

Washington Malianga and Laopold Takawira were suspended from

the nationalist movement.

Between August and September 1953, several attempts to

reconcile the PCC and Z&NU failed. Although officially the

PC: was not a political party, and thus less susceptable to

Rhodesian government repression, in reality it was still

ZAPU. Both the PCC and ZAN4 professed anti-colonialism,

pan-)Lfricanism, and socialism. The biggest difference

between the two organizations was in the manner in which

they wanted to bring about Zimbabwe's liberation. The PCC

still emphasized the use 3f international arenas and consti-

tutionalism to affect rafarm. ZANU, on the other hand,

believed in self-reliance and the direct confrontation of

the enemy. Although ZANU criticized Z&PU for failing to

develop a revolutionary program of national lioeration, at

this point in time it 1ii not itself have such a program.

Both the PCC and ZANU were banned on 26 August 1964. At
this time, hundreds of ZANU and PZC members, among them

Nkomo, Sithole, and Mugabe, began more than a decade of

detention.
Inspite of these apparent set-backs to the nationalist

movement in Zimbabwe, events in Northern Rhodesia and

Nyasaland from 1960 to 1963 gave Southern Rhodesians cause
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to hope that change and z-~ r: .. d - n ia bcr e a=C'a.i:
the corner. After intensified opposition, :Iots, and

strikes in the two northern territocies, Great Britain set
up two commissions to investigate the political situation

there. As a result of these commissions, Great Britain held
a constitutional conference in 1963. The right of Northern

Rhodesia and Nyasaland to secede from the Ce.ntral African

Federation was recognized. When the two territories

declared their intention to secede, Britain agreed t3
dissolve the federation on 31 December 1963. At that time,
Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland were granted independence

from Great Britain and became the black governed nations of
Zambia and Malav, respectively. rhe grantinq of indepen-

dence with majority rule was a 7reat encouragement to

Zimbabwean nationalist aspirations. Surely Great Britain

would do the same for Southern Rhodesia. Nevertheless, this
hope would soon be shattered when the Zimbabwean black

nationalists came to the realization that the white
Rhodesian Front government was also determined to achieve

independence from Great Britain, but without majority rule.
On the whole, the levels of violence and guerrilla

activity were extremely limited during Phase I. Zimbabwean
nationalist leaders still held the hope that, with the help

of Great Britain, change and independence could be brought

about largely through peaceful, constitutional zeans. most

of the violence was limited to confrontations between the

nationalists themselves, such as those that occarred between

the PCC and ZANO in 1964. Guerrilla activities were limited
largely to organizing forces, training cadre, and planning

acts of sabotage. In February 1964, the PC: decided to
divide Southern Rhodesia into command regions, or fighting

zones. At around the same time, ZANU also planned a number
of acts of sabotage aimed at impressing black opinion and
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thwarted by Rhodesian intelligence before taey could be
implemented. One successful attack was made, howsver, by
the infamous "Crocodile Commando" group which killed a white
farmer, Petrus Oberhultzer, on 4 July 1964. (Ref. 11] This

event was notable because it was the first attack on a white

settler since 1897 and becAuse it signified the beginning of

the guerrilla war.

B. THE UDI QUESTION: 1964 - 1965

The period from early 1964 to November 1965 was domi-

nated by *he question of whether or not the Rhodesian
government would unilaterally declare Rhodesia's indepen-

dence from Great Britain. While the action dairing Phase t
was dominated by the nationalist movement and, in parti-

cular, the political in-fighting within the nationalist

movement, the action i Phase 1I was domiaated by the

struggle between Great Britain and Rhodesia and the struggle
within the Rhodesian government over who would determine the
future political disposition of Rhodesia. The question of

the Unilateral Declaration of Independence (UDI| was brought

to a head by the events and trends of Phase I.

A number of issues led to the DI by Ian Smith and his

Rhodesian Front Party (REM. First of all, the dissolution
of the Central African Federation aad the granting of inle-

pendence to Zambia and Malawi by Great Britain made white

Rhodesian settlers extremely nervous. The white settlers

felt that the British government had sold out their counter-
parts in Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland to the black

nationalists and were fearful that Britain would do the same
to white Rhodesians if given the opportunity. This fear was

reinforced by several other circumstances. The rise of

African nationalism within the Central African Federation
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had demonstrated to white Rhodesians that there was a new,

powerful force with which they would have to deal. It was

alto feared that the Labor Party victory over the

Conservative_ Party in the 1964 elections would result in

greater pressure from Great Britain for majority rule in

Rhodesia. This pressure for majority rule was intensified

by the internationalization of the problem by the black

nationalist organizations, the newly independent black

nations of Africa, the Organization of African Unity (CAU),

and the United Nations. Finally, there was in historical

and cultural imperative asong whIt. Rhodesians to improve

and solidify their own positions vis a vis Africans and to

strengthen their power over the Afri-an through institution-

alized racism.

White Rhodesians had good reason to believe that they

would be able to hold off indefinit.ly, if not eliminate,

the black nationalist onslaught. The distribution of mili-

tary forces at the time of the dissolution of the Central

African Federation had provided Rhodesia with an over-

whelming regional military superiority and white Rhodesians

were confident that any threat, either internal or external,

could be successfully met. In addition, repressive measures

had been quite successful in crippling the nationalist

now em en t.

After the break-up of the Central African Federa-ion,

Great Britain and Rhodesia began preliminary discussions

concerning Rhodesia's independence. The policy of the

British government was that no independence would be granted

to Rhodesia without the gradual termination of racial

discrimination and progress towards majority rule. This

prerequisite for independence was totally unacceptable to

the Rhodesian Front government. When the RFP suggested that

UDI was the only solution to the problem, Prime minister
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Winston Field objected t: the suggestion. rhe Rhodesian

. cabinet replaced him with ran Smith. On 11 November 1965,

Prime Minister Smith unilaterally declared Rhodesia's inde-

pendence from Great Britain.
During this phase, the nationalist parties and organiza-

tions were relatively inaztive, with one important excep-

tion. Guerrilla fcrces were being trained in other

countries. Between September 1964 and March 1965, forty
Z&NU members went to Ghana for guerrilla training.

Meanwhile, between Marah 1964 and 3ctober 1965, fifty-tvw'
ZAPU recruits took guerrilla training in .oscow, 4anking,

and Pyongyang, North Korea. [Ref. 12] By the time of UDI,
guerrillas had already started infiltratin; back into

Rhodesia.

C. POST-UDI NEGOTIATIONS A14D ZHE GUERRILLA WAR: 1966 - 1972

Phase III, which began immediately after the UDI and

lasted until the announcement of the Pearce Commission find-
ings in 3ay 1972, was dominated by two major sets of devel-

opments. ?irst there ware the efforts of the British
government, first Labour &nd later Zonservative admini#:t-

tions, to negotiate a peaceful settlement with the Rhodesian
Front government to end the crisis. The second set of

developments concerned the dramatic change in tactics by the

nationalist organizations. Specifically, the Zimbabwean

nationalists came to the realization that the solution to
the crisis and ultimate mijority rule would not come about

through legal, non-violent constitutional or diplomatic
efforts but would only be achieved through guerrilla
warfare. As will be shown, the irony of this phase is that
the British commitment to a peaceful negotiated settlement
in many ways forced the black nationalists to resort to

guerrilla warfare. The British refusal to even consider the
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use of ilita:y fo. :; a 0 1ve prcblIam I r -a

the unwanted effects of b:uying the R? qovernient's confi-

dence in its ability to ride out the crisis and driving the

Zim babwean nationalists to desperate measures when they

realized that the British government was unwilling to take

the necessary steps to solve the Rhodesian problem.

Just prior to UDI in November 1965, Harold Wilson's

newly elected Labour government warned the Rhodesians of the
consequences of UDI. In UDI would be considered by Great

Britain to be an act of defiance, aad as such would have no
constitutional effect on Rhodesia's 3tatus. No Commonwealth
government would be able to recognize the UDI. The British

government would sever relations with Rhodesia and initiate

economic sanctions against her. Financial and trade rela-
tions between Great Britain and Rholesia would be jeopard-

ized. Further financial aid would be terminated. In short,

Britain would make every effort to isolate Rhodesia diplo-

matically and to cripple her economically. Despite making
these diplomatic and economic threats against Rhodesia,

Wilson refused to threaten the use of force against Rhodesia

should she unlilaterally declare he independence (Ref. 13].

British overtures towards Smith's RF government bqgan

immediately after U DI. In August 1966, the British govern-

ment announced the start of exploratory talks between offi-

cials of the two governments and on 19 September 1966 the

first British delegation arrived in Salisbury to meet with

Rhodesian officials. On 28 September 1966, the British

diplomats returned to London with little to show for their
efforts. In October 1965, the British government again

threatened the Rhodesian government with economic sanctions

unless it agreed to renounce its UDI.
The first round of serious negotiations between Great

Britain and Rhodesia began on I December 1966 aboard the
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Wilson and Smith government s r sultal in a working .ocument

that was to be the basis for a constitutional agreement. The

basic provisions of this locument were as follows:

K. Unimpeded progress to majority rule:

1 The cleat-on of a legisiltive assemb
33 "A" rol seats, 17 "" rol seats, anl of 17
reserved European seats and of a senate
consisting of 12 Earopeans, 8 Africans, and 6
chiefs to be elected by the chiefs council.

2. The extentio4n of the fra~chis~p*to a.l
African; over 30 who could fulfill citizensh!p
and residence requirements.

B. Guarantees against retrogressive amendm.n.s to
the constitution:-

1. & provision that an, amendments to secifi-
call entrenched provisi ns of the constitation
woul require a veto of three-quarters of the
total membership of both the assembly and the
senate voting tog ether and be subject to an
appeal to a constitutional commission in
Rhodesia consisting of the chief Iustice and
other justices with further appeal .o the Judi-
cial committee of the privy Council.

C Immediate improvement in the political status of
Africans.

D. Progress towards ending racial discrimination:

1. The estblishment of a royal commission on
racial discri minati on.

E The 3ritish overnpont woul.dhave to be satisfied
that any proooszd basis for independence would have
to be acceptable to the people of Rhodesia as a
whole.

F, That there wpuld be no oppression of majority by
minority or of m-nority by ma or,.ty:

1. The creation of SbjjqJI -ba.Zed interia
government headea by Ia

2. Resoasibilitgy or the maintenance of law aqdorder nd prote cton of human rights to be in
the hands of the pritish governor who would be
advised by a security council consisting of the
responsible mifnistrs, the heads of the defense
forces the clief of police, and a representa-
tive of the British governmeat.

3. FMee electi ns which wotladincludetDeaceful
cama ni.g ana other poic ica e act vties.
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The Wilson government accepted this workin; document in
its entirety, the Smith government refused to accept those

provisions leading to majority African rule. Thus, the

requirements for African participation in government led to

a Rhodesian rejection of the proposed settlement and the

collapse of the 11 talks.
Having failed in its first attempt to negctiate a

settlement with the Rhodesians, the British government

hardened its stance against Smith's Rhodesian Front govern-
ment. First of all, the British government adopted the

policy of no independence before majority rule (VIBAR). As

far as Great Britain was concerned, the mere progress

towards majority rule would no longer be an acceptable prer-

equisite for independence. Secondly, Britain decided to

pressure the Rhodesian government by following through with

its threats. The British government, under the provisions

of Articles 39 and 41 of the United Nations Charter, intro-
duced a resolution to the UN Security Council calling for

mandatory sanctions on Rhodesia's 2ost important exports.

On 16 December 1966, determining that the situation in
Rhodesia constituted a threat to international peace, the UN

Security Council voted to impose selective mandatory sanc-

tions against Rhodesia that would include certain specified

Rhodesian exports and the supply to Rhodesia of arms, mili-

tary equipment, vehicles and aircraft, and oil and oil

pro ducts.

Throughout 1967 and 1968, the Wilson government
continued to keep the channels of communication with

Rhodesia open. The British government sent a number of

representatives to Salisbary to discuss a possible settle-
ment with Ian Smith. These diplovatic missions were led

respectively by Lord Alport (June 1967), Sr. George

Thomason, the British Z ommonwealth Secretacy (November
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1967) , and Sir Alex Douglis-Home (February 1963). As had
happened before, none of the British emissaries was able to

convince Smith to agree to a settlement. Again Great
Britain had to increase the pressure against Rhodesia in
order to force the Smith government into serious negotia-

tions. In March 1968, 3reat Britain called upon the U1I

Security Council to discuss the imposition of further
economic sanctions against Rhodesia and on 29 May 1968 a
resolution was passed which imposed comprehensive mandatory

sanctions upon Rhodesia. The resolution required all UN
member states to join in an embargo of all trade with
Rhodesia (with minor exceptions such as medical and educa-
tional supplies), on all air and sea shipments of goods to

and from Rhodesia, and on the investment of funds in

Rhodesia. In addition, me:ber countries were to prevent the

entry into their territory of persons travelling on

Rhodesian passports, persons believed to be aiding the

Rhodesian regime, and aircraft from airlines operating to

and from Rhodesia. The UN resolution required member
nations to discourage emigration to Rhodesia.

On 20 September 1968, Mr. James Bottomly, the Under
Secretary at the British Foreign affice, began further

discussions with Ian Smith in Salisbury. These discussions

led to negotiations between Great Britain and Rhodesia
aboard the S~ jarejt from 9 - 13 October 1968. Almost

all of the proposals made during the Fearless negotiations
were drawn from the Uq2Z proposals of two years erlier.
In addition to the original =.ier proposals, the following

were added:

(1) &ct on .s. to be takin.to provide more educa-
tiQna1 t acil ties fo ". r ho .ej.ans. The
3riti h government would provz4 miaon pounds
year Kor ten years wicR would be matched Dy equal
Rums rom thl Rhoaesian government, in pursuit of
this goal.

o rcan Rhode1ians and because ag t fifth
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r-r. ai Do, wase --ans nxent, ani wu I over-ridae ai2
other principles.

Despite the additional safeguards proposed for the

African majority in the Z _ss talks, the real signifi-

cance of these negotiations lies in the fact that they
demonstrated the willingness of the British to compromise on

"principle" and grant concessions in order to reach a

settlement with the Rhodesian Front government. The fact

that the British revived the basic IS proposals at the

JA ls talks shows that they had abandoned the principle
of NIBHAR as a prerequisite for Phol.asian independence. In

addition, the terms of the proposed Fearle§ agreement
ensured that the Rhodesiaa administration, rather than the

British governor,would retain control if the constitutional
proposals were found to be unacceptable to the people of

Rhodesia as a whole. Calculations indicated that,should the

Ferless proposals have been accepted, even uader the most
favorable conditions, majority rule would not have been

attained until 1999. [Ref. 15]

As was the case before, the proposals were unacceptable
to Smith's Rhodesian Front government. The Rhodesian

government rejected the aspects of the proposed agreement

dealing with the composition of the legislature, the appeal
to the judicial committee of the privy council, and the

extent to which voting would count during elections.

Consequently, the fEsl sI_ talks broke down on 13 October

The final break between Great Britain and Rhcdssia came

in June 1969 with the decision by the Rhodesian Front
government, endorsed by a referendm of the overwhelmingly

European electorate, to declare Rhodesia a republic under a
new constitution. The UDI, or Republican, Constitution was

introduced to replace the 1965 Constitutution which the

Rhodesian government considered to be
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because it co;aizs a au' o bb '
features, the principle one baiag that it o.ovides
for eventual majority rule and, inevitably the
domination of one race by another and that I oes
not guarantee that tfe government wil beretained. (Ref. 161

The new constitution was based upon the premise of separate
racial development in all spheres aad envisaged -he attain-
ment of racial parity between blacks and whites in the
parliament only in the very distant future. The major

provisicus of the Republican Constitution, which went into
effect on 2 March 1970, were as follows:

A1 The Rhodesian lagislitive assembly wis to be
composed of:

1. Fifty Europ ea members .,lected on the rolls
of European voger3 for fifty European consti-
tu encies.
2. Sixteen kfrican members, eight of which were
to be elected by the Africans enrolled on the
rolls of African voters and eight by the elec-
toral colleges comprised of the chiefs, headmen,
and elected councilors of the African councils
of the Tribal Trust Lands.

B. The number of African a embers in the l9isl tive
assembly would be increased, bat the rati5 of the
African to European membership in the house assembly
was directly related to the prooortion of the total
income tax revenueeach community' paid.

C Should the African ever reach arity reenta-
tIon with the Europeans (i.e., ? sas aiece),
there would be no further increase in their" repre-
sentation.

D The senate was to consist of 10 Europeaa members
elected by European members of the lower house, 10
African members elected by all African chi.fs, and
three members appointad by the president.

The effect of the Republican Constitution was that after
the elections 250,000 Europeans hat 50 representatives in

the assembly and 4,000,000 Africans had only 15 representa-

tives, half of whom were chiefs, headmen, and councillors

who were for all practical purposes nothing acre than

government employees. Th,,s, by means of the new constitu-
tion, the Smith regime was not only able to postpone poli-

tical parity indefinitely, but also was able to foreclose

altogether any future possibility of majority African rule.
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The implementation of the Republican Constitution on 2
March 1970 effectively isolated Rhodesia from the interna-

tional community. The British residual mission in Salisbury

and Rhodesia House in London were both closed. The British

governor, Sir Humphrey Gibbs, who had been nothing more than

a figure-head since UDI in 1965, resigned. On 18 March
1970, the UN Security Council adopted a resolution calling

for the immediate rupture of all relations with Rhodesia.

Eleven of the thirteen 1iploaatic missions in Rhodesia were

withdrawn, leaving only the South African and Portuguese

missions. The Rhodesian Rapublic was denied official recog-

nition by all the members of the United Nations.

No sooner had the British government broken off rela-
tions with Rhodesia when it decided to re-open a dialogue
with the Rhodesian Front government in the hope of getting
the negotiating process going again. This was due to the

fact that the Conservatives, led by Edward Reith, came to

power in June 1970 when Wilson's Labour government was voted
out of office. The Conservative Party lacked the Labour

Party's anti-Rhodesia wing and thus was in a much better
position to make concessions to the Rhodesian regime during

the formulation of a settlement. In addition, the interna-
tional climate was more favorable to a compromise solution

to the Anglo-Rhodesian crisis. There were indications that

the Nixon administration was going to be more favorably

disposed towards the Rholasian Republic and on 6 October
1971 the U.S. Senate woull vote to defy the ON sanctions and

to permit the importation of chrome from Rhodesia. Also,
the Heath government felt that, due to the general inst-

ability in Africa, which was typified by the overthrow of

President Kwame Nkrumah in Ghana, international organiza-
tions such as the OAU, the Commonwealth, and the ON were
unlikely to actively oppose a compromise Anglo-Rhodesian
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settlement if there were any chance that such an agrement

would improve the stability of the region.
Shortly after it came to power ia June 1970, the British

Conservative government announced that it was initiating new
attempts to re-open negotiations with the Rhodesian Front
government. The initial contacts were through private,

unofficial channels. on 1 February 1971, tan Smith

confirmed that contact had been 2ade between the British and
Rhodesian governments in Salisbury. In April 1971, Lord
Goodman led what would be the first of five missions to

Salisbury to prepare the way for the Anglo-Rholesian Summit

Conference. During October, Lori Goodman was able to

achieve a basis for negotiations with the Rhodesians.
On 15 November 1971, a British delegation of 27, led by

the foreign minister, Sir Alex Douglas-Home, arrived in
Salisbury to begin the kaglo-Rhodesian Summit Conference.

On 24 November 1971, the Anglo-Rholesian Accord was signed

in Salisbury. The Anglo-Rhodesian Accord represents a major

compromise by the British in that the British government

accepted, almost completely in tact, the Rhodesian constitu-
tion of 1969, removed the principle of M(IBMAR as a prerequi-
site for independence, aad of the original six principles

agreed upon in the T.ai and U.,"I! negotiations, gave
away on all of them except principle number five, which
allowed the British government to satisfy itself that the

proposed settlement was acceptable to the people of Rhodesia

as a whole. In addition to the 1969 Republican
Constitution, the Anglo-Rhodesian Agreement also included

the following important proposals.

1. A commission wai to be form d tiniento
and make recommendations concern n9

. d i s  . n a t o rlgislation and a justiciable declaration ol
r1ghts. However, attempts to remove racial
dIscrimination may be vetoed if the government

nsiders that there are "overrif in s coni.era-
tions" and the decl ration of rights (which is
lualified bi nuerous ezceptton and provisos)
cond be r nered Largely imefec.ual by the
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su sension of i~ h s after th- dheclaratin 'f
state of emergency.
.lo The prosp fct f eventual politic§l parity

ved by a lack parliamentary major:ty it the
subsequent election.

3. .Amelidments to entrenchod Jepttons of the
COMsltut on.would r; uie. ne as 11on th a two-
thirds ma ority or al te mebr o teo
assembly and the senate vot3.ng separately, the
affirmative votes of the majority of the white
representatives and a majority of black represen-
tatives in the house of assembly. These proce-
dures, while guarding against possible ?uture
retrogressive measurs could also be used to
block progressive legislation. (Ref. 17]

Both the British and Rhodesian governments expected the
majority of Rhodesians, black and white, t3 accept the
Anglo-Rhodesian Agreement. On 25 November 1971, the British
government appointed a commission, headed by Lord Pearce, a

former Lord of Appeal in ordinary, to canvass the views of

all sections of Rhodesian opinion, including ahodesians in

detention and living abroad, to determine the acceptability

of the proposals to Rhodesians as a whole. The Pearce

Commission visited Southern Rhodesia from 11 January to 12

March 1972. During that period thers was considerable civil

unrest and a number of demonstrations organized by Africans
opposed to the settlement. Much of this opposition was due

to the efforts of Bishop Abel Muzorawa, who had emerged as
the leading African politician in Rhodesia. On 16 December
1971, Euzorewa had formed the African National Zouncil (ANC)
for the express purpose of organizing opposition to the

Anglo-Rhodesian Accord. On 12 lay 1972, the Pearce
Commission presented to the British Parliament a report

which concluded that the proposals were not -cceptable to

the people of Rhodesia as a whole:

We are satisfied o our evydence that thepropo-
sals are acceptable to the great majority of
Europeanp. we are 9qually fatis ed, after
)on ller lig all our evide nce, including Athat on

inTimidation, that the majority of Africans
rejected the proposals. In our opinion the pople
of Rhodesia as a whole do not re ard the probosals
s acc table as a basis for indepenaence.
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rejection of the proposals by the black majori:y were a de-ep

distrust of the government, the failure of the British and

Rhodesian governments to :onsult African nationalist leaders

during any stage of the negotiations, and a persistent

belief in Britain's ability to continue influencing events

in Rhodesia.

The political wings of ZAPU/PCC and ZANU were relatively

inactive and ineffective between 1966 and 1972. The mili-
tary wings, ZIPRA and ZANLA, on tha other hani, were very

active militarily, al-igh still very ineffective. The

most straightforward method of discussing the problems fac-d

by the political and military wings of the nationalist

organizations is by dealing with eacd separately. For many

of the difficulties faced by ZAPU/PC% and ZANU were due to

the fact that the political effort was not coordinated with

the military effort.

The low profile and resulting ineffectiveness of the

political wings of the nationalist organizations between

1966 and 1972 was due to i number 3f conditions prevailing

in Rhodesia. First of all, the nationalist movement had

never recovered from the split that had occurred between

ZAPQ/PCC and ZANU in 1963. Consequently, ZAPU and ZANU

expended more effort denouncing each other than lealing with

the problems of UDI and majority rul.. This lack of co-op-

eration prevented the nationalists !rom providing a united

front to negotiate with the British and Rhodesian

gov ernments.

Secondly, by 1966, most of the nationalist leaders had

been imprisoned in Rhodesia. Those who were aot in prison

were in exile abroad. This situation had a number of nega-

tive effects on the nationalist movement in Rhodesia.

Communications between the imprisoned nationalist leaders,
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the exiled nationalist leaders, ard the guril leaders
was very difficult, making any kinI of coordinated effort

nearly impossible. With the majority of the leaders in

prison or in exile, the leadership zf the nationalist move-

ment inside Rhodesia was often left to young and inexperi-

enced members of the nationalist organizations.
Finally, the credibility and coarage of the nationalist

leaders in exile was always very much in question. while

the Zimbabwean nationalist leaders abroaV worked to court
the support of the UN, the OAU, the Commonwealth Nations,

and the Frontline States and to set up a government in
exile, they received increasing pressure from the ?rontline_

States, particularly Tanzania and Zambia and the FRELIO
guerrilla movement in mozambigue, to say nothing of the

guerrillas and imprisoned nationalists within Rhodesia, to
return to Rhodesia so that they could better lead the masses

in the fight for independence and majority rule. The final
result of these problems was a lack of leadership, organiza-

tion, and coordinated effort within the nationalist movement
inside Rhodesia between 1966 and 1972.

This struggle within the struggle was typified by the
continuing rivalry between ZAPU and ZANU in late 1965 and
1966. ZAIN called for a united front with ZAPO as long as
such a u nification did at result in the subordination of

ZANU under Nkomo's PCC. ZANU wanted unity only in the
military aspects of the liberation struggle. However, ZAPU
demanded nothing less than the compLete disbanding of ZA4U

and the subordination of its aembership under Nkomo's lead-

ership. Consequently, neither organization would give in to

the other's demands and the united front was not form-ed. By
1966, the Liberation Coaittee of the OAU had recognized
ZAPU as the largest and most authentic Zimbabwean natinalist
party and had stopped financial support of ZAND. The
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cut-off of funds to ZANU by the OU did not prevent ZANU

from goinq to individual zountries -and other organizations

for support. As a result, while both ZAPU and ZANU were

claiming to be more revolutionary than the other and

spending much of their time trying to gather su~port from

the UN, Commonwealth of Nations, and various Afrc-Asian

organizations, neither of them was carrying on a revolution

inside of Rhodesia.

Because of their lack of organization, unity, and

purposefulness, neither of the two major nationalist organi-

zations participated in any of the knglo-Rhodesian negotia-

tins that occurred between 1966 and 1972. Nevertheless,

blame for this cannot be placed solely at the doorstep of

the nationalist leaders. Ironically, they were never

invited to participate in the negotiations to determine the

future of the black majority of Rhodesia. rhe idea of

majority rule was abhorrent to the Rhodesian Front govern-

ment. Certainly the Rhodesian government could not invite

organizations that it had banned to participate in 1iscus-

sions abcut power-sharing. The British governient, on the

other hand, taking a paternalistic view of the situation,

felt that the nationalists were not yet ready to speak for

themselves and that thereforethe British would have to look

out for their interests for them.

Not surprisingly, both ZAPU and ZANU rejected all of the

agreements that had been negotiated between the British and

Rhodesian governments between 1966 and 1972. It was the

feeling of the black nationalist organizations that these

talks were irrelevant to the Zimbabwean struggle for inde-

pendence. In a memorandum to the Commonwealth Heads of

States Conference on 7 January 1969 on the yearlgs

Proposals, ZAPU stated that:
Ssolution to the Rhodesian froblem will bave.to

fuIl fill. simultaneously, all of the f wow-
con di t ions:
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Ieedom Ifghtes a2ondemnea)I ! atnA all ree om

fi qhters in imprison ment and all those under
detention and restriction; d#opping of all char7es
and release of any f-eedom figt ers under arrest,
2. free and unfettered conditions for Mr. Joshua
Nkomo leader of the African people of Zimbabwe,
to take full charge and conduct of all the affairs
of9 the African people in order to bring aboat
immediate and ungbal'ified majority rule;

3. dissolutlon of the minority regime and all of
its institutions;

4. dravin o. a. iilfied alority rule inde-
pendence c ofstit uon wit no aiment whatsoever
of class, *racial, or tribal distinctions or
differentiations;

5. immediate, -Qtal, and r dic4l recgnstructionof the army, police and administration'so tEat
these correspond wit& the principles and purposes
of majority rule;

6. all racist a~d reactionary laws must cease to
have effect immediately and be expunged from the
statutes.

i e ust t ~ke immedi1te effect with no
04.4ag s.Le . - hgati

The position of ZANU on the Anglo-Rhodesian negotia-.ions

was exemplified in the following:

Britain and Ian Smith have no right to talk about
African indevendeace without Afr-_can consent and

naricipatioh. Both of them aq imer ialis anhave no interest ;-a liberatiag %he- A! f c/a ns.
Their talks about settlement have virtuaily no
effect on the Africans and can never be regarded
as serious. [Ref. 20]

As mentioned earlier, Bishop Abel luzoer.wa founded the
African -Rational Council (ANC in December 1971 for the

purpose of opposing the Inglo-Rhodesian Xccord. In a state-

ment to the Pearce Commission made on 3 January 1972, the

&NC concluded that:
it is clear that the. poposals as they now stand
o not provide a satira tory arrange ent 4ccep-
table to the vast majority of the people in t9e
country. On behalf of these people, the AMC calls
for the Pearce Commission to report the r9jection
of these teras which, if accepted, can only seve
to .eraetuate the existing divisions and in ustlce
in Nodesia. [Ref. 2 1]
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£n a lctter to sir ijec L) ou is-iome c o a

Pearce Commission and tie knglo- hodesian Accord, the

Reverend Ndabaningi Sithole, the imorisoned leadir of ZA119,
wrote from Salisbury Prison in January 1972 that:

The futdamental point you should bear in m-in
$ir Alex, is that ta pro nem facing this co!1n!ry
is basically a politizai one. But your kith ,_l
kin, with lour support, hope to solve it bm polics
and mili.ary action. The An qlo-Rh. esiat
Proposals cannot be implementel with.out military
and police actions over aany years because &.hey
lack one fundamental thing, aad tat is Major.y
rule now.

I siacerely hcp that 01~ will V-iye sthis
matter a further rethink so tsat a real. .c solu-
tion to the present oroblem May be hammerel olt
for good, fo. the g5od of blazk and ihize, and
this can only be done if all interested parties
meet together, at a conference table on a basis of
give-and-take. [Ref. 22]

Two key events occurred during Phase III that would have
an important effect in letermining the future leadership of
the political wings of the nationalist movements in

Zimbabwe. First of all, the formation of the African
National Council in 1971 had an importance that would reach

far beyond the immediate issue of the Anglo-Rhodesian

Proposals. The creation of the ARC signified the emergence
of the heretofore relatively obscure Bishop Abel Muzorewa as

a nationalist leader to be reckoned with. The second event

involved the Reverend Ndabaningi Sithole, the leader of

ZAN U.
In 1969, Sithole was sentenced to six years in prison

for allegedly plotting to assasinate Ian Smith and two of

his cabinet members. During his trial, it is still unclear

for what reasons, Sithole denounced the armed struggle.

Although Sithole would later disavow his own repudiation of

the armed struggle, the damage to his credibility with the

other nationalist political and guerrilla leaders hal

already been done. Although Sithole would at times again
become a dominant actor in the nationalist movement, the
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questions about his sincerity and dadication would prevent

him from ever completely recoverin4g his reputation as a
leader. This beginning of Sithole's gradual demise is
important because it marked the beginning of Robert Mugabe's

emergence as the leader of ZANU. Mugabe and nuzoreva, along
with Joshua Nkomo, as will be seen, were to become the

triumvirate of Zimbabwean nationalist leaders.

The black nationalist guerrilla effort went through a

number of transitions between UDI and 1972. rhe realization

by the guerrillas of the political and military strength of

the Smith regime forced the guerrilla armies t3 change both
their overall strategy and their tactics between 1966 and

1972. Strategically, very early in the phase, the guer-
rillas came to realize that they would not be able to force

a British military intervention in Rhodesia by bringing

about a breakdown of law and order. Consequently, they
accepted the fact that independence and majority rule would

not come about through British military intervention, but

only through the military and political defeat of the

Rhodesian ?ront regime by the nationalist forces. In regard
to the tactics, in ZIPRA ind ZANLA there was a change from

quasi-conventional warfare to classical guerrilla warfare.
The guerrillas knew by 1969 that they could not hope to

defeat the night of the Rhodesian security forces in deci-

sive military engagements. Consequently, the guerrillas

began to avoid conventional battle with the security forces
and started to use class.c hit-and-run guerrilla tactics.

An important part of these guerrilla tactics would be the

politicization of the indigenous population which had been

sorely neglected during the earlier stages of the armed

str ug gl e.

Although the nationalist organizations had adopted guer-
rilla warfare as a means to independence and majority rule



in the early 1960's, they hal not ruled out ths pcssibility
of British military intervention . Shortly after UDI, the

nationalists had viewed guerrilla ictivity as a means of

provoking British intervention because the British had said
that only a breakdown of law and order would cause -them to

intervene militarily. Thus, before 1966, guerrillas wers

not being used to wage ta armed struggle to win national
liberation, but as a mean- of intimidating Smith and Wilson
into concluding a settlement favorable to the nationalists.
Consequently, a number of small guerrilla bands, most of

which were trained abroid, were infiltrated into the

country, under the auspices of ZANU ind ZAPU, to harrass the
Smith regime. The Crocodile C3mmando was an example of such

a group. Nevertheless, when it became apparent that the

Rhodesian ?ront government would not give an inch and that

the British government would not intervene militarily, the

nationalists decided that they would have to use their guer-

rilla forces to overthrow the white regime to achieve inde-

pendence and majority rule.

Immediately after UDI, the infiltration of guerrilla

bands into Rhodesia intensified. Oa 1 April 1966, a group
of thirteen or fourteen ZAN LA guerrillas crossed the Zambezi

River by canoe and entered Rhodesia. This force broke into
three groups. Two of tha groups went to Gmtili and ?ort
Victoria, respectively, with arms, explosives aid pamphlets.

Both groups were captured within two weeks by the Rhodesian

security forces, although aot without a struggle. The thirl
group was captured during an attempted attack on the town of

Sinoia on the night of 27--28 April 1966. [Ref. 23] In may,

ZIPRA also infiltrated guarrillas into Rhodesia and operated

in the Binga area west of Lake Kariba and in Bulawayo. The

ZIPRA guerrillas participated in a number of acts of

sabotage, but like their ZAMLA counterparts, inevitably
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ended up on the snort en d 0 -he stick when they z.ad

contact with the Rhodesian security forces. Thrcughout
1966, both ZANLA and ZIPRA continued to infiltrate small

bands of guerrillas into Rhodesia. The guerrillas

participated in a number of telatively small and usually
unsuccessful raids and ::ts of sabotage. lost of the

guerrillas were either killed or captured by the Rhodesian
security forces.

In 1967 and 1968, Rhodesian sacur..ty forces and the

nationalist guerrillas fought a series of conventional

battles that not only caused the nationalists to modify

their tactics but also resulted in i intensification of the

divisions both within and between ZANU and ZAPU. The Wankie
Battles, which occurred from July to September 1967, repre-
sented the first large-scale confrontation between the

security forces and the guerrillas. In mid-1967, represen-
tatives of the African .itional Congress of South Africa
(SAANC) met with representatives of ZAPU to discuss and plan

cooperative military action against the Rhodesian security

forces. As a result of these meetings, a ZAPJ-SAANC alli-
ance was formed. In late July 1957, a joiat ZAPU-SAANC
guerrilla force of about eighty men crossed the Zambezi

River west of Victoria Falls and moved int3 Rhodesia's
ankie Game Reserve. Shortly after their entry into the
country, the presence of the guerrillas wan discovered by
the security forces. In late July and early August i

number of clashes occurred between the guerrillas and

Rhodesian Army patrols. As Oliver Tambo, the Deputy

President-General of the SAANC, anl James Chikerema, the
acting president of ZAPJ, had issued a joint statement on 19

ugust 1967 confirming the ZAPU-SAANC alliance, the
Rhodesian Front government felt compelled to ask the South
African government for assistance in fighting the guerrillas
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Africa responded by seniig a coatingent of para-mili-tarv

police and a number of ha.licopters to Rhodesia to back up

the security forces. Ia a series of clashes between the

security forces and the guerrillas from mid-August to late
September, nearly all of the guerrillas were either killed

or captured.

The Wankie Battles were significant for a number of

reasons. First, they demonstrated that the guerrillas could

not hope to succeed in a one-to-one conv,nticnal confronta-

tion with the security forces, particula.ly vhen -the

security forces were backed up by Rhodesian close air
support and South African police and helicopters. Al-hough

the guerrillas fought well and inflicted light to moderate

casualties on the security forces, they had neither the
command structure nor the sophisticated weaponry with which
to defeat the security forces in a set battle. Second, the

alliance between ZAPU and the SAANC widened the rift between

ZAPO and ZANU. ZANU felt that the SIAMC should have stayed

in South Africa to fight the white regime in that country
instead of provoking the South Africans into sanding forces
into Rhodesia to kill Zixbabwean nationalists. In arguing

against the ZAPU/SAANC alliance, ZANU made the following
statement:

In guerilla warfare we must strive to spread the
enemy forces so that we can w.pe them o t one by
one. The greatest help we can get from ANC is for
ANC to wage intensive guerrilla warfare in South
afrjca. If ANC gan pin down the whole South
African force within South Africa, then
Zisbabweans shall be left with Smith alone without
South hfri.can aid ... 1s it is now, the ANC and
PCC-ZAPU alliance has made it gasr for Smith and
Vorster to unite and concentrate .heir forces to
slauqhter Zimbabweans. (lef. 24]

In South Africa, the 51 C's rival, the Pan-Africanist

Congress (PAC) also criticized the joint ZAPU-SAANC alliance

when it declared that:
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You cannot hope tongbb.e yp a regular arm allat once In con -ntionaA stvle war, Ks Qur
brothers trie to do and still 1aim to be wagng
guerrilla warfare. it is wholly unacceptable botif
in theory and practice. (Ref. 25]

According to Anthony A. Wilkinson, the debate between

ZANU and ZAPU which was sparked by the Wankie failure points

out one of the main theoretical and practical differences

between the two rival nationalist or;anizations. ZAMU, on

the one hand, believed that the liberaticn of southern

Africa could only be obtained through the simultaneous

revolt by blacks in all the countries under white minority

rule. ZAP9, on the other hand, fel.t that the liberation

struggle should "be approached as a project to be achieved
in geographic stages--first Mozambique, then Angola, and in

the end South Africa. " (Ref. 26]

The Wankie failure also emphasized to the guerrilla
leaders the need of obtaining the support of the indigenous

population if they hoped to win the guerrilla struggle.

ZAPU/ZIPRA had failed to prepare the way for the guerrilla

struggle inside Rhodesia. The native population had not
been politicized. Trustworthy collaborators had not been

identified nor informers cultivated. Food, weapons, and

ammunition caches were not in place. Consequently, when the

guerrillas were being pressured by the security forces, the

local population, which was the very object of the libera-

tion struggle, was of little or no assistance. In fact, the

local population was often a hindrance to the guerrillas as
the security forces had cultivated many informers among

them.

The second group of battles to be fought between the

security forces and the guerrillas were the Zambezi

Escarpement Battles which lasted from December 1967 to April
1968. Having learned from their 2istakes in the Vankie

Battles, the Z&PV-SAANC high command had dispatched several
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reconnaissance elements -to the vicinity of the Chigwasa

River to establish base camps for the main body which was to
follow. During December 1967 and January 1968, approxi-
mately 150 ZAPU-SAANC guerrillas infiltrated from Zambia

across the Zambezi into Rhodesia. Again the presence of the
guerrillas was discovered by the security forces. Between

January and April, the guerrillas, which had broken up into
a number of small bands, were constantly pursued by the

security forces and again most of them were either killed or
captured. But the fact that this time it took +he security

forces four months instead two months to eliminate the guer-
rillas indicates that there were two factors working in the
guerrillas' favor. First, the guerrillas had evidentally

gained the support and loyalty of some of the local popula-
tion. Second, ZANt, probably desiring to take advantage of
the confusion caused by the ZAPU-SAANC querrillas in eastern

Rhodesia, began activities in other areas of the country.
This caused the security forces to spread themselves much

thinner than before.
The Kariba Battles 3f July and August 1968 involved

mostly SAAIC guerrillas. On 12 and 13 July, a total of

ninety-one revolutionaries infiltrated across the Zambezi
and made their way to an area the other side of Ka-iba.
Within a month, Rhodesiaa security forces had killed or
captured all of the guerrillas. During that same period,

ZAMU also attempted to infiltrate fourteen guerrillas into
Rhodesia. The guerrillas were engaged by the security
forces on 7 August as they were crossing Lake Kariba and all
of them were killed or captured duriag the next ten days.

There was very little guerrilla activity in 1969. This
was probably due to the severe defeats suffered by the
nationalist guerrillas in 1967 and 1968. In early January
1970, approximately 100 ZAPU guerrillas infiltrated into the
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Victoria Falls region of ahodesia. hesa quezriiias

launched several moderately successful attacks on several
Rhodesian and South African security force units and one

installation. Nevertheless, by early February, most of the
guerrillas had been tracked down and eliminated by the

security forces.

ZAPO was not reported as being iavolved in any guerrilla

activity in 1971. The ZINU underground, vhich had been

relatively inactive from 1968 through 1970, began to take

more action in 1971. Throughout 1971, Rhodesian security
forces intercepted ZANLA guerrillas attempting to smuggle

arms, ammunition, and explosives. In addition, a number of
caches of ammunition anl explosives were uncovered in
Salisbury. During this p.riod, ZANO also made a concerted

effort to recruit Zimbabweans for guerrilla training in

Zambia. A number of school teachers were arrested and
convicted of indoctrinatiag their studen's in the nation-

alist ideology and of planning to take some of their

students out of the country over the holiday periods for
guerrilla training. In any event, the level of ZANU guer-

rilla activity from 1968 to 1971 never did reach the level
of activity by ZAPU. (Ref. 27]

ZANU's guerrilla movement was torn during this pericd by

a number of internal divisions that made successful guer-
rilla action difficult. One of the earliest signs of the

problems within the ZANG guerrilla movement was, as

mentioned earlier, the deaunciation of the guerrilla move-

mest by the ZAMU president, Ndabaningi Sithole, at his trial

in 1969. The ZANLA guerrillas particularly objected to
Sithole's reference to them as terrorists when he said:

want to disassociate my name i; 1hought, word,
sea, from any subvarsve activi tes, v;oman
terrorist act iv ies and from any form of v nolenc
(Ref. 283.
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Z ANU G A.Io suffezz#4 -iotil== Aij :;" r )bl' I. zAU .a

always claimed to be tne most militant and revolutionary of
the nationalist organizations. Yet, from 1966 to 1971, the

level of guerrilla activity by ZANU was much lower than that

of ZAPO. Richard Gibson has written that:

In ZANU's cave, with great 9.Pphasis placed on
militancy, it was also inev table that some
leaders and rank and file members should feel
after a relatively short while that the struggle
was not proceeding towards victory at a rapid
enough pLce. Complaints were raised about alleged
"bourgeoise leaders" in Lusaka. (Ref. 29]

A number of ZANU guerrillas and ZkN9 students living abroad

felt that the ZANU party leadership was hiling out in

Zambia. They felt that the party leaders should undergo

military training and return to Zimbabwe to lead the guer-

rilla freedom fighters.

The final straw that broke the camel's back came in
October 1971 at the ZANU Delegate Conference which was held

near Lusaka, Zambia. ZANU announced that it was discontin-

uing negotiations with Z&PU because it was ispossible to
talk to an organization (ZAPU) that had so maay divisions.

This announcement was accozpanied by a reorganization of the

ZANU leadership in which the members of the Central

Committee, led by Nathan Shamuyarira, who supported
continued negotiations with ZAPU, were ousted from the

conference. Shamuyarira's bloc of lissidents included many

of those who believed that the ZANU leadership was not mili-

tant enough.

As was alluded to earlier, ZAPU was also suffering from

a number of internal conflicts. Largely because of the

defeats suffered in 1967 and 1968, there was a lack of

confidence by the rank and file ZIPRI guerrillas in the ZAPU
leadership. Also, ZAPU sffered from low morale and commu-

nications problems because of the imprisonment of Joshua

Nkomo. Nkomo and his two main lieutenants were kept in two
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separate prisons inside Raodesia. Because of very tight

security measures, they were unable to communicate between
themselves or with the remainder of the ZAPU leadership in

Lusaka. As a result, by 1969, rumors were flying.
Accusations were make that the guerrilla commanders were

spending their time in Lusaka fraternizing with women and
using guerrilla labor to build homes for themselves. In

addition, there were disagreements along ethnic lines.
Disputes arose with Chikerema, the acting president, and
Nyandoro, the secretary-general, who were both Shona, on one

side, and Boyo, the treasurer, Silundika, in charge of publ-
icity, and Ndlovu, the assistant secretary, who were all
Sindebele-speaking Kalanga, on the other side. In January
1970, Chikerema offended part of the Z&PU leadership and
embarrassed the Zambian government when he gave permission

to a television film crew to interview a guerrilla group on
the Zambia side of the Zambezi River. In February 1970,

Boyo issued "Observations on Our Struggle," in which he
criticized Chikerema'a leadership. In this article, Noyo
expressed concern at the poor state of ZAPU'z command struc-

ture, discipline, organization, training, recruitment, and

intelligence (Ref. 30]. Several days later, Chikerema
rebutted Soyo's accusations with "Reply to Observations on

Our Struggle." He asserted that Joshua Nkomo had vested the
power of the ZAPU presidency in him during Nkoao's imprison-

ment and took control of all party functions, to include

finance. Chikerema also accused Moyo and his associates of

planning a coup against him. [Ref. 31)
In April, Moyo's group conceded Chikerema's authority

with the proviso that Chikerema could only act with the

approval of the ZAPU Executive Committee. Throughout 1970,
tensions continued between the Chikarema and oyo factious.

Finally, President Kaunda called the five ZAPU leaders
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together and demanded that they start to work together or

face the prospect of being deported from Zambia. At this

time, the ZAPU leaders made an effort to cooperate.

The truce between the two ZAPU factions was broken in

June 1970 when Chikerema began talks with Nathan Shasuyarira
of ZANU to discuss the unification of ZkNU and ZAPU. These

talks accelerated in December 1970 when a report came from

Salisbury that the imprisoned Sithole and Hkomo had agreed

to step down from the presidencies of their respective

parties to permit Robert nugibe, the detained

Secretary-General of ZANU, to become president of a new
party that would unite ZAkN and ZAPU. Chikereaa's opponents

within Z&2U opposed these unification discussions. This

feud within ZAPU manifested itself in a number of violent

confrontations and kidnappings. In early 1971, President
Kaunda in order to maintain civil order, deported to

Rhodesia a number of ZIPU members who were promptly
arrested, tried, and convicted by the Rhodesian government.

Thus, by late 1971, both ZANU and ZAPU were divided in
to two factions, one wanting to maintain the status quo by
keeping ZANU and ZAPO separate and the other wanting to more

aggressively prosecute the guerrilla war by uniting ZANU
and ZAPU. In October 1971, the Shaauyarira faction of ZANU

and the Chikerema faction of ZAPS broke away from their

parent organizations and merged to form the Front for the

Liberation of Zimbabwe (FRLIZI). rhe Chairman of FROLIZI
was Shelton Ziwela, an ex-ZIPRA guerrilla who had partici-

pated in two missions into Rhodesia. The Secretary was
Godfrey Savanhu, a former ZANU member. James Chikerema,

Nathan Shamuyarira, and 3eorge Nyandoro were all on the

FROLIZI council. As would be expected, Zambia welcomed the

formation of FROLIZI. Both ZANU and ZAPU denounced FROLIZI

while the 010 was hesitant to give official recognition to a

third nationalist/guerrilla organization.
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A comparison of :he strategies ana goals of ZA:NU, ZAPU,

and FROLIZI as of 1971 is very enlighteaing. 3y 1971, ZANU

had abandoned the strategy of direct confrontation with the

Rhodesian Army. Instead, greater emphasis was to be placed

upon the political education of the workers and peasents in

Zimbabwe. The purposes of this change in emphasis were to

gain the support of the misses and to recruit more people

for guerrilla training. The strategic aim of ZANU was to

demoralize white Rhodesians and cripple the Rhodesian

economy by forcing the Rhodesian government to draw civilian

manpower away from industry, agriculture, and business to

fill the ranks of the army which would be tied Jown fighting

small guerrilla bands in many parts of the country.

ZAPU advanced a similar strategy. ZAPU believed that

the white settler power was based in a large, well-equipped

army, a good transportation network, and communications

facilities. ZAPU, like ZANU, also realized that the white

regime was financing these things with industry and trade.

Consequently, instead of trying to tie down the security

forces, ZAPU concentrated its efforts on acts of sabotage

against industrial, transportation, and communications

facilities, the use of land mines, and limited, well-planned

armed attacks. Although it was the philosophy of both ZANU
and ZAPO to avoid decisive engagements, ZAPU's tactics were

much more risk-free.
FROLIZI advocated tactics that were similar to those of

both ZANU and ZAPU. However, FROLIZI espoused a more revo-

lutionary strategy. ro FROLIZI, a true, national, and

democratic revolution was the ultimate goal. A simplS_

transfer of power would not suffice.

In late 1971, FROLIZI's immediate goal was still to

unite ZAVU and ZAPU. Ironically, it was to have very little

to do with the unification. At a meeting of the O&U
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Lioera.ion Co mm-nee in January 1912, 4ANU ar. ZA J Z aae iJ

joint declaration of their intent to unite. FROLIZI was tc

be asked to join this united front liter. The OAU declared

that it would give money only to this united front. In a

February 1972 meeting of the OAU Liberation Committee, ZANOj

and ZAPU agreed to form a Joint Military Command (JMC). The

JMC was to be responsible for planning and conducting all

aspects of the "revolutionary" war. Ultimately, FROLIZI

never was allowed to join the united front, but the OAU gave

money to both the JMC and FROLIZI.

FROLIZI held a conferencs in August 1972 at which James

Chikerema was elected Chairman and Stephen Parienyatwa was

elected Secretary. FROLIZI never was able to become a

viable guerrilla or politic-al organization. Torn internally

by ethnic rivalries, its gaerrilla activities were extremely

limited. As a result, by June 1973 it had virtually

collapsed. Three members of FROLIZI's seven-man national

executive and another nineteen arlinary members rejoined

ZANU. Among them were Nathan Shamuyarira and G.G. Parirewa.

In November 1973, the 3AU Liberation Committee finally

rejected FROLIZI's application for membership.
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IV. X1o-A 1 TEOlC T S2TTLEMENT

A. RHODESIAN FRONT GOVERNMENT-NATIONALIST NEGOrI&TIONS AND

NATIONALIST SPLITS: 1972 - 1978

Phase IV of the Rhodesian crisis, which lasted from June

1972 through March 1978, was the most important pericd in

the Zimbabwean nationalist struggle. Beginning with the
emergence of Bishop Abel Mazorewa's ANC as the most influen-

tial nationalist organization and culminating with an

internal "settlement" between the Smith regime and Bishop
Muzorewa, this period was significant because of the devel-
opment of events and trends that would determine the final

outcome in Rhodesia. The first significant event in this

period was the virtual withdrawal of the British government

from the negotiating process after the failure of the

Anglo-Rhodesian Accord in the Spring of 1972. The British

would not re-enter the negotiating process as active parti-

cipants until late 1976. This change in the Anglo-Rhodesian

negotiating relationship was ia many ways the crucial

turning point in the nationalist struggle.
Because of the successful campaign mounted against the

Anglo-Rhodesian Accord by Muzorewa's ANC and because of the
British withdrawal from the negotiating process, Ian Smith

finally came to the realization that any settlement would
have to include the nationalist leaders. Consequently,

Smith began negotiations with Suzorewa in early 1973.

Nevertheless, Smith's willingness to negotiate with the

nationalists was not motivated so au.h by altruism as it was

by pragmatism. For although Smith gave the outward appear-

ance of negotiating seriously with the nationalists, in

reality he was not doing this. In fact, Smith used the
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negotiations with the various nationalist leaders between

1973 and 1977 as a means of playing upon the divisions

within and between the nationalist organizations.

At various times during this phase, Smith negotiated
with Muzorewa, Sithole, ind Nkomo. But never did he nego-
tiate with the nationalist leader who had, at the time, the

backing of the majority of the nationalist organizations,

popular support, or, most importantly, the power and the

authority to speak for the black majority. Through this

strategy of divide and conquer, Smith hoped, at the very

least, to get a settlement that would insurs a privileged

position for the white minority and, hopefully, maintain the

s-us quo indefinitely.

Indirectly, Smith's actions would determine who would be

the future leader of Zimbabwe. The divide and conquer stra-

tegy had the effect of making 3uzorewa, Nkomo, and Sithola

change their positions on a number of issues. consequently,

at different times each one of them appeared to be an incon-

sistent opportunist whose basic motives, credibility, and

sincerity were very much in question. Throughout this

period, only Robert Mugabe would refuse "to blow with the

wind" and it would be his unyielding consistency and a

strict adherence to a basiz set of principles and goals that

would insure his ultimate victory.. Out of this internal

bickering and distrust, ZANU would emerge as the most

powerful Zimbabwean nationalist organization, and it would

be ZANLA that would carry on an intensified and successful

guerrilla war during the final years of the nationalist

str uggle.
Finally, the significance of the 1974 Portuguese coup

and subsequent transfer of power in Mozambique to a new
FRELINO government in 1975 cannot be underestimated. The

existence of a government, who had itself been a nationalist
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guerrilla organization oaiy a m oths earli-J, adjacent

to and sympathetic to the nationalist cause, hid a dramatic
influence on the negotiating process, the struggles within

the nationalist movement, and the guerrilla war.
In late 1972 and early 1973, Bishop Abel Muzorewa's ANC

began preliminary negotiations wilth the Smith regime.
Although the ANC was opposed to guerrilla warfare and
violent revolution, it was nevertheless unyielding in its

demands for immediate majority rule. Initially, Smith

attempted to circumvent the AVC by dealing only with his own

hand-picked group of African leaders and organizations. But
as the ANC's influence and ability to organize popular

support increased, Smith gave up these tactics and began

dealing with Muzorewa. Thus, because the INC was the only

nationalist party officially recognized by the RG and

because it was the only nationalist organizati3n that could

operate overtly and legally within Rhodesia, Muzorewa's

power and influence increased dramatically. Muzorewa hoped
that the fact that the ANC was based -inside of Rhodesia

would serve as his ace in the hole during the negotiating

efforts.

Although the nationalist guerrilla organizations outsi4e

of Zimbabwe (ZANU, ZAPE, and FROLIZI) had supported
Muzorewa's campaign against the Anglo-Rhodesian Proposals of
1972, they were denouncing his negotiations wit% the

RhodLsian Front government. The m3re radical nationalist

organizations did not agree with Muzorewa'a strategy of
achieving democratic rule through non-violent means. They

still felt that violent revolution was the only means of

getting independence and majority rule in Rhodesia-Zimbabwe.

In addition, ZkNU, ZAPV, and FROLIZI were still wasting

precious effort on verbal attacks on one another, each one
claiming to be more radical than the other two

organizations.
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ages between the guerril a and political wings of the

nationalist organizations. The JIC had never gatten off the

ground. ZANU and ZAPU Iid not 2ake any sincere effort to

coordinate military planning and operations. By 1973, ZANU

was very far advanced in infiltrating guerrillas into

Rhodesia and setting up a political infrastructure in the

Rhodesian country-side. Z&INU leaders felt that joint mili-

tary operations with ZAPU would only serve to slow their own

progress. In .arch 1973, an 3:AU concilliaticu council

persuaded ZAPU and ZANU to form a joint military and poli-

tical council. As might have been axpected, this organiza-

tion was no more effective than the JMC, and both ZANLA and

ZIPRA continued to go their own independent, uncoorlinated

ways.

In addition to this split between ZANU and ZAPU, there

was an additional split between the ZANU political leaders

and the ZANLA guerrilla commanders. The military leaders,

Rex Nhongo and Josiah Toagogara, refused to subordinate

their guerrilla army to the Z&.IU political leaders and did

not acknowledge Sithole as the legitimate leader of ZA.IU.

They felt that, since they had the military power, that they

also had 4 1&2:1 political power.

Huzorewa and Smith began unofficial discussions during

the first several months of 1973, the first official talks

not occuring until 17 July 1973. throughout these discus-

sions, which lastei into 1974, Muzorewa stuck to the prin-

ciple of immediate majority rule while Smith was unyielding

in his demand that the nationalists would have to accept the

1971 Anglo-Rhodesian Proposals. Smith totally rejected all

ANC demands to end racial discrimination in land tenure,

education, franchise, and the civil service and to free

political detainees on the grounds that the 1971 proposals
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were not negotiable. Partly as a reaction to increasing

pressure from the guerrillas and partly to pressure the A.C

to accept the 1971 proposals, Smith introduced a number of

repressive laws in 1973 and 1974.

In a 20 March 1974 letter from six imprisoned members of

ZANU's central committee, including Sithole and Mugabe,

uzorewa was condemned for conducting negotiations with an

illegal regime and asked to terminate all discussions with

the Smith government. The ANC gave Muzorewa a mandate to
reach an agreement with Smith that would provide for unim-

peded progress towards majority rule. By March 1974, Smith

was still refusing to budge from the 1971 proposals. The

ANC rejected Smith's offers and on 20 June 1974 Muzorewa

suspended the constitutional talks. At this time, Smith

leaked information that was intended to undermine [uzorewals

credibility with the nationalists. Smith claimed that

Muzorewa had agreed to the 1971 proposals. Muzorewa denied

the accusations saying that he had only agreed to the 1971

proposals as a "basis for negotiation." In September 1974,

Smith produced a document signed by Bishop Muzorewa which

stated that "Bishop Muzor.wa, in his capacity as President

of the African National Council, gave an understanding that

he accepted the 1971 proposals for a settlement and that he

would urge the British government, on behalf of th African

people, to implement the proposals." [Ref. 32] This agree-

ment had been signed on 17 Augast 1973 and the key phrase,

"as a basis for negotiation (or liscussion),,, was missing

from Smith's version of the agreement, which was reprinted

in the Rhodesi U1 on 27 September 1974. This incident

is probably best elucidated by Martin and Johnson in Zh

On 15 October, a lar istributed to ANC
offices, the Bishop claimed that he had been
cheated Into signing the document. Re said that
he had initiated t e talks, to which Smith had
come with a prepared statement apparently under
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t xe assumption that the ANC had changed thqir
minds over the 1971 settlement oroposals and were
now willing to accept them. This was mot the
case. "When r.. Smith produced the prepared
statement for signing, we signed, but I said that
the 1971 settlement proposals could onlg form the
bisis for d-scussiqn. asked 4=. *ite to am n
h coy of the gocament and I beaeved he nai
done so in the presence of the two witnesses."
One of the witnesses, Chad Chipunza an uncle of
Muzorewa and a conservative politician from
Federal days, who favoured a settlement based upon
the 1971 Dro posals, issued a ptatement saying he
was amazea at the bishop's claim that he had been
cheated and suggested Iuzorewa should gracefully
retire from politics and sheohecd his flock. Even
taking into account luzorew&'s political inepti-
tude, it is incredible that he should have signed
an agreement which went totally against the
African opinion expressed to the P earce
CommissioI. Even more incredjble, or perhaps
merely naive is the fact--even if he really meant
to include te phrase that the proposals were only
a "basis for discussion"--he signed the iocument
before ensuring that it had been iaserted.
[Ref. 331

Meanwhile, events in Portugal had had a dramatic effect

on the situation in Rhodesia. On 25 April 1974, the

Portuguese armed forces conducted a successful coup d'etat
against the government of Dr. Caetano. The primary reasons

for the coup were the disillusionment and war weariness of

the Portuguese Army over the counterinsurgenciss in Guinea

Bissau, Angola, and Mozambique and the rampant inflation in
Portugal. The coup affected the situat.ion in Rhodesia in

three ways. First of all, the Portuguese-South

Africa-Rhodesia alliance a;ainst nationalist guerrillas was

about to be broken up. It was obvious that Portugal was
withdrawing from Africa. South Africa, who had economic

involvement in Mozambique, was faced with the prospect of

having to develop a good working relationship with a new
(probably FRELISO) government in Nozambique. The Vorster

government had given immediate recognition to the new

Portuguese government. In addition, the South African
forces were starting to take heavier casualties in Rhodesia.

Consequently, it was very possible, from Ian Smith's point
of view, that South African support for his counterinsur-

gency would wane.
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Secondly, the Smith r.zgim.e wis faced with p 2rospecl

of hostile governments on two of its borders. Indeed, in
1975 FRELIMO came to power in Mozambique and the NPLA came

to power in Angola, giving the Zimbabwean guerrillas

increased sources of sanctuary, supply, and assistance.

Finally, involvement and failure in Angola would ultimately

cause both the United States and South 1frica to pressure

Ian Smith to seriously negotiate a solution to the Rhodesian

dilemma.

By mid-197, Prime Minister V3rster of South Africa

realized that it was in South Africa's best interests to

defuse the situation in Rhodesia. Vorster falt that the

Portuguese coup d'etat and the likelihood of a FRELIMO

government coming into power in Mozambique made the Smith

regime's military defeat inevitable unless a constitutional
solution could be worked out in Rhodesia. Indeed, the
changed situation in Mozambique was the primary factor

influencing Vorster's attitudes and policies towards

Rhodesia. South Africa's Iependence upon Mozambique's

seaports, labor, and hydroelectric power would require
Vorster to develop a working relationship with the new

government in Mozambique. Also, Vorster felt that he had to
do something to defuse the popular appeal of radical black

leaders such as FRELIMO's Samora Michel. Thus, Vorster

hoped that by assisting in a settlement of the Rhodesian
problem and aiding, rather than hindering, Nozambique's

transition to an independent government, he might be able to
obtain the respect of the moderate black states and possibly

revive his dream of a South African dominated scuthern

African economic community.
If orster was going to have any hope of success in

pressuring Smith to work for a constitutional settlement, he
would need an ally among one of the African states to apply
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the same type of pressure upon the nationalist guerrillas

and to act as an intermediary between Smith and the nation-

alists. Countries such as Malawi, Senegal, and Ivory Coast

were out of consideration because their close relations with

South Africa and the former colonial powers gave them little

credibility with the guerrillas. Julius Nyerere of Tanzania
was out because since 1971 he had consistently opposed all

negotiations between nationalists and the illegal Smith

regime and because he was still providing the guerrillas

with rear base training facilities. It was also unlikely

that Vorster could hope for any help from Machal's FRELIMO,

which was still a radical Marxist guerrilla movement and

assisting in the infiltration of ZANLA guerrillas through

Tete Province into Rhodesia. The only alternative left to
Vorster was Zambia, who, although still allowing ZIPRA-guer-

rillas to infiltrate from Tanzania through Zambian terri-

tory, had the most to gain economically and politically,

from a Rhodesian settlement.

Representatives of Vorster's government -et secretly

with representatives of Faunda's government in New York in

early October 19711. Zambia asked South Africa if she would

be willing to help get rid of the Smith regime and help

bring about majority rule and independence in Rhodesia. The

Zambian government also asked if the South Africans would be

willing to allow the UN to assume responsibility for guiding

Namibia towards independence. The South Africans replied

that they would be willing to assist in a negotiated settle-

ment in Rhodesia as long as there was a guaranteed transi-

tion period in Rhodesia and a guarantee that, once Zimbabwe

was independent, it woull not be used as a base for guer-

rilla attacks on South Africa. 3a 8 October 1974, the

Zambian government in Lusaka drafted a document that was to
be cone known as the "Detente Scenario." Entitled "Towards
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the Summit: An Approach t. Peaceful Change in Southern

Afria," the most important provisions of this document were

as follows:
. amtia agreed to work for a peacefil solution

in Rhoesia, a long with t ha govern. nts of ranzana,
Botswana, and Nozambigue as long as such a solution
would provide for freedom ani justice for all
people, regardless of race, color, creed, or ethnic
group.

2. Zambia 4nd the o ,her Frontlinq State$ would 4ot
sup or+ an increase in the war effort if peaceful
conditions are possible.

3. The Zambian, Tanzanian, Botsmanan, nd
Mozambiquen governments would agree to a summ t with
the Vorster government only If its objectives were
clearly defined.

South Africa was to promise to reco qi ize de
the new FRELIN3 government and pro Is9 Trsa ort it politically, economically, and f-nan-

caly.

5. South Africa wa* to. prevent attacks upon
Mozambique by aercenaries basa in Rhodesia and
South Africa.

6, South Africa was to 4nitiate action to rene o-tiate terms on harbors, railways, and port chargas,
the supply of hydroelectric power from C aoa Bassa,
.igran labor, and any other South African interests
in Mozambique.

7. 1ozambique would reaffirm its policy of non-ag-
gression against South Africa and would aot allow
its territory to be sed as a base for mercenaries
or insurgents attacking into South Africa.
8. Mozambique would not interfere in the internal
affairs of other in dependent countries, including
South Africa.
9. fluthafrica woull idvise the Smtth req ime that
a politica solution to the Rhodesian problem is"most negotiable and urgent.,

10. South africa would not intrere in Bhodesi's
internal afa irs and would withdraw al security
personnel and equipment for Rhodesia.

11. South If rica wocil4 that a aaaotiated
settlement was Rhodesias est interests and that
it was against any further escalation of the war.

The above conditions 3f the "Detente Scenario" were to
be met by the end of November. Vorster had no trouble doing

so. In addition, the South African government was to ensure
that the Rhodesian government moved rapidly towards a
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cona: t ona I co eaef~ce by _a Ieaea1g the fo~lowing sil

points:

1 R elesing all politjcal d a'Jnees aj g i~oners
since tieir voice iS bot cre le and in i n any
negotiations. In this connection, Mr. Joshua Nkomo,
Rev. .dabanin qi Sithole ana their lieutenants
c9umand tremendouf influence and will for a long
time remain the voice of reason;

2. . Lifting the ban on ZAPU and ZANU and the
resti;itions o movements on leaders so that the1artici~pafe fully and constructively in the search
or a just political solution as an alternative tothe current armed struggles;

3. Suspend poJitical trials and revoke death
sentences for political offenders;

4, Suspend all politically discriminatory legisla-
tion;
5 Gearig the SAG (South &fri;an .Govprnment1
aaministration to help defuse racial tension an
create a political climate for the acceptance of the
proposal of the constitutional conference repre-
senting ZAPU and ZANO, the Rhodesian .ront, and
other political parties in Rhodesia under British
chairmanship. In these aircumstances the current
armed struggle will be replaced by a new spirit of
cooperation and racial harmony Ohich is th-'founda- V.
tion for political stability and therefore J usti_4:-
ling wit rval of the Soqth African securityforces;

.Sto make it clear that t ey will ;uppoit.any
egally consttuted government Irrespective or it'

racial composition in Rhodesia. (Ref. 34]

Zambia and her "friends" (Tanzania, Botswana, and

Mozambique) in turn promised to publicly welcome these moves
by the South African and Rhodesian governments and to use

their influence to ensure that ZANV and ZAPU cease the armed

struggle and work towards a political solution to the

problem.

In regard to 11amibia, South Afric-a was asked to reaffirm

its policy of self-determination in accordance with the will
of the majority, to recognize SWAP3 as a political organiza-

tion in Namibia, to cease physical abuse of prisoners, and

to encourage ex-patriot Namibians to return to the country

to participate in the political process. It should be noted

that the "Detente Scenario" lid not ask South Africa to
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release Namibian political prisoners, to acknowledge Walvis

Bay as an iutergral part of Namibia, or to allow the UN to

carry out the process of Nanibia's decolonization. In
return, Zambia and her "friends" would ask SEAPO to ceasq

violent activity and to register itself as i legitamate 1

political party opposed to violent change, provided South 4
Africa allowed it to do so.

All of these commitments in the "Detente Scenario" wer
to be met by mid-December 1974 when a summit conference

would be held between Vorster and Kaunda (and hopefully the

other Frontline leaders). Unfortunately, the conference was

cancelled when Vorster was unable to ksep his part of the

agreement. He had to postpone his plans to withdraw South

African military personnel frcm Rhodesia.

Nevertheless, Vorster was able to convince Smith to

release the detained nationalist lealers to go to a confer-
ence with the leaders of the Frontline States in Lusaka in

November 1974. It wasn't just the pressure from Vorster
that had caused Smith to release the nationalist leaders.

In 1974 in Rhodesia security forces had started taking much

heavier casualties. The ratio of guerrillas to security

forces killed was five to one, which was unacceptable in a
guerrilla war and in a country where blacks outnumbered

whites twenty to one. ZARLA's change in strategy was taking
its toll against the security forces. In addition, when the

nine-sonth transition period preceding an independent
1ozambique was over in June 1975, the Rholesian Front

government would be facing a hostile FRELISO government on
one of its borders. Thus, it was to Smith's advantage to

free the imprisoned nationalist leaders in the hope that

they would agree to a ceasefire that would eliminate the

military threat to the Smith regime.
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on 1 November 1974, Mdabiningi Sithole was, while in

prison, suspended as the president of Z&NU by the imprisoned

ZANU Executive Committee. There were several reasons for

Sithole's suspension. rhe central committee was still

enraged at Sithole's denunciation of the armed struggle at

his 1969 trial. In 1974, Sithole refused to appear before

the ZANU central committee to answer questions about his

1969 denunciation. Also in 1974, Sithole had had several

discussions with Rhodesian special branch officers.

Consequently, he was suspected by the other ZANU leaders of

being a "quisling." Finally, the straw that broke the

camel's back was Sithole's statement that "one-man, one-

vote" was not an immediate goal but merely a slogan to be

used in mobilization and aegotiations. In the 1 November

vote on Sithole's suspension, Tekere, Nkala, and Nyagumbo

voted for the suspension while 3ugabe abstained from voting.

Malianga, as chairman, lid not vote but opposed Sithole's

suspension on the grounds that it was unconstitutional

without a meeting of the ZANU Congress. [Ref. 35]

When Zambian government officials arrived in Salisbury

on 8 November 1974 to pick up Sithola far the Lasaka confer-

ence, they were instead set by Mugabe and Nalianga. The

ZAHU central committee had decided that nugabe, the

General-Secretary, and Salianga, the Secretary for Youth and

Culture, should replace Sithole in Lusaka. Arriving in

Lusaka, Mugabe and Malianga, who were unknown to the

Frontline State leaders, were confronted by Kaunda, Nyerere,

and Rachel. accused of instigating a coup in prison and of

acting against the ZANU constitution, they were prevented

from contacting their ZANU colleagues in Lusaka, placed

under house arrest over night, and unceremoniously flown

back to detention in Rhodesia the next morning.
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On 12 November 1974, Kauada called Sithole to Lasaka,

either as a private individual or as the ZANU president. In

Lusaka, Kaunda told Sithole that while the Frontline State

leaders did not want to impose Sithole's leadership upon

ZANU, ZANU ran the risk of losing the support of the

Frontline States if it dil not resolve its internal crisis.

Sithole met with five members of the ZANLA war council, the

Dare re Chimurenga (DARE); Nyangumbo, who had been in prison

with Sithole, Chitepo, the ZLNU National Chairman who had

been in Zambia, Mudzi, the Administrative Secretary,

Tongogara, the Chief of Defense, and .latuare, the Politcal

Commisar. Tongoqara stated that the decision to suspend
Sithole had endangered ZANU training facilities in Tanzania

and Chitepo expressed the opinion that Kaunda aight use the

suspension as an excuse to throw ZANU out of Zambia. The

six leaders came to the zonclusion that Sithole had been

betrayed by the executive committee and that Nyangumbo

should return to Que Que Prison to =onvince them to change

their minds. Meanwhile, Sithole anl his associates flew to

'Tanzania where they were assured by 11yerere of his continued
support of ZUNU. Upon arriving in 11ozambique, Machel toll

them that he would arrest every guerrilla in lozambique if

the ZANU executive committee did not change its decision on

Sithole's suspension. After much criticism by Nkala and

Tekere at Quo Que, Nyagumbo was able to convince the execu-

tive committee to adopt a resolution suspending the effect

of Sithole's suspension pending a final decision by the

congress. [Ref. 36]
With Sithole reinstated as ZANU's president, the

Frontline state leaders were free to concentrate on the

larger and more critical problems of uniting the ANC, ZANU,

ZAPU, and FROLIZI and initiating a peace summit with

Rhodesia. Betweeen 3 anI 8 December 1974, ieetinqs were
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held in Lusakd between --he ::ont.iia State leadern (Samo::

Machel of Mozambique, Secetse Khaaa of Botswana, Julius

Nyerere of Tanzania, and Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia) and the

leaders of the ANC (Muzo.eva) , ZANU (Sithole) , ZAPU (Nkomo),

and FROLIZI (Chikerema). As a result of these discussions,

on 7 December 1974 the nationalist leaders agreed to

dissolve their individual 3rganizations and to form a united

front under the name African National Council (VNC). Bishop

Muzoreva was appointed the president of the new ANC. The

organization and functions of this new ANC were explained in

the "Zimbabwe Declaration of Unity" of 7 December 1974:

;ANU ZAPU, FROLIZI, and ANC hereby agree to unite
in tte ANC.

. The ?arties recognize the &NC as the unifyingrce of %he people of ZImbabwe.They a ree to consolidate the leadership of

the ANC bythe inclusion into it of the presi-
dents of ZANU Z APU, and FROLIZI under the
chairmanship at the president of the ANC.
(b) ZIPU ZANU, and FROLIZI shall each appoint
three other persons to Joia the enlarged ANC
executive.

t. The enla;ged ANC executive shall have the
wing functions:
(a) To Rrepare for any conference for the
transfer or power to the majority that might be
called.
() To prepare for the holding of a congress
within four months at which--

(i) A revised ASC constitution shall bea 0opt do
Ait| The leadership of the united people of
Zimbabwe shall be electe1;
(i.i1 A statement of policy for the new ANC
will be considered.

(C) To organize the people for such conference
and congress.

5. The lead.eship of the ZAPU ZAU and FROLIZI
call upon helr supporters an& all Zimbabwelns to
rally behind the INC under its e larged exeai.ive.

6 ZAPV, ZA q, and FROLIZI will take steps to merge
tseir respective organs and str1 ctures in to the A C
before the congress to be held within four months.

7. The leaders recognize the inevitab lity of
contInued armed struggle until the total liber& tion
of Zimbabwe.
Signed: Abel Tendekayi Muzorewa tPr idetof ANC

S gned: Joshua Mquab ko Nkomo P esi ent o ZAPU
Signed: Ndabaningi S thole Pres dent of ZhU
S gned: James Robert :hikerema President of .ROLIZI
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State House, Lusaka

(Ref. 37]
The "Salisbury Declaration " of 11 December 1974 further

elaborated on the basic position and goals of the new ANC:

Rqcognizing the paramount need for un4tv in 'he
Zimbabwe liberation let.uqqle the executivb comm-t-
tees of ZAPU, ZANU FROLIZI- an! ANC have met in
Lusaka to discuss the aims, obje :tives, ani methods
to be pursued. Full agreement was reached on the
following points:

1, We hav agrgel to Inite under one orgaziza-
tion with im mdiite effect. We have agreed
further, that this organization shall be the
African National :ouncil.

2. We shall be working for the independence of
our country. We assume that on this demand for
independence there is no difference among
Rhod~sians of all races. But there has until
now been a difference on the kind of indepen-
dence which Zimbabwe must have. The Rhodesian
Front has, in th- past, sought independence on
the basis of minority rule. We relact that.
The independence we still seek, is in ependence
on the basis of majority rul?.

3 For the purgoses of achieving that abject-ve
we have always een ready to enter into negotla-
tions with others concerned. Now that some of
us have been released from datention, we believe
the time is ripe for us to reDeat this offer.
Without pre- condit ions on both sides we are
ready to enter into Immediate and meaningful
negotiations with leaders of the Rhodesian
Front, and with the British government in
Britain on the steps to be taken to achieve
independence on the basis of majority rule.

4. As 4L demonstpation 9f our sincerity, all
freedom fighters will be -nst:ucted, as soon as
a date for negotiation has been _ixed, to
suspend fighting.

51 We are not racialists. we 4ccepr th ri ht
white Rhodesians to live nn R i odesLa ud

share the same rights and obligations of citiz-
enship as their fellow R hodesians of the
majority community, without any discrimination
on the grounds of race, colour, or creed.

6. We call upo all Rhodesians, and al who
reside in Rhodesia to .emin calm, maintain
peace and to o i6 out ther normal business
while these matters are beiag considered, ana
while any negotiations are proceeding.

7. we call ulon al.Zvmebag¥ens, wherevei; te
are, to rema n unite in e esand JoJ
indep~ndence on the basis of ma ority rule andto give full support to tie african NaSiona1frOi National
council.
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struggle until inepeadence is achieved on the
basis of majority rule.

Signed: Abel Tendekayi Muzorewa President of ANC
SIgned: Joshua Mqabuko .ikomo Former Presi dent of
ZAPU
Signed: Ndabaninqi Sithole Fo mer P;esident of ZA.U
Signed: James Robert Dambadza Chikerema Former
President of FROLOZI [Ref. 38]

It was clear from the Lusaka and Salisbury agreements

that the new ANC was willing to negotiate directly with

Smith's Rhodesian Front government in order to bring about a

peace settlement and majority rule. This differed from the

statements and policies of previous nationalist organiza-

tions who viewed the Smith government as an illegal regime

that could not be negotiated with. Nevertheless, discus-

sions between the Smith g vernment and the new ANC were in

trouble from the very start. Smith accused the nationalists

of not enforcing the ceasef ire which had been agreed upon as

a precondition for any future talks. Additionally, Smith

refused to attend talks oatside of Rhodesia aan refused to

grant immunity from arrest to exiled nationalist leaders to

allow them to attend talks within Rhodesia. After prelimi-

nary talks in Salisbury between the RFG and the ANC, a

conference was finally held between the two parties in a

railway car on the Victoria Falls Bridge on 26 August 1975.

Inspite of the personal efforts of both Kaunda and Vorster,

the talks broke down soon after they began. The primary

reason for the deadlock was Smith's refusal to even consider

any transfer of power from minority to majority rule.

Realizing the futility of peaceful negotiations, the ANC

had already begun to make preparations to renew and accel-

erate the guerrilla war. on 8 July 1975, ANC leaders had 3et

in Dar es Salaam to establish the Zimbabwe Liberation

Council (ZLC) and to send uzorewa, Nkomo, Sithole, and

Chikerema to visit guerrilla camps in Tanzania. The ZLC was
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to be responsible for traiaing _-:z jupping the g_ri"las

and planning and carrying out the guerrilla war should the

peace talks break down. As might have been expected the ZLC

failed in its attempts to to coordinate the guerrilla effort

due to the rivalries and factionalism within the nationalist

movement. Ian Smith would go to great efforts to take

advantage of this internal faztionalism in the ANC and its

sub-organizations in order to negotiate an internal settle-

ment with what he felt were the more moderate and respon-

sible and reasonable members of the .ationali!t movement.

The first split within the AIC that Smith was able to

exploit was that between Bishop muzorewa and Joshua Nkomo.

Shortly after the breakdown of the Victoria Falls talks,

disagreements between Suzorewa and Nkomo came to a head. On

11 September 1975, Muzorewa expelled Nkomo, who had aspira-

tions of challenging Muzocewa's authority and heading the

ANC himself, from the ANC for initiating independent discus-

sions with and collaboratiag with the Smith government. In

late September 1975, Nkomo held his own ANC congress, which

-was attended by six thousand delegates, including nearly

two-thirds of the old 18C executive committee. On 28

September 1975, Nkomo was elected president of the ANC and

shortly thereafter he began preliminary meetings with Smith

to discuss the possibility of reopening formal negotiations.

On I December 1975, Smith and Nkomo announced their intent

to negotiate a constitutional settlement. This declaration

to negotiate was immediately denounced by both 3uzorewa and

Sithole. Sithole declared that ZANLA guerrillas would begin

anew the guerrilla war in Zimbabwe. As will be discussed

shortly, Sithole's threat was meaningless as he no longer

had control over the ZANLA forces.

Formal negotiations between Smith and Nkomo occurred

during the first half of 3arch 1976. During this period,
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to moderate his stand against majority rule. Nkomo propose!
to Smith the creation of a 14-seat legislature with between

36 and 58 seats to be hell by whites. Smith, on the other
hand, wanted a three-tier assembly with one-third of the

seats reserved for whites, one-thirl for blacks, and one-
third selected by electors on a common role with high quali-

fications. The Rhodesian Pront government felt that this

system would insure white control of the majority of the

assembly seats for at least ten to fifteen years. Nkomo and
Smith failed to reach an agreement and the talks between
them collapsed on 19 March 1976.

During this same period, the &NC was also being torn

apart by a power struggle that was taking place between the

leaders of ZANG and ZANLa. Although this rivalry within
ZANU had been brewing for a long time, the split within ZANU

was brought to a head on 13 March 1975 with the assasination

in Zambia of Herbert Chitapo, the ZANU national chairman.
Chitepo, a militant nationalist, had opposed the consolida-
tion of all the nationalist organizations under the new A-4C.

He had also opposed the planned ceasefire and negotiations
with the Rhodesian government. By early 1975, Chitepo's

primary concerns were reinforcing aad resupplying the ZANLA

guerrillas fighting inside of Rhodesia. Consequently, this

brought him into direct conflict with the Sithole wing of
ZANU, the INC, and the government of Zambia. In pursuance

of a constitutional settlement, these three organizations
had cut back on the assistance they had been giving to

Chitepo and his ZINLA guerrillas. When Chitepo was murd-
ered, a number of groups were accused of being responsible

for his death, including the Rhodesian government, ZAPU, and
Sithole's wing of ZANU. In orler to prevent further

violence and to prevent ZANLI from using Zambia as a base
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from which to intensify the guerrilla war, on 23 March 1975
the Zambian government arrested most of the ZANU/ZANLA

leaders who were residing in Zambia. Kaunda was not to

release these leaders until 17 October 1976. The ultimate

effect of the Chitepo assasination and the subsequent crack-
down on ZANLA guerrillas in Zambia was to further faction-

alize both ZANO and the ANZ.
On 10 May 1975, Sithole, in accordance with the Lusaka

Unity Accord of December 1974, ordered ZANU to dissolve and

to integrate into the new INC. The ZANU DARE in Zambia

refused to obey Sithole's orders and denounced the ANC,
Sithole, and the peace aegotiations. On 8 July 1975,

Sithole attempted to regain his lost control over the ZANLA
guerrilla forces by creating the ZLC, which was an alliance

between ZANU and ZAPU. The more militant ZANU guerrilla
leaders in Zambia opposed this Sithole-ANC effort and initi-
ated what would turn out to be a complete break with Sithole

and the ANC.
In mid-1975, four DARE members detained at Mpima Prison

in Zambia, Tongogara, sudzi, Kangai, and Gumbo, decided that
Sithole would have to be removed as the head of ZAkU. The

four ZANLA commanders began to lobby guerrillas based in

Zambia to gain support for their plan to replace Sithole.

Their position was further strengthened when Sithole failed
to back up the ZANLA guerrillas after a number of them had

been fired upon and killed by Zambian troops during an inci-

dent in a guerrilla camp on 11 September 1975. The final

result of the DARE members' efforts was the "Hgagao

Declaration" of late September 1975. Signed by forty-three

ZAILA officers at the 3gagao guerrilla camp in Zambia, the

main points of the document are summarized below:

1. The ZANLA nerrillas thanked the O&U Liberation
Committee, the Tanzanian government, and FRELIMO for
their support of the armed struggle.
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2. The guer'illas _aiEffrmed their coamitrent o anarmea st. uqg s as t . only means or achieving l.ber-
ation and denounced all negotiations with toe Smith
government.
3.. Alth ughfge rj"1las11bglieved in natignalis

Unity," they asserted that unity could not come at
the expense of the armed struggle.
'he guerrillas nonde .e komo for holding his own
NC congress anu creating an Nomo ANC faction.

Furthermore the giurr$llas accased Nkomo of colla-
borating with the Salisbury anid Pretoria govern-
ments.
Siol5he aulrrillas de onced th49 ZT.C and condemned
Sith e nd Nuzorewa for a ppotat-ng incompetent
? oliticians rather thaa guerri la commanders to headthe .ZLC.

6.. The guerrillas accused Muzor ewa, Sitho e,. and
Chikerema of being incompetent 1eaders and declared
them incapable of leading the AN.

7. The querilla s.zonlemned Sithole and the. Zambi4n
government fr their poor treatment o ZANLA etai-
nees in Zambia. Zambia was declared an enemy of the
guerrillas.

8. The guerrillas, nealed to the QAU and the
Tanzaan and goernments for support
for the continuation of! te uerrilla struggle.
(Nef. 391
A critically important aspect of the "Hgagao

Declaration It was that it foreclosed any chance Sithole ever

had of reasserting his authority over ZANLA (and thus ZANU).
It was also the first acknowledgement of Robert Mugabe as

the popularly accepted leader of ZUY . At the meeting in

September between the four DARE commanders and the detained

ZANU executive committee aembers at Mpima, the executive

committee members told the commanders that Mugabe, as the

party secretary-general, was the next man in the ZANU poli-
tical hierachy and should take over as leader, pending

approval by a party congress. In the "Ofgagao Declaration,"

the guerrilla commanders lid not go so far as to declare

Nugabe the leader of ZANU, but did state that:
in executive member who haq been outstanding is
Robert Rugab.e. He has amqnstrat-ed this by
defying the rlgurs oS_.guerella 1fe in the
1uni s of Boz U-e3n res ect.4im os
% all~our dea lfnq .ith the ANZ lejOfship, he istne only person w o can act as a madle n. We
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V4 1! not .ccept an7 ir--ct d, assicts with any ,f,
the leading hree members -o. the INC we awe
descr bed above. we can only talk through Robert
Mugabe to them. (Ref. 40]

By January 1976, the DhRE had officially removed Sithole

from the Z&NU presidency and had replaced him with Robert

Mugabe. Mugabe did not become the president of ZANU at this
time because of the legal and procedaral ramifications. He
continued to maintain his title of secretary-general and

picked up the additional title of leader. On 10 September
1976, Sithole denounced the ANC and reclaimed the leadership

of ZANU, thus claiming to be the leader of an organization
that he himself had disbanded. Sithole's atteapt to regain

the party leadership failed as Mugabe was already firmly

entrenced as ZANU's leader. Sithole's career as a promi-

nent, influential nationalist leader was over.

With the breakdown of the Victoria Falls talks and the
change in Z&NQ's leadership, the stage was set in late 1q75
for the formation of the Zimbabwe Peoples' Army (ZIPA) and
the resumption of the guerrilla war. Shortly after the
"Mgagao Declaration," discussions were begun between ZANU,

ZAPU, and the Frontline States that would lead to the forma-
tion of ZIPA. There were several reasons for the formation

o: ZIP1. First, two of the Frontline State leaders, Nyerere
and Machel, had concluded as early as July 1975 that the
Smith-INC negotiations were going nowhere. Smith's
unyielding stubborness, the divisions within the ANC, and
their generally low opinions of Nuz3rewa, Nkomo, Sithole,
and Chikerema, convinced the two leaders that negotiations
were hopeless and that they ought to prepare to revitalize
the war effort. The Frontline leaders had decided in Lusaka
in July 1975 that, should the Victoria Falls talks fail, the
ZANo, ZAPU, and FROLIZI guerrillas should be moved from
Zambia and Tanzania to camps in sozambique in preparation
for the resumption of the war. rhis time around, the
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army, not two.

Second, the ANC-foraed ZLC had failed miserably. No

major ZANLA or ZIPRA commanders had been appointed commaz-

ders in the Zimbabwe Liberation Army (ZLA), which was the

military wing of the ZLC. Muzorewa had insteal appointed a

number of political leaders to leadership positions in the

ZLA. In addition, he had appointed a number of junior guer-

rilla leaders over the heads of their more senior comman-

ders. Sithole had appointed guerrilla leaders who had been
suspended from the DARE to positions of authority in the

ZLA. In addition, the fazt that Muzorewa had expelled Nkomo

from the ANC all but ruled out ZAPU/ZIPRA participation in

the ZLC/ZLA. Consequently, the ZLZ/ZLA had no leaders who

had the respect or following of the guerrillas.

Third, the detained Z&NU leaders in Zambia felt that if

they were going to get assistance from the OAU and the V
Frontline States for the war effort, they would have to

create some sort of military alliance. Consequently, they

saw the necessity of forming a Joint command with ZAPU.

Their professed militancy and belief in the armed struggle
would get them nowhere without a unified military effort.

Finally, there was a desire among leaders of both ZANU and

ZkPg to short-stop competing FROLIZI efforts to gain influ-
ence in Rhodesia and valuable support from the OkU and the

Frontline States. The bast way to do this was to form a
joint military command that excluded FROLIZI.

During September and October 1975, Rex Nhongo, the

senior ZkNO guerrilla commander at liberty, and Jason Moyo,

the external ZAPU Secretary-General in Zambia, met to

discuss the possibility of bringing ZANLA and ZIPRA under a

unified command. Neither Zk.NLk nor ZIPRA wanted to be domi-

nated by the other. Z&NLA had lore guerrillas, more
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experience, and more current operations in Rhodesia. On the

other hand, most of ZANU's political leaders, with the
exception of Mugabe and Tekere who were in Mozambique, were

in prison in either Rhodesia or Zambia. By contrast, Nkomo
in Rhodesia and Moyo in Zaxbia were still free, The ZANLA

guerrillas felt that they would be at an unfair d"_sadvantage
if they had to deal with the ZAPO political leaders while

their own political leaders were unavailable. Nyerere and

Machel supported the ZANLA position. Agreement was finally

reached and ZIPA was established on 12 November 1975. The
ZIP& military committee had eighteen members, half of which

were from ZANLA and half of which were from ZIPRA. Rex

Nhongo of ZANLA was the army commaader while John Dube of
ZIPRA was his deputy. Each functional area on the staff had

two officers, with the lirector coming from one guerrilli
organization and his deputy coming from the other.

(Ref. 41]

The ZIPA military command consisted of the zost Militant

members of Z&HLA and ZIPRA. The ZANLA comaanders were

anti-ANC, anti-Sithole, pr3-DARE, and pro- ugaoe. Thq ZIRA

members were anti-ARC and pro-Nkomo. Although ZIPA began to

fall apart after the Geneva Conference in December 1976 due

to several violent conflicts between the guerrillas,

initially the command was fairly successful. ZIP& resumed
the guerrilla war against the Rhodesian Front government on

17 January 1976. During the first four months of 1976, the
Rhodesian Front government estimated that over 900 guer-

rillas had entered Rhodesia while thousands more were being
trained in Mozambique, ranzania, and Zambia. The guerrillas

adopted hit and run tactics aimed at crippling Rhodesia's

economic sector. Roads, railways, farms, and plantations
were the primary targets. On 18 April 1976, ZAYLA guer-

rillas blew up the Beit Bridge rail link with South Africa.
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During this attack, three white South African tourists wzre

killed, shattering the illusion that Rhodesian security

forces were in complete control of the situation.

Originally created as an apolitical military organiza-

tion whose sole function was to provide military support to

the political wings of ZANU and ZAPU, it is ironic that

ZIP&'s downfall came when it became involved in politics.

From ZIPA's very inception, its young ZANLA commanders hal

pledged their allegiance to Robert Mugabe and the ZANU

leaders detained in Zambia. In October 1976, Sugabe began

negotiations with Joshua Nkomo for the formation of a

ZANU-ZAPU Patriotic Front so that the two organizations

could present a united front at the Geneva conference in

December. On 17 October 1976, President Kaunda finally

released the detained ZANC leaders, including the charis-
matic ZANLA guerrilla commander, Josiah Tongoaara. Up to
this time, the ZANLA coimanders had acknowledged Mugabe,

Tongogara, and the other detained ZANU leaders as their

leaders. They had worked for the release of the leadars and

the revitalization of ZANU. Upoa the release of the ZINU
detainees, the ZAYLA commanders in ZIPA reversed their posi-

tion. They claimed the right to chose among the detainees
for their leaders. They refused to accept Tongogara as a

guerrilla leader. In addition, they rejected Mugabe's poli-

tical leadership when he began negotiating for a political

settlement. They claimed the right to have more input into

the political processes. The ZIP& commanders felt that

because they had the military forces, they could force the

issue. However, ZIPA had overestimated its ability to

influence the situation. The ZIP& commanders had failed to

take into account Tongogara's leadership abilities and popu-
larity with the rank and file guerrillas. They had underes-
timated Mugabe in the same way. In addition, ZIPA was
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totally dependent upon lazhel's government in mozambique for

support. Machel had spent too much effort getting the

Zimbabwean nationalist movement unified to risk it all by

supporting the rebellious military commanders. Also, both

Nyerere and Bachel were death on coups. Zonsequently,

ZIPA's challenge to the authority of Mugabe and Tongogara

was a failure. This failure, coupled with the internal

fighting among the ZIPA guerrillas in the Mozambique camps,

spelled the end of ZIPA as an effective or influential

organization by the end of 1976.

Returning to the diplomatic arena in early 1976, the

British and United States governments again became involved
in seeking a settlement in Rhodesia. On 22 March 1976,

three days after the collapse of the Smith-4Ikomo talks,

British Foreign Secretary James Callaghan delivered a speech

which declared Britain's willingness to assist in convening

a constitutional conference providing the Smith government
agreed to certain preconditions. The preconditions imposed

by the British government on the RF government were the

.principle of majority rule, that elections for majority rule

must be held in eighteen months to two years, that indepen-
dence would only occur after majority rule, that negotia-

tions must not be protracted, and that no attempt should be

made to thwart the progress towards majority rule and

independence. (Ref. 42]

The British proposals placed the onus to act right in

Ian Smith's lap. Smith rejected the British proposals as

being as extreme as those of the ANC. The American

Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger, outlined the following

Aaerican proposals on 27 Xpril 1976 while in Zambia:

1 &mericn support for the Callaghan proposals of
2 march 9176;
2o A declaratin of America's "unrglenting oposi-tion" to the Salisbury reg me unti. a negot.ated
settlement was reachel;
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3. A coamitmeLt to Zra e. i 3yrd Alendaent 4hilh
allowed American firms to IM ort strategic materials
from Rhodesia in violation o? the UN sanctions;

. .Support .fQr a rapid negotiated settlement
eading o Umajority rule;

5. liromise to dAscourage American citizens from
travelng to Rhodesll;

6 and 7. A prpise to give $12.5 million n assis-tance to Mozambique and other states on REndes a'sborde;s who suffered as a result of enforcing U.11.
sanctions ;

8. U.S. assistance for Rhodesiia refugees;

9, a progise of economic, technical, and educa-
tional assistance once an agreement had been reaced;
10. Support for protection of minor- ty. rihts after
independence. [Ref. '43 ] -

Kissinger's speech in Zambia bec-ze the basis for inten-

sive negotiations which occurred between May and September

1976. The negotiations involved Kissinger, Smith, the South

African Prime Minister, Vorster, Great Britain, the nation-

alist leaders, and the Fro ntline State leaders. Kissinger

himself met with Vorster twice while other A-erican offi-

cials made several trips to Africa to meet with other

African leaders. on 24 September 1976, Kissinger returned

to Africa with the hope of finalizing an agreement. The

result was a settlement package which became known as the

"Kissinger Proposals" and which included the following six

points:

1. Majority rule in two years;

2. 4n immediate conference with African leaders to
organize an interim government;

3. The interim gov rnment was to consist of a
council of state, hai of whose members woul be
black and half white with a white chairman without
a special vote. This council would be respcnsible
for drafting a new. 9q3stitution. There would a.sc
be f council of mnisters with executive authority
during the interim period. rha two Ministries oi
Defense and Law and Orer on this council were to be
held by whites;

4. Great Britain would enact enabling legislation
once an agreement haa been reached.

5. Osce the interi government was established a
ceasefire would begi7.;
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6. The. inte-nat on1al comunitysswould royides~ubstantia . ec n omc su ortt5 osure Rho es'-s
economic future. (Ref. 991

While Smith accepted the Kissinger Proposals in their

entirety, as a "packaged leal," it should be noted that the
nationalist leaders and the Frontliae State presidents did
not totally accept the proposals but only viewed them as a
basis for further discussion. Consequently, the Geneva

Conference, which convened on 28 October 1976, was doomed

from the very beginning because the nationalists believed
the Kissinger Proposals were negotiable while Smith demanded

that they accept all or nothing.

In early October 1975, Robert Mugabe and Jason Noyo

began negotiations in Mozambique to form an alliance between
ZANU and ZAPU at the Genevi Conference. Immedia-tely bE.fore

the conference, Mugabe and Nkomo finalized in agreement

which formed the Patriotic Front (PF). Thus, Muaabe and

Nkomo attended the conference as a joint delegation. The

conference was also attended by Bishop Muzorewa, the leader

of the UANC-ZLC, the Rhodesian government, and the British
government. The Frontline States and the United States sent

observers to the conference. lhbe Reverend Ndlabaningi

Sithole, claiming to be the legitamate leader of ZANU, also

attended the conference. M1ugabe did not object to Sithole's
attending the conference is long as he did not claim to

represent ZANU. Mugabe and the PF successfully blocked

Sithole's attempts to be recognized as ZANU's leader. When

Sithole offered to form a patriotic alliance with Muzorewa's
rJANC, the bishop, who alr.ady had a large folloving, turned

him down. It should be noted that on 14 September 1976

Muzorewa had changed the name of his organtzation to the

ULIC in order to differentiate it from the Sithole organiza-
tion which also often used the name ANC in order to gain

popular support.
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While the Smith government viewed the primary purpose of

the Geneva Conference as being the implement-tion of the

Kissinger Proposals, the nationali3ts had other proposals

they wanted implemented. The UAN-- demands, which were also

supported by the other Zimbabwean participants, were as

follows:

1 Th t.mme diatV release without conditior., of
all political prisoners--Aetainees and restilctees
including people in the concentration villages.

2, The ;evocation of all deati sentences in ?l-
tica1 orisoners and prisoners of war aad he:
immediate release.

3. The granting of ;ener4 anesty.tQ all those
considered to nave committed Dolitical crime,
including those outside the country.

..The creqtion of conditions conducive to f--pe
0o1l-.cal activities and freedom of expression in

?he country.

5. The halting of all political trials.

6, Theliftinq of. the stat-. 9f emer enq7tcqethlrI~th al resti.tve regulations ag P -seA-% in
force.

7. In short, we demand the immedi.ate suspqrsioD of
the present racist and oppressive conAtitutzon.
[Ref. 451

The Rhodesian delegates ignored the nationalist demands,
whereupon the nationalist organizations informed the

Rhodesian and British representatives that they would

continue the guerrilla war if the conference did not come up

with an acceptable solution leading to majority rule. On 29

October 1976, Robert Mugabe issued the following statement

which represented the position of the Patriotic Front:

In conclusion, let me sa ,r ChairmaM ;ha our
presence at this cce s ca4- or our
preparedness to pursue the method of peaceful
negotiations. It is indicative of the fact that
though we have had to resort to armed struggle we
have done so because peaceful neqotiations had
continuously proved a failure. if this conference
will therefore fail to produce a settlement of the
nature we desire, we shall have no option but to
continue to resort to war in order to achieve our
freedom and independence. We have always loved
peace, but when peace was lost we resorted to war
in order to achieve the lost peace. Let us
achieve peace in Geneva for failure to do so will
necessarily mean the continuation of war in
pursuit of peace. tRef. 46]
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As the Geneva Corferr:e c:)ntinua, so did the pr:bie-s.

The African nationalists could not reach agreement among

themselves over most of the major issues, including the

structure, composition, and duration of the transitional

government before independence. rhe Smith government felt

that there was no need for the conference if the national-

ists were not going to accept the Kissinger package. On 5

November 1976, Smith threatened t3 negotiate a separate

i.nternal settlement with one of the other nationalist

parties in order to implement the Kissinger package if the

Geneva Conference broke down. The main issue that signalled

the death knell of the Geneva :onfara ce was the question of

who would control the security and defense forces during the

interim government. The white regime insisted that the

ultimate authority over the security and defense forces

should lie with it during the transitional period before

majority rule. This was anacceptable to the African nation-

alists. The Smith regime argued that unless it maintained

control over the ministries of defense and police, discip-

.line in the security forces would coLlapse and anarchy would

result during the transitional period. The nationalist

leaders, on the other hand, believed that to leave the

police and defense ministries in white hands would give -he

Smith government too much influence during the transitional

period. When the British governsent offered to appoint a

British governor-general in Salisbury to control the

security forces, Smith rejected the offer. All negotiations

deadlocked, the Geneva Conference was adjourned on 14

December 1976 with the hope that it would be reconvened on

17 January 1977.

The stalemate between the nationalists and the Rhodesian

Front government continuel and the Geneva Convention was not

reconvened in January. 3n 21 January 1977, the British
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Ivor Richard, offered Ian Smith a aew set of proposals which

he hoped would break the deadlock. The main provisions of
Bichards' proposals were as follows:

1. A +ransjtional. o Yernment to be headed by a
-ri.sh interim commit sioner.

2. qoyernment to be led by a council oS ministers
comprising equal representat-lon by each of tfis deie-
gations represented at Geneva plus representatives
of the European comaunity appointed by the comsis-
sioner. (Such a council would have a substantial
African majority.)

3. The copmisione- to be uildd be an advisory
council consisting oi the hea s of t e delegationi
at Geneva.

4. The heads of the G-nevt del-vations alon, with
the heads of the arit ina the pol-ce force to-serve
on a national security council headed by the commis-
sioner.

5. Forei n affairs, jefl~nce, and internal security
to come unaer the commssioner. [Ref. 47]

The Richards Plan scrapped the provisions of the

Kissinger Proposal that would have guaranteed the white

chairmanship of the council of state and Rhodesian Front
control of the Ministries of Defence and Law and Order. On

29t January 1977, Smith rajected the new British proposals
and insisted that he woull not accept anything other than
the Kissinger Proposals. Smith announced that he was begin-

ning neaotiations with Bishop luzorewa to obtain a separate,

internal settlement.

Smith had a number of reasons to believe that he would
be able to reach an agreement with Mazorewa. Throughout the

Geneva Conference, Smith felt that Muzorewa had demonstrated
a more moderate position than had lugabe and Skozo on the

issues of majority rule and control of the security forces

during the interim government. The Rhodesian Front govern-

ment believed that, even though he had no control over the

nationalist guerrilla armies, muzorewa did command the
loyalty of more Africans inside of Rhodesia than did the
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Patriotic Front. Consequently, it would be to muzorewals

advantage to negotiate a settlement with Smith rather than

to risk losing his position as the dominant nationalist

leader in Rhodesia to either Mugabe or Nkomo. Smith's stra-

tegy was given a big assist on 9 January 1977 when, after a

two-day meeting in Lusaka, the presidents of the Frontline

States (Zambia, Tanzania, M1ozambique, Botswana, and Angola)
announced that they were going to throw all of their support

behind the Patriotic Front which they considered to be the

sole, legitamate, representative Zimbabwean nationalist

organization. In a statement read by President Nyerere, the

five leaders said that they had decided to give their "full
political, material, and diplomatic support to the Patriotic

Front to enable them to achieve the objectives of their -ust

struggle" (Ref. 48]. The decision of the Frontline State
leaders was backed-up by the Liberation Committee of the OAU
in Lusaka on 8 February 1977 when it gave the Patriotic

Front a mandate to- escalate the guerrilla war against
Rhodesia's white minority government. Thus, Huzorewa found

himself isolated from the sainstream support for the nation-
alist cause and was faced with the choice of either negoti-

ating with Smith or being left out in the cold.

The escalation of the guerrilla war by ZALA and ZIPRA
was also bringing domestic and economic pressures to bear

upon Smith. The increasei guerrilla activity it late 1976

and early 1977 had conviaced many white Rhodesians that

their privileged position in society was not worth dying. for

and that the days of the white majority regime were

numbered. Consequently, white emigration increased dramati-

cally. The emigration meant a drain of skilled labor and
currency out of the country. By January 1977, guerrillas

were active in virtually ill of Rhodesia and of Rhodesia's

1,842 - mile border, oaly the South hfrica portion could be
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considered secure. With the security forces stretched to

their maXimum capabilities, the Rhodesian Front announced on

27 January 1977 that it would call up all able-bodied men

between the ages of thirty-seven and fifty for military

service and tighten up on draft exemptions. The opposition
from the business community to tte cancellation of all
deferments for men under thirty-eight years of age caused

the Minister of Defense, Nr. Cowper, to resign in disgust on

13 February 1977. Twenty-three percent of the 1976-77

national budget, or $186 million, was being devoted to

national defense. This was about four times the outlay of
fiscal year 1972-73. The situation was made more difficult

in June 1977 when the United States reimposed UN economic

sanctions on Rhodesia. By June 1977, the escalating guer-

rilla war was costing the Smith government $800,000 a day.

That same month, the RF government announced that all white
males under thirty-eight years of a;e would be required to

serve 190 days per year in the security forces while those

thirty-eight to fifty would serve a minimum of seventy days.
The wider call-up accelerated white emigration which in turn
had the duel effects of lwering the gross domestic product
and decreasing the number of whites available for military

service. By October 1977, the war was costing twenty-seven
percent of the national budget, or over one million dollars

per day. The pressure was on Smith to reach an agreement
with black leaders of his own choosing and to bring about a

ceasefire. [Ref. 49]
From January through Agust 1977, Smith moved towards an

internal settlement with Bishop Euzorewa. On 1 September
1977, British Foteign Secretary David Owen and the United
States Ambassador to the (IN, Andrew Young, presented Smith
with the Anglo-American Pace Proposals on Zimbabwe. On 1s
September 1977, Smith temporarily shelved his plans for an
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internal settlement in cd%?= that the Anglo-American
Proposals might be further discussed. The basic provisions
of the proposals were as follows:

1. Surrender of power by the present regime and a
return to 1egality.

- orderly and ae ful transition to indeven-ence i the c urse opp 8.
3. Peaceful Ind ilp artial elections on the basis of
universala dult sutzrage.

4. The ostabl*shmhn,. bi tho British government, ofa transitional almini st-ratot with the task of
conducting elections for an independent government
(Field marshal Lord :arver would represent Britain
as resident commissioner during -he transition
period).

U.rAqnited Natjos presn ce, including a UN force,
;ring t e transltion period.

1;. a&neindeendent zonstitution providiig for t
emocratical elected qovernment, the abo ition of

discrimination, the protection of individual rights,
and the independence of the judiziary.

7. & developmept fund to revive the VconomZ of the
country which B;itain and the U.S. view a red.-
cated upon the implementation of the settlemen as a
whole. [Ref. 50]

The new Anglo-American Proposals were really .o diffe-
rent from earlier British proposals. They envisaged the

Rhodesian Front government giving up its power immediately,

to include security forces, and nearly immediate majority
rule. obviously, Smith could not be expected to accept such
terms. On 23 Oc:tober 1977, Smilth rejected the
Anglo-American Proposals and pushed ahead with his internal

settlement plans.
Since January, Smith had take several actions to pave

the way for his internal settlement. In February, he had

announced plans to end racial discrimination within the
country. In April he had expelled twelve extreme right-wing

radicals from the Rhodesian Front Party. on 18 July he
dissolved parliament and Called for new elections in which

he would seek white support for an internal settlement. The
icing on the cake came when Smith announced on 24 November
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th = . a-cced the prizciple f orit -ui an_ wou4.

begin official talks with luzorewa, Sithole, and two tradi-

tional leaders, Chief Zhirau and Chief Ndiweni, on 9

December.

The Frontline State leaders, seeing that Smith was

stealing the initiative from the Patriotic Front, had

attempted to get negotiations going in December 1977 an4

January 1978 that would involve all parties. On la December

1977, the Frontline State leaders reaffirmed their support

for the Anglo-American Proposals. Samora Machal began to

pressure the PF to reopen negotiations with Smith and on 13

January 1978 he even admitted that PP demands for control of

the security forces during the transition period were unrea-

sonable [Ref. 511. Plans were made for the P? leaders to

meet with Anglo-American representatives at Malta in late

January 1978. Although the Malta talks were held, they had

no effect on the S mith-4 uzorewa-Sithole negotiations in

Salisbury which were near zoupletition by that time. After

nearly thLee months of negotiations, Smith and the four

internal leaders finally reached an agreement for an

internal settlement on 3 March 1978. Signed by Smith,

Muzorewa, Sithole, and Chirau, this settlement was obtained

without consulting PF-ZANU-ZAPU. The settlement, which

provided for a transitional government, had the following

provisions:

1. A new constitution would be drafted providing
majority rule based on adult suffrage;

2 A leqislative assembly of Qne-hyndred 2 embers
with seventy-two seats reser0d r ;black and twen-
ty-eiqht seats reserved for whites (enough to
p ovid e whites a veto over constitutional changes);

P Th9 reserved seats f r whites would be -tained
or at east ten years and woull be reviewe at the

end of that period, at which time a commission
headed by the .udg e of the high court would be
appointed to und rtake the review. If the commis-
slon were to recommend that the eserved seats for
whites should be chanqed an amendment to the cons-
itutlon to effect suc. carge by I bill w ich would
require the affirmative votes or not less than
fifty-one members of the legislative assembly;
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4. The inde endence and the qualifications of the
judiciary would be entrenched and the judges would
have security of tenure;

. The cvi servicq, the li and the defense
o Trces oui ie efree from pollticai interference;

6. The above provisijis would be :et out in.the DV
constitution and wouli be regarded as s ecirica4y
entrenched rovisions which could not 9e amended
except by a gill that required the affirmative votes
of at least seventy-eighg members of the legislative
assembly. [Ref. 52]
Thus, the agreement insured that whites, which made up

only four percent of the population, would control twenty-

eight percent of the legislature. rn addition, it provilel
for the continued white lomination of the judiciary and

security forces. Smith had secured an agreement that, iz
effect, would insure the privleged position of the white

minority for at least another ten years.

B. THE INTERIM AGREENENT &ND THE FINAL AGREVEIVT: 1978 -

1980

The action in Phase V, which lasted from the signing of
the interim agreement on 3 Sarch 1978 until the ZANU-PF

election victory on 4 Marzh 1980, was dominated by several

different themes. The first concerns the efforts of the

Saith-muzoreva government 'to consolidate its position and

eliminate the Patriotic Front opposition in order to
confront the external natianalist leaders and guerrillas and

the international community with a 1a facto "solution" to
the Rhodesian problem. The seconl theme deals with the

refusal of Great Britain, the United States, the United
Nations, and most of the rest of the international community

to recognize the Smith-Muzoreva agreement and efforts to
diplomatically pressure the Sith-suzorewa bloc to agree to

a settlement involving all concernel parties aid providing
uninterrupted movement towards majority rule. The third
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theme is concerned primarily with the intensification of the
guerrilla war by ZANLA and ZIPRA in order to force mean-

ingful change and the failure of the Smith-Muzorewa coali-
tion to bring an end to the guerrilla war.

Almost immediately after the internal agreement was
signed, the Smith-Muzorewa led multi-racial Salisbury group

embarked upon policies designed to solidify their own posi-
tion as Rhodesia's leaders and to exclude the Patriotic

Front from the constitutional negotiations. On 12 3arch

1978, the signatories of the internal settlement announced

that they were not interested in an all-parties constitu-

tional conference and that they intended to exclude the
ZAUO-ZAPU-PF from the constitutional conference. Smith

wanted to deal only with what he considered to be "moderate"
black leaders and Muzorewa and Sithole were more- than
willing to go along with him on this to preserve their new-

found prestige. During that same week, Muzorava travelled
to the UN to seek support for the internal settlement. But

on 10 March 1978, a coalition of African, socialist, and

third world countries in the Security Council prevented

Sithole from addressing the General assembly and on i4 March

the security Council voted to condemn all attampts by the

illegal regime in Rhodesia to retain power or to prevent the
achievement of independence. It also declared the internal

agreement illegal and unacceptable.

Evidently, Smith believed that Muzorewa and Sithole had

greater influence with the guerrillas than they really did.

What he failed to realize was that the vast majority of the

guerrillas were controlled by Mugabe and Nkomo. On 2 May
1978, the Rhodesian government announced that a general
amnesty would be granted to all guerrillas who laid down
their arms and turned themselves in. Smith believed that

suzorewa and Sithole could "swing enough weight with the
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nationalist guerrillas to bring about a ceasefire.,
[Ref. 53] On 16 May 1978 he announced that it would be

possible to defuse the situation in eastern Rhodesia where

Muzorewa and Sithole supposedly had a following among the
guerrillas [Ref. 54].

All of Smith's attempts to achieve a ceasefire failed

miserably. Throughout June 1978, the Patriotic Front accel-

erated the guerrilla effort within Rhodesia. Not only were
attacks on white settlers and the security forces

increasing, but even some of Muzor.va's and Sithole's own
followers were killed by the guerrillas. The guerrillas had
been buoyed not only by the obvious weakness of the coali-

tion regime, but also by the prospect of external assis-
tance. The UN Security --ouncil had already condemned the

internal settlement. The United States and Great Britain

were pressuring the regime for an all-party settlement and

constitution. Mozambique was giving increasing aid to the
ZANU guerrillas. On 24 April 1978, the USSR and Cuba

announced that they intended to increase aid to the guer-
,rilla forces. By 15 June 1978, Smith was forced to admit
for the first time that military efforts to stop the guer-

rillas were not succeeding.

In July 1978, the Salisbury regime launched a number of

air strikes against guerrilla bases in Mozambique. This

action was defended by none other than Sithole on the
grounds that the government was attempting to move towards

democracy. (Ref. 55]
On the home front, the increasing guerrilla pressure had

forced the government to snact policies designed to obtain
support for the internal settlement from among the African
masses, on 8 August 1978, the new regime announced that it

had ordered the end to liscrimination in public places,
although separate educational and health systems and
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sagr.ga-:a :e.ghborhoCds -dOula Z.til be iaintaiaed. Cn 115

September 1978, the interim government, with Sithole as its
spokesman, announced that, for the first time, blacks would

be drafted into the army. Sithole explained that since

blacks would benefit from majority rule, they were obligated

to fight to defend the internal settlement. Muzorewa

vehemently opposed this policy on the grounds that unless

there was majority rule there should be no military call-up.

[Ref. 56]
Probably realizing that Muzorewa and Sithole had little

control over the nationalist guerrillas, Saith allowed

President Kaunda of Zambia to arrange a meeting between him
and Joshua Nkomo. Smith 9robably viewed Nkomo as the oldest

and most respected of the nationalist leaders and hoped that
he carried greater influence with the guerrillas.

Additionally, this was another opportunity for Smith to

weaken the Patriotic Front by playing upon the divisions

between ZAINU and ZAPU.. Smith still believed that 4komo,

inspite of the fact that he was receiving Soviet assistance,
was more moderate that Lugabe. Smith hoped that Nkomo, as

was the case in 1975 when he broke away from Muzorewa's ANC,

could be convinced to desert the Patriotic Front and nego-

tiate a separate agreement with the Salisbury regime. Smith

and Nkomo met secretly in Zambia on 14 August 1978. All

prospects for a Smith-Nkomo deal were shattered on 4

September 1978 when guerrillas shot down an Air-Rhodesia

airliner and killed all forty-eight passengers. When Nkomo

announced that ZAPU guercillas were responsible for this

action, the public outcry from white Rhodesians prevented

Smith form even considering a settlement with Nkomo. An
important aspect of the Smith-Nkomo liaison is that it again

placed Nkomofs credibility in the nationalist movement in a
questionable light. Was Nkomo a dedicated nationalist
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searching for a workable solution or a political oppo-tunist
trying to enhance his own position? This question would
come back to haunt Nkomo in the 1980 elections.

On 14 September 1978, the Salisbury government, citing

the escalation of the guerrilla war by ZANLA and ZIPRA,
banned the ZANU-ZAPU-PF from Rhodesia and thus prevented

them frcm participating in the scheduled elections. Or. 29

October 1978, Smith, apparently without consulting either

Huzorewa or Sithole, postponed the elections from 31
December 1978 to April 1979, supposedly because of adminis-
trative problems in setting up the elections. The real

reason for the election postpone3ent was the unstable

security situation in Rhodesia. Despite the airstrikes,

increasingly large numbers of guerrillas were infiltrating

into Rhodesia from Zambia and Mozambique. On 31 October
1978, large sectors of southern and western Rhodesia were

placed under martial law. Guerrillas had begun to attack

previously immune targets in urban areas. On 11 December

1978, a large oil storage depot in Salisbury was blown up.
Military manpower was being strained because of the fact
that increasingly large numbers of whites were leaving thq
country. (Ref. 57] On 12 January 1979, the Rhodesian
government announced that white males between the ages of

fifty and fifty-nine woull be called up for emergency mili-

tary service.
Throughout this period since the March 1978 settlement,

the Rhodesian government was also being pressured by the
international community through diplomatic channels. In
mid-April 1978, David Owen, Cyrus Vance, Andrew Young, the

Frontline State leaders and the Patriotic Front leaders met

in Dar-es-Salaam to discuss the Rhodesian problem. All of
the participants agreed on the .ecessity of having an all-
party constitutional conference, but no one was willing to

set a timetable for the conference.
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On 26 July 1978, the U.S. Senate idopted the Case-Javits

Amendmentment to the International 3ecurity Assistance Act

of 1978. The kmendment provided for the removal of U.S.

sanctions against Rhodesia after 31 December 1978

provided that the President determines that 4I)
te Government of Rhodesia has demqnstrated Its
WI l'ngness to negotiate in good faith at an all-
parties conference held under international
auspices, on all issues; and(2I a government has
been ins alled, chosen by free elect ions in which
all political and population groups have been
allowed to pa;ticipate freely, With observation by
impartial, internationally recognized observers
[Ref. 58.

On 15 August 1978, the House of Representatives also agreed

to accept the amendment. Throughout October 1978, Rhodesian

government and business representatives lobbied in the

United States for acceptance of the internal settlement and
the lifting of the sanctions. They were able to rally some

support from conservative members of Congress.

On 21 December 1978, the UN Gemeral Assembly voted to

condemn and reject the internal settlement of 3 March 1978.

The UN denounced all maneuvers of the Rhodesian regime aimed

at retaining power for the white minority, declared the

internal settlement null and void, and declared illegal any

internal settlement under the auspices of the illegal

regime, and called upon all states not to recognize any such

settlement. (Ref. 59]

On 2 January 1979, the Rhodesian government unveiled its

new "Majority Rule Constitution." 3n 30 January 1979, an

all-white referendum of Rhodesian whites approved the new

constitution. The main provisions of the "Majority Rule

Constitution" were as follows:

1. The country was to be renamed Zimbabwe-Rhodesia.

2. Parliasent was to _cousist of two houses--the
House of the Issembly and the Senate.

3 The Senate voujd coasist of thirty members, ten
o1 whom would be ecte by the seventy-two blaci
sebrs of the House of e esSeD: ten would be

t elected by the twent e aembers of
the House of 9ssembl~ and tem wou d be African
chiefs elected by the Council of Chiefs.
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4. There would be two voting rolls, a common voters
roll on which both black and whites could vote and a
separate white voters Zoll. (Thus whites could vote
twice.)

5. The creation of fou; commissions--Judicial
Service Pulic bervic,. ?o]ice. Service, and Defense
Forces geiviie. The 4aal ifcat-3n for membership in
the commissions were so high that they virtually
ruled out black members.

On 8 March 1979, the United .ations Security c-ouncil voted

to condemn the new constitution and the scheduled April

elect ions.

The elections under the new con3titution were held from
17 April to 20 April 1979. When the results were revealed

on 24 April 1979, Muzorewa's party had won a landslide
victory, having taken fifty-one of the seventy-two black
parliamentary seats, or sixty-seven percent of the vote.

Sitholels party had won only twelve seats. Smith's

Rhodesian Front Party had taken all twenty-eight white
seats.

The credibility of the elections was questioned immedi-

ately after the results were announced. Sithole charged
.that the elections had been rigged aad demanded a commission

of inquiry. On 9 May 1979, Sithole boycotted the first

session of parliament and on 28 May his party refused to

fill its two cabinet seats. rhe value of the election was

also questionable because all of the parties had agreed,

prior to the elections, that cabinet posts would be distri-
buted on the basis of the number of parliamentary seats each
party won. Thus, whites would be assured of retaining at
least one-quarter of the cabinet seats and thereby be in a
position to restrain a black prime minister.

The announcement of the election results brought the

expected reaction from the PF leaders. Mugabe and Nkomo met

for three days in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. It the end of the
meeting, they announced that a joint military command would
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be fo==-;d Ito c-- oiin a t t~ h a c ZAN LA a r- ZIP? 1. T-

guerrilla war was again escalated.

The elections also received generally negative reactions
from the international community. One positive reaction

came from the U.S. Congress when on 15 May 1979 it called
for President Carter to lift the sanztions against Rhodesia.

On 29 May 1979, the OAU refused to recognize Muzorewa's

regime and warned Britain and the United States not to

recognize the regime either. In a statement issu.*d through
Kenya's foreign ministry, the OAU expressed concern at move-
ments in London and Washington to remove the sanctions.

That same day, President ?yerare stated that if the United
States and Britain recognized the luzorewa government and

lifted the sanctions it would be the same as declaring war
on ZANLA and ZIPRA, and Zambia and Mozambilue who were

assisting them. Nyerere said that sach action by the United
States or Great Britain could only lengthen the war and
insure the complete destruction of any whites left in
Rhodesia. Finally, on 30 Hay 1979, the Nigerian government

sent signals to London and Washington implying that they
would be subject to aa oil embargo should they decide to

recognize the Muzorewa government or lift the sanctions.

(Ref. 60]
On 8 June 1979, President Carter announced that the

United States would continue to act in compliance with UN

economic sanctions against Rhodesia. Carter denounced the
elections as neither fair nor free because:

I The elections were held nder a constitut4.ontnat was drafted bY and submt ed only to the whi.te
m norityand that the black citizens w o constituted
n inty-sIX pegcent of the popalation of Zimbabwe
never had a chance to consider nor to vote for or
aqainst the constitution under which elections were
h ld.
2hThenstitution qave the white minority vastly
isproportionate numbirs of votes in parliament,

contilud control o-eC the army, police, lud.c;ary,
and civ- service and a veto ower aty slgnifican-
constitutional reform.
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3. The representatives of the opposing.patties
ZANU and ZAPU) were banned rm he le t:ons.

IRef. 61]

The Muzorewa government had hoped to get some support

from the newly elected British Conservative government at

the Commonwealth Conference which convened in Lusaka, Zambia

on 1 August 1979. However, on 3 August 1979, Prime Minister

Thatcher told the heads of state that Great Britain was for

working for a comprehensive settlement involving all

parties. The conference participants then proceeded to

draft a settlement plan that was unanimously approved on 6

August 1979 by all thirty-mine heads of delegation present.

The plan called for Great Britain to convene an all-party

constitutional conference in order to adopt a democratic

constitution including safeguards for minorities and to

bring about a ceasefire and an and to the sanctions.

[Ref. 62]

Initially, the Commonwealth proposals for a constitu-

tional conference met with negative responses from the

involved parties. Both Smith and Muzorewa Janounced the

conference. Yet they were unable to offer an alternative

solution as they could neither end the guerrilla war nor

achieve international recognition for the Salisbury govern-

ment. Nkomo rejected the British supervised elections as he

blamed the British for causing the problem in the first

place. An equally uncompromising position was presented by

ZANU on 7 August 1979 when it leclared that:

1. The Smith- Muzgrawa illegil re im and _its
iniquitous constitution must be I qua dtea.

2.. The conflitution must =oqtain no rlcist *or
otherwise abrdgement on the of the people actiig
either directly or through their rep esentatives in
parliament to Ireely alter it or abolish it.

3 Before reaching any agreement the racis
Rodes a4 army an p 1 1ce f s must be disare
oarr acke an demob ilized to aive way to our
forces. (Ref. 3 1
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Yet both Mugabe and 4komo were being pressured by their

supporters in Mozambique and Zambia to negotiate a peace

settlement, even if compromise was necessary. Thus, by 20

August 1979, all sides had acceptel invitations to attend

the London Constitutional Conference on 10 September 1979.

The Lancaster House talks vere organized around an

agenda that called for, ln order, (1) discussion of the

independence constitution and (2)"pre-independence agree-

ments divided into three sectors: (a) elections under the

new constitution, (b) the ceasefire and military agreements

and (c) administrative arrangements and maintenance of law

and order during the transition.,, 'Ref. 64] The constitu-

tion proposed by the British was based upon the independence

constitutions of former British colonies and the current

Rhodesian constitution.

eeting frequent stalemates throughout the conference,

Lord Carrington conducted the negotiations by dealing bi-la-
terally, first with one side and then with the other. On 21

September 1979, the Salisbury delegation voted to accept the

British constitutional proposals. After the Patriotic Front

was presented with the British proposals, it tabled its own
proposals which differed from the British constitutional

proposals in the following respects:

1. There was no special representation for whites.

2. Provision f9r n. executive president with wide
ranging powers---ncluding powers to appoint members
of public service, defense, an police commissions.

3. Lack of protection of private property rights.

4. No guarantees for the pension rights of civil
servants.
5. Stringent citizenship requirements. [Ref. 65]

Since the Salisbury government had already accepted the

British proposals, the Patriotic Froat was under pressure to
accept them also. Fearing that their intransigence woulS

deal them out of the talks, the guerrillas reluctantly
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accepted the principle of reserved seats for whites. on I
October 1979, Carrington gave the PP delegates a more

detailed version of the British proposals and five days to

make up their minds. A partial compromise was reached on 10

October 1979 and, after Carrington threatened to implement
the constitution with or without the PF, the PF finally
accepted the British proposals on 18 October 1979. The

remainder of the conference, dealin; with the ceasefire and

transition period, followed a similar pattern. The frequent

stalemates would be broken by British pressure in the form

of Carrington's intimidations and bullying. The Lancaster
House Agreement was finally signed on 17 December 1979.

During the two month transition period prior to the

elections, Robert Mugabe and ZANU decided to run separately

in the elections rather than with Nkomo and PF-ZAPU. Thus,

there would be three nationalist blocs competing for power
on election day -- Muzorewa (UANC), Nkomo (PF-ZAPU), and

Mugabe (ZANU-PF). Each party leader believed that he was

destined to be the first prime minister of the new country

bf Zimbabwe. When the results were finally tallied on 4
March 1980, Mugabe had emerged as the victor. ZkNU-PF had

won seventy-one percent of the Africin seats and fifty-seven

percent of all the seats in parliament and seventy-seven

percent of all Patriotic Front seats. Joshua Nkomo and

PF-ZIPU had won twenty seats, while fuzorewa and the UANC,

the overwhelming winners Just a year earlier, had only won

three seats. The reasons for Mugabe's landslide victory

will be the topic of the next section.
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This section of this study has two purposes. First, it

will examine the personal and political backgrounds,

leadership qualities, and bases of support 3f the three

principal candidates in the 1980 elections, Joshua Nkomo,
Bishop Abel Muzorewa, and Robert Mugabe. Second, by

comparing and contrasting the three candidates, it will show
why Robert Nugabe won the 1980 elections. Thr-oughout this

chapter, the basic position taken will be that the

determining factor in the outcome of the election was the

personal credibility of the candidates. By the time

election day rolled around, only Sugabe had any kind of

meaningful credibility with the majority of the electorate.

A. JOSHUA .fKOMo

A member of the Kalanga tribe of the Ndebele nation,

Joshua Mqabuko Myongolo .Ikono was born in June 1917 on the

Semokwe Reserve, Matabeleland, Southern Rhodesia. Both of
his parents worked for the London Missionary Society, his

father first as a driver and later as a teacher and his

mother as a cook. Young Nkomo received his primary educa-
tion at the Tjolotjo School after which he worked variously

as a driver, bakery delivery boy, and carpenter. By 191

Nkomo had saved enough money to enroll for one year at Adams

College in Durban, South Africa. A clerk at the school, a

Mrs. Hoskins, took an interest in Nkomo and encouraged him

to continue his studies and enabled his to do so by

employing his after school and paying his fees. In 1944,
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with the financial assistance of Mrs. Hoskins, Nkomo

enrolled in a three-year aourse of study at the Jan Hofmeyr
School of Social Sciences in Johannesburg. While in South

Africa, Nkomo came under the influence of Drs. Zusa and

Lembede, two leaders of the South African African National
Congress (SAANC). Although he showed little interest in

politics at the time, these initial political associations

would influence Nkomo's future.
In 1947, Joshua Nkomo returned to Rhodesia where he

was employed by the Rhodesian Railway as a social worker,

the first black to hold such a position. During the next

two years, Nkomo completel his studies at the University of

South Africa and graduated with a bachelor of arts degree in

Economics and Sociology.

2. It=z Z21" ia

If God ever equipped a human being for the world of

politics, Joshua Nkomo is that man. A large, heavy-set man
(well over six feet tall and 250 pounds), Nkomo has the

impressive physical appearance that is always a great asset

to a politician. A dynamic, exciting speaker, he has the

ability to arouse any aulience. hlways sailing, always

joking, and always outgoing, Nkomo has the same gregarious,

handshaking, baby-kissing style that many American pole'ti-

ians have. Nkomo loves his role as a celebrity. Thus, it
was totally in character for this charismatic, father-like

figure to throw his hat into the political arena.

Nkomo's initiation to the world of politics occurred
in 1951 when he was appointed se-retary of the Railway

Workers' Association, which later became the Rhodesian

African Workers Union (RAVU). Under Ukoao's leadership, the

union was reorganized ani its membership increased. In

1952, Nkomo was elected president of the African National
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Conqress. Nkomo attemptel to unite all the African organi-

zations, including those in Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland,

in the All-Africa Peoples' Convention. This attempt was

unsuccessful and the convention was abandoned in 1954. In

1952, Nkomo joined the United Federal Party (UFP) and

accepted an invitation from Sir Godfrey Huggins, the Prime

Minister of Southern Rhodesia, to represent African opinion

at the London Conference on the proposed federation of the
two Rhodesias and Nyasa land in the Central African

Federation. At the conference Nkomo opposed the creation of
the Federation, but the British government vent ahead with

its plans to create it. rn January 1954, Nkomo ran in the

first Federal Election as an indepentdent candidate for the

African seat of Matabeleland, but was heavily defeated by

Mike Hove, the UFP candidate. rhat same year, -Nkomo

resigned from the railroad and became an auctioneer and

insurance agent. During this period, he remained active in

the leadership of the Southern Rhodesia African National

Congress (SRANC) and in September 1957 he was elected its
president. The Youth League, which was founded in 1957,

merged with the SRkAC in 1959 to for2 the ANC. As president

of the ANC, Nkomo was very active in campaigning against the

Land Husbandry Act. In addition, he was successful in his

efforts to get the Court of Appeals to set aside the convic-

tions of a number of black defendents. Consequently, by

1959, Nkomo was somewhat of a popular hero to black

Rhodesians. This, coupled with the fact that he was the

first widely known and well-publicized black politician and

nationalist, placed Nkomo in a position where he was viewed

as *the father of Zimbabwean nationalism."
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The major factor in Nkomo's defeat in the February

1980 Zimbabvean elections was his lack of credibility as a

nationalist. From the late 1950's onward, questions would

be continually raised about Nkomo's integrity, courage, and

dedication to the nationalist cause. Was he truly the

father of Zimbabwean nationalism or simply an opportunistic
politician? Why did he always have to be the leader or

president of every organization he aver belonged to? Why

was he inevitably out of the country during government

crackdowns on his organizations? Did he attempt to nego-

tiate separate, internal settlements with the British and

Rhodesian governments in order to get the best leal possible

for black Rhodesians or to insure the security of his own
position in Rhodesian politics? During the latter stages of

the guerrilla struggle, why did he keep his large, well-
trained, and well-equipped army sequestered in Zambia while

allowing ZAMLA to carry the burden of the fighting? Was his

failure to commit his forces simply due to his conservatism

and caution, or was it because he was planning to use his

army to eliminate his competition in a post-independence

Zimbabwean civil war? 2uestions like these continually

shadowed Nkoo's political ambitions.
Doubt was often cast upon Nkomo's personal courage

and dedication because of his propensity for avoiding arrest
by being abroad during turbulant times in Southern Rhodesia.

In December 1958, Nkomo travelled to Accra to attend the
first ll-africa Peoples' Conference and from there to

Cairo. While Nkomo was in Egypt, a state of emergency was

declared in Rhodesia on 26 February 1959. The ANC was

banned and over 500 of its members were arrested and
detained. Among those arrested were the entire leadership

of the ANC, minus, of course, Joshua Nkomo. 3n the advice
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of friends in Egypt, he claims, Nkomo did not return home to

face arrest (Ref. 66]. He instead began a twenty-month

self-imposed exile during which time he set up an external

AN office in London and sought support for the objectives
of the ANC throughout the world. While Nkomo was abroad,

the National Democratic Party (NDPI was formed on 1 January
1960. The NDP was simply a new nale for the banned ANC as

it had the same leadership, structure, and goals as its

predecessor. Michael Mawema was elected the president of
the new party with the understanding that his appointment
was temporary pending the return to Salisbury of Joshua

Nkomo. Nevertheless, many members of the NDP believed Nkomo

to be a coward for not returning to Rhodesia. rhese critics
of Nkomo, as mentioned earlier, broke away from the NDP to
form the Zimbabwe National Party (ZNP) which later became

the Pan-African Socialist Party (PASJ).

In October 1960, Nkomo finally returnel to Rhodesia

to lead the NDP. At the qDP inaugural conference elections

on 28 November 1960, Nkomo defeated Leopold Takawira, Moton

Nalianga, Ndabaningi Sithole, and lawema for the presidency

of the NDP.

The YDP was banned on 9 December 1961. Ironically,
Nkomo was again out of the country (this time in Tanganyika)
and thus escaped arrest. The NDP's successor, ZAPU, was

established on 17 December 1961. 3nly nine months later, on

20 September 1962, ZAPU was also banned by the ahodesian
government. Coincidentally or not, Nkomo was again abroad,

this time in Lusaka, Northern Rhodesia. While in Iforthern

Rhodesia, Nkomo came to the conclusion that nothing useful
coald be achieved by party action within Rhodesia. He

therefore decided to set up a ZAPU government-in-exile that
would exert pressure on the ON, the OAU, and other

sympathetic bodies in order to bring about change in
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Southern Rhodesia. This plan did not please the other Z.PU
leaders. At the time of the ZAPU crackdown, all of the ZAPU
leaders inside Southern Rhodesia, including Robert Mugabe,

Leopold Takawira, and J.Z. Moyo, had been arrested and taken

to the tribal reserves for three months detention. The ZAPU

leaders had expected that Nkomo would return to Rhodesia to

provide leadership to his followers. They were shocked to

find out that he instead intended to go to Dar-es-Salaam to

set up his government-in-exile. Nkomo did this against the

advice of nationalist leaders in Northern Rhodesia. Nathan

Shamuyarira quotes Sikota Uina, the publicity secretary of
the Northern Rhodesia UfNIP as saying that Joshua Nkomo had

been

strongly a~vised that his political leadership and
the soL ut-on to the Southern Rhodesia crisis
almost entirely depends on his presence in the
country and among his people, whatever the
circumstances.* Remaining away in Northern
Rhodesia, or in any other cquntry, will have the
effect of serigusly weakening morale among theranks of the toiling sasses of Southern Rhodesia.

Shamuyarira continues to note that "recalling the names of

six leaders in Africa to prove that 'liberation and indepen-

dence are always preceded by sacrifice, and even imprison-

ment of the leader,'" Sikota added:
N ikomo has no altecnative but to be one of them

1f-the Soqthern Rhodes .a freedom truqql a is to
start serious y and his 1ea ership prstige is
maintained. [Ref. 67]

Using a disguise aad a doublD, Nkomo travelled from

Lusaka to Dar-es-Salaam, where he mat with President Julius
5yerere and Ndabaningi Sithole. The leaders pressured Nkomo

to return to Southern Rhodesia to suffer the same restraints
as his ZAPV comrades. Nkomo was fimally persuaded and flew

back to Rhodesia where he spent three months restriction at

Kezi south of Bulawayo.
Although Nkomo would eventually (beginning on 16

April 1964) spend more than ten years under restriction, his
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initial success at avoiding arrest aad restriction reflected

unfavorably upon him and would have a lasting effect on his

career. Whether Nkomo's motivation in this period was that
he feared detention and enjoyed the good life of a celebrity

abroad or actually sincerely believed that he could best

influence the situation in Rhodesia by means of a political

organization based abroad will never be known.

Nevertheless, the fact of the matter is that thase incidents

cast doubt upon Skomc's personal courage and ledication to
the nationalist cause. As will be seen later on, they were

contributing factors in the formation of ZANU in 1963 by his
disinchanted lieutenants who had lost confidence in his

leadership ability.

Throughout his political career, nkomo repeatedly
did things that either made him appear to be nothinl more
than an ambitious opportunist or, much worse, seemed to

compromise his fellow nationalists and their goals. Nkomo's
habits of making poor decisions and negotiating separate

agreements with the white government, usually without

consulting his advisers and allies, did nothing for his
reputation as a black nationalist leader. rndeed, the

combination of his poor decisions, willingness to compromise
on principle when it was expedient to do so, exclusion of

his nationalist comrades in the decision-making process,

apparent fraternization with the enemy, and constant self-
aggrandizement eventually cost him the trust of the black
majority in Zimbabve.

The earliest hint that Nkomo was probably more
interested in furthering his own career than in furthering

the nationalist cause came in 3aamary 1954 when Nkomo
deserted the UUP to run asainst Mika Rove as an independent

candidate for the latabeleland seat in the federal election.
Ilthough Nkomo was defeated by Rove in this election, this
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was the first indication that Mkouo had no intention of

being a number-two man and would desert both his party and
his comrades to insure this.

That Nkomo was more than capable of making bad deci-

sions, and probably willing to compromise on basic princi-

ples, was demonstrated at the 1961 London Constitutional

Conference. As mentionel earlier, 1komo, at the invitation

of Sir Edger Whitehead, the Prime Minister of Southern

Rhodesia, attended the conference as the NDP representative.

On 7 February 1961, agreement was reached over the main

provisions of the new constitutioa, including one that

provided for a parliamentary structure that consisted of

fifty 'A" Roll (white) and fifteen "B" Roll (black) seats.

The effect of this provision was to reinforce minority rule

of black by whites. Nkomo had agreed to this parliamentary

structure. The NDP executive council unanimously rejected

the constitutional proposals for franchise and representa-

tion. Nkomo, although he initially lefended his actions and

those of his fellow constitutional delegates, soon came to

*ealize that the opposition from the !DP executive was too
strong. On 8 February 1961, Nkomo issued a statement in

which he repudiated the constitutional agreement. In

explaining why he had changed his mind, Nkomo noted that "a

leader is he who expresses the wishes of his followers; no
sane leader can disregard the volce of his people and

supporters." (Ref. 68] this action by Nkomo damaged his
credibilitly with all of the parties involved. The British

and Southern Rhodesian governments felt that Nkomo could not

be trusted to adhere to an agreement. The nationalists, on

the other hand, felt that Nkomo would commit them to agr.e-

meats without consulting then and thus compromise them on

basic principles. In spite of his repudiation of the const-

itution, Nkomo was never able to completely neutralize the

effects of this incident.
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As was 2enrtioned severai times earlier in thi_

paper, the events leading up to tte formation of ZANU t-pi-
fied some of Nkomo's leadership weaknesses. After Nkomo

completed his term of detention in Rhodesia in 1962, he

called for a meeting of the ZAPG executive council in

Dar-es-Salaaa. At this conference, which began on 12 April
1963, Nkomo proposed his plans to form a governaent-in-exile
in Tanzania. President Nyerere and the ZANU executive
council, as discussed earlier, opposed Nkomo on this issue

on the grounds that Nkomo's leadership was needed inside

Southern Rhodesia and that the liberation st:uggle could
only be successful if ZAPU operated from inside of Rhodesia.
Additionally, the ZAPU executive council, which was begin-
niag to have doubts about Nkomo's leadership abilities,

called for the formation of a new political party to replace

the banned ZAPU and a more aggressive policy of confronta-
tion against the white Rhodesian regime. Nkomo disagreed

with both of these proposals. At this time Nkomo was
convinced that Southern Rhodesia would receive its indepen-

dence as part of a package deal to end the Central African

Federation. He believed that it was necossary for a

powerful nationalist organization to be in existence ontside

of the country to negotiate the terms of the independence
with the British. This was in direct conflict with t:e
beliefs of the ZAPU executive committee which believed inde-
pendence and majority rule could not be obtained through
negotiation but would have to be taken by force. [Ref. 69]

Not wishing to yield to the wishes of the ZAPO

executive council, Nkomo returnel to Salisbury on 2 July
1963. Once back in Rhodesia, Nkomo made plans to hold an
open conference at Cold Comfort Farm on 10 August 1963.

Nkomo's purpose in holding the conference was to reassert
his own leadership of ZAPU and his authority over the ZAP3
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executive council. Nkomo invited all memoers of ZAPU,

including the ZIPU executive council, to the Cold Comfort

Farm Conference. The executive council declined the

invitation.

Nkomols true colors had been made clear to the ZAPU
executive council while it was in Dar-es-Salaam. The doubts

about Nkomo's dedication to their cause and his willingness
to undergo self-sacrifices were reaffirmed by his proposal
for an external government and his preference for negoti-

ating for change with the Rhodesian regime and the British.
But Nkomo had also shown himself to be an unethical, Aisho-

nest opportunist. He had seduced the executive council to

Tanzania by lying to them. He had told them that Nyerere
had requested their presence in Tanzania. In fact, when the

council members arrived in Tanzania, Nyerere told them that
he was very surprised to see them there and that they were

more needed in Rhodesia [Ref. 70]. Then, Nkomo had refused

to go along with the wishes of his own duly-constituted
executive council as he was legally obliged to. To add

injury to insult, Nkomo left eleven xembers of the executive
council financially stranded in Dar-es-Salaam so that he
could return to Rhodesia to lobby against their wishes. En

route to Rhodesia, Nkomo stopped in a number of African
countries to appeal to their leaders for support for him at
the upcoming Addis Ababa Zonference in May 1963 which would
establish the Organization of Afri-an Unity. (Ref. 71]

On 8 August 1963, zANU was formed (under the leader-
ship of the Rev. Ndabaningi Sithole) after seven of the
eleven ZAPU executive council members had voted to depose
Nkomo. At Cold Comfort Farm on 13 hugust 1963, in front of

more that 5,000 ZAPU members, Nkomo reaffirmed himself as
the leader of ZAPU and suspended the rebellious executive
council members from the nationalist movement. In his Cold
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Comfort Farm speech, Nkomo was vague, if not dishonest, in

explaining the recent events within ZAPO. Describing the

Dar-es-Salaam conference, he said:
Ien of us wh9 w re ' D ar-es-Salagm the
.scussed, Dutles were alMocated to eacn one oi

us. After full onsultations with everyone
concerned, we all 3 ot down to carrying out our
respective tasks. mne of the important duties of
our plan was that after a certain stage, I and a
certain nqmber of ay colleagues had to return
homq. This it was agreed would be after the
Addis Ababa 6onference. [Ref. 72]

Nkomo said nothing about the opposition of the executive

council to his plans nor of his efforts to sabotage the

efforts of the executive c.ouncil with other African states

before and during the Addis-Ababa Zonference. Talking about

the support he had supposedly received for his plans from

other African countries at the Addis Ababa Conference, Nkomo

said that:

Th. conferenqe went off very wal]l. Qur ase waswel received. To sulgest any orm or reluctance
by any of the indepen ent coun ries because of one
reason or another is the biggast 1le ever told
about our political and diplomatic relations with
African countries. [Ref. 73]

In fact a number of African countries, including

Ghana and Algeria, were zritical of 4komo's plans. They

criticized his plans for an external government and his

inaction within Southern Rhodesia. (Ref. 71] Thus, by

August 1963, Nkomo's weakness as a nationalist leader had

become quite apparent and had caused a complete split in the
nationalist movement. Ividentally, Nkomo's position of

supremacy within the nationalist movement was more important
to him than the strength, solidarity, and effectiveness of

the movement itself.
During the period he was under detention between

1964 and 1974, Nkomo kept a relatively low profile as a
nationalist leader. Indeed, he was in the public eye on
only three occasions. The first was when he was flown to

Salisbury on 29 October 1965 to discuss the UDI problem with
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British Prime minister Harold Wilson. The next occasion was

when he was again summoned to Salisbury to meed with George
Thompson, the Commonwealth Secratiry, in the course of

further negotiations between Harold Wilson and Ian Smith
following the breakdown of the Fea negotitions.

Nkomo's final public appearance as a detaine:. was on 10

February 1972 when he was interviewed by the Pearce

Commission. During this period, Z&PU suffered because of
Nkomo's inability to exercise the ncessary leadership over

the organization. In particular, as discuss,d earlier, in

1969 and 1970 there were Iramatic rifts between and military

and political wings of ZAPG. There were several reasons for

these rifts. The first reason was that the credibility of

the guerrilla commmanders had suffered because of their
battlefield defeats in 1967 and 1968. Second, there were

disagreements along ethnic lines between the Shona and

Kalanga leaders of ZAPU. Finally, Nkomo was unable to

communicate with either his guerrilla commanders or the

political leaders and this precluded a truly coordinated

4ffort within ZAPU.
Between the time Nkomo was -eleased from detention

in 1974 and the 1979 Lanaaster House Agreement, he made

several efforts to negotiate a separate settlement with Ian

Smith. In December 19714, Nkomo was a signatory to agree-

ments forming the new ANC, which, 3s previously discussed,
was an organization that combined the AMC, ZAPU, ZANU, and

FROLIZI. The purpose of this organization was to provide a
united front of all the nationalist organizations to nego-
tiate directly with the Smith regima. After talks between
the INC and the Smith regime broke down at Victria Falls on

26 August 1975, Nkomo be;an secret negotiations with Ian

Smith for a separate settlement. on 11 September 1975,

Bishop muzorewa expelled Nkomo from the ARC for initiating
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unauthorized negotiations with and collaborating with the

Smith government. Nkomo, who desired to head the ANC
himself, responded by challenging nuzoreva's authority and

holding his own ANC congress in late September 1975. At

this conference, which was attendei by 6,000 mostly

pro-9komo delegates, Nkomo was elected president of his own

offshoot of the ANC. Shortly after this, Nkomo began prel-

iminary meetings with Smith to discuss the possibility of

reopening formal negotiations. On 1 December 1975, Smith

and Nkomo announced their intent to negotiate a constitu-

tional settlement. As discussed .arlier, the negotiations,
which began in early March 1976, collapsed on 19 March 1976.

The effect of this whole incident was extremely
detrimental to Nkomo's image as a nationalist leader.

First, Nkomo appeared to be an opportunist who would colla-
borate with anyone in order to become the dominant

nationalist leader in Rhodesia. Second, it appeared that,

by negotiating with Smith, Nkomo was playing into his hands

in his efforts to divile and conquer the nationalist
movement by encouraging rifts within it. Finally, Nkomo

appeared to be compromising with, if not yielding to, Smith
on basic principles. ?he Victoria Falls Conference had

broken down over the issue of majority rule. If Smith was

willing to negotiate with Nkomo it could only be because

Nkomo was not as adament as the other nationalist leaders

over the procedures for obtaining majority rule. rhus, it

appeared that Nkomo was selling out the nationalists to

enhance his own position after a settlement.
Nkomo would make the same mistake again in August

1978. At this time, Nkomo was a partner with Robert Mugabe

in the Patriotic Front. Remembering 1976, Ian Smith

believed that Nkomo might be the more moderate of the

nationalist leaders and thus might be again willing to
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negotiate a separate agreement, &daidst an intens ,ication

of the guerrilla war, Nkomo, without the knowledge of his

partner, Robert Hugabe, met secretly with ran Smith in

Zambia rn 14 August 1978. Unfortunately for Nkomo, all

prospects for a Smith-Nkomo deal were shattered when Z&PU
shot down the Rhodesian airliner on 4 September 1978. Was
Nkomo an idealist looking for a peaceful solution cr a
political opportunist trying to get the best deal for

himself? To the other nationalist leaders, it appeared that
Nkomo was an opportunist L'ho had again tried to sell them

out. Nkomo's credibility within the nationalist movement
was shattered and he would never be completely trusted

again.

4. GUSIX_ lA _ae

Nkomo's failures in the February 1980 elections were

due at least in part to earliar ZIPRA failures in the guer-

rilla war. The elections showed that ZIPRA did not have as
much influence in the country as Nkoao claimed. In addi-

tion, the ways in which Nkomo utilized, or did not utilize,

his guerrilla forces again raised questions about .'omo's

integrity and real motivations.

As discussed elsewhere in this study, both ZIPRA an!

ZABLA, after their defeats at the hands of the security

forces in the late 1960's, had decidad to change their guer-
rilla strategy. Greater emphasis was to be placed upon
mobilizing the local population in order to provide %

popular base of support for the guerrilla forces. ZANLA was

much more successful in this respect than was ZIPRA. The

difference was due to the methods of establishing this

support. ZAINLA concentrated on politicizing the population
and preparing the people for a sustained and long-drawn-out

struggle. Consequently, by the time the February 1980
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elections came around, most villages had a ZANU/ZANLA

political organization within thex. This country-wide
political infrastructure was the key to Mugabe's victory.

ZIPRA, on the other hand, had sought to mobilize popular

support by establishing l3gistical support centers in the

villages and by arousing the people by publicizing its

victories over the security forces. The political eduacaton

of the population was not emphasized by ZIPRA. Thus, while

ZIPRA was able to obtain material support from the
population in the areas within which it operated, there was

no political or ideolc gical basis for this slipport.
Consequently, at election tiaa ZAPJ really did not have a
political infrastructure with which to run its campaign.

While ZANLA's success was due to the fact that it saw the
guerrilla struggle as both political and military, 'LIPRk
ultimately failed because it concentrated on the military

aspects and ignored the political aspects. (Ref. 75]
During the 19701s, ZANLA was much more successful in

its conduct of the war than was ZIPRk. &fter the military
defeats of the late 1960's, ZIPR& had struggled with

internal rivalries and factionalism. While these internal
struggles were going on, Z&NLA had taken the initiative and

picked up momentum in the war effort. ZANLAos North Eastern

offensive, which was launched in December 1972 and supported

by FBELIHO, was such more ambitiotus and effective than

anything ZIPRA had bee able to organize. The lefeat of the

Portuguese in Mozambique in 1974 previded ZANLA with a new

base and opened up a huge border for infiltration of forces
into Rhodesia. In 1970, AYLA 's Eastern and Southern offen-
sives insured that ZANLA would maintain the military initia-
tive over ZIPRA and effectively defined the areas in
Rhodesia in which Nkosols ZIPRI for.ces could not operate if

they wanted to avoid clashes with ZINLA. By 1979, it had
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become apparent that most of ZIPA's activities had been

confined to most of Matabaleland, North Mashonaland West,
and the northern midlands while ZANLI controlled most of the

rest of the country. (Ref. 76]
Thus, because of the high levels of ZANa politiciza-

tion and ZANLA military activity throughout Rhodesia and the

relative inactivity in these areas by Z&PU/ZIPRA, it became

obvious to most of the population by 1980 that ZANLA had

shouldered most of the burden of the guerrilla struggle. In
fact, ZALA had won the var.

Nkomo's hopes for the 1983 elections were given

another damaging blow when it became public knowledge that

he had been holding out on his ZANLA comrades. By late
1977, there were approximately 10,030 to 11,000 ZANLA guer-

rillas in Rhodesia. ZIPRA, on the other hand, had only
about twenty-five percent of its forces, on 2,500 to 3,000

men, fighting in Rhodesia. [Ref. 77] By the 1980 elections,

ZANU claimed to have 21,030 trained guerrillas in Zimbabwe
while ZAPU had only about 12,000 [Ref. 78]. To make matters

worse, Nkomo's Zambia based army was trained, much of it as

a conventional force, by the Soviets and equipped with

modern Soviet weapons. At the same time, the Soviets had

refused to equip or train ZANLA forces. This imbalance of
forces brought accusations from ZANU that Nkomo was holding

his army in reserve in Zambia to defeat ZANU in any post-in-

dependence civil war between the two organizations. Thus,
Nkomo was suspected of allowing ZANLA to win the war for him

after which he planned to eliminate ZANLA with his own army.

[Ref. 79]
Whether or not Nkomo actually planned to use his

forces to eliminate Z&UN will never be known. What is

clear, though, is that by the 1980 elections, ZANLA was the

most influential military force In Rhodesia. It had
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.aces fuI j politicized a large Z:rce.n-1e f the

population and earned their support and loyalty.

Additionally, it had shouldered the largest burden of the

fight, without the benefit of Soviet assistance. Finally,

Mugabe was able to capitalize on .Nkomo's refusal to commit

his forces in Rhodesia in order to cast further doubts on

his character, motives, and ultimate goals. Thus, while

Nkomo had a sizeable military force in March 1980, it was of

no assistance to him in the elections. In fact, because of

its lack of activity and location in Zambia, ZIPRA was

probably a political liability to Nkomo.

5. ise

One reason for Nkomo's failure in the 1980 elections

was that he failed to expand his ethnic base. Joshua Nkomo

belongs to the Ndebele tribal group. As of 1980, Ndebele

speakers, which include the .debela (14) and the Kalanga

(54) made up 19% of the African population in Zimbabwe.

Shona speakers, which include the Karanga (221), Zezuru

(181), Manyika (13%), Korekore (12%), Ndau (3%), and other

miscellaneous small groups, made up ipproximately 74% of the
African population. (Ref. 80] Senerally speaking, the
Ndebele occupy the western third of Zimbabwe while the Shona

dominate the eastern two-thirds of the country [Ref. 81].

That Nkomo was unable to sthnicly diversify ZAPU beyond its
largely Wdebole base was reflected in the March 1980 elec-

tion results.

Parliamentary election results show that Z&U-P?
took 62.99% of the votes cast (57 seats) while PI-ZAPU took

24. 11% (20 seats) and the UANC took only 8.289 (3 seats).

ZANI claimed widespread loyalty among all the electorates

except the two Matabeleland provinces where PF-ZAPU won

fifteen of sixteen contested seats. The regional breakdown

of the election results is as follows:
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votes 4 of Vote Seats

ZAN _PF Manicaj and- 11 sqat s
ZA U- P 2 972 9413 11

UANC 19,608 6.23 0

PF-ZAPU I,992 I. 8 0

Z ashonalang al--ZANU-PF Le% A 46

UANC 14,985 8.57 0
Pr-ZAPU 3,941 2.26 0

ashonala gas II 0s.ets
11&C 75,237 11.90 2

PF-ZAPg 28,805 4.56 0

ZANU-PF 6
P?-ZAPU 37,888 13.39

a C 28,728 10.15 1

Matabelela 3 d. N 3Oy h-1 4.ats
ZANU-PF 39,819 10.04 1
UANC 30,274 7.64 0

Matabelela d.South--. seit 6

Pp-ZAPU 48, 4 6
Z&NU-PF 11,787 6.85
N 5,615 3.26 0

ZANU-PF Midla 18- 34 "W 7 2  8
PF-ZAPU 94,960 27.12 4
TLNC 30,2145 8.64 0

UANC 14,615 4.L7 0
Pr 6,107 1.87 0

[aef. 82]

The problem of tribalism in ZAPU surfaced as early

as 1969. As discussed earlier, there were repeated disa-

grsements betwean the memb-rs of the ZAPU executive council

over how the organization was to be governed while .komo was

under detention. One faction consisted of the Sindebele

speaking Kalingas of the executive council and included J.D.

fo0o, the treasurer, George Silundika, the publicity

director, and Hasocha Ndlova, the assistant secretary. The

other faction led by James Chikerema, the acting president

and George Nyandoro, the secr~tiry-general, consisted

entirely of Shonas. After repeatel disputes in 1970 and

1971, Chikerema and Nyandoro left ZAPG in October 1971 to
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form FROLIZI. Although ethnicity played an important rol.
in this dispute, it is iaportant to note that the central

difference between the two groups .oncerned the guerrilla
strategy that was to be implemented. The two factions were

not able to agree on how to best mobilize the popular

support among the masses. Although ZAPU eventually

regrouped behind oyo, the organization was never able to

politicize the population to the extent necessary to insure

a strong base of support.
After Nkomo was released from detention in 1974, he

was always careful to insure that there was a balance

between Ndebele and Shona speakers 3n his execative council

in order to prevent any future splits within the party.
Nevertheless, critics continued to accuse him of placing

Shonas in token leadership positions in order to disguise
the idebele orientation of the party. Responding to these

accusations, Nkomo ran some of his most senior Shona leaders

as PF-ZAVU candidates in the Hashonaland constituenties in

the 1980 elections. All of these zandidates, with the ex

ception of Austin Chambati, who ran in Mashonaland West,
were defeated. Martyn Gregory notes that one of the ironies

of this defeat is that what started out as in effort by
Nkomo to increase the prestige of the Shonas in ZAPU actu-

ally resulted in the stren;thening of the Ndebele position.

(Ref. 83]
During the election campai;n, Nkomo made other

efforts to neutralize the accusations of Ndebela favortism.

ZAPU attempted to exploit the popularily held view of Nkobo
as the "father of Zimbabwean nationalism" and to emphasize
his position as a national leader rather that as a regional
or tribal leader. when Nkomo returned from exile in Zambia,
his first stop was at a rally in Salisbury, not in his home
city of Bulawayo in Hatabeleland. In his campaign speeches
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he continually emphasizel the n.e for peacs, naticnal
reconciliation, and the burying of personal and tribal

animosities.
Yet, Nkomo's efforts to broaden ZAPU's ethnic base

were unsuccessful for several reasons. First of all, ZAPU

had not politicized the population in order to provide a

reinforcing political inf rastructuce for the elections.

Secondly, ZIPRA, despite being well trained and equipped by

the Soviets and achieving a number -f flamboyant successes

against the Rhodesian security force3, did not have as much

prestige among the people as did ZANLI. ZIPRA had confined
its activities mostly to Iatabeleland, North Mashonaland

West, and the northern Midlands. ZANLA was active in most

of the rest of the country. Consequently, by the 1980 elec-

tions, ZANLA was, if not in control of more of the country,

at least better known in sore of the country than was ZIPRA.

Finally, ZANU's decision to run separately from ZAPU in the

elections was probably, at least to a certain extent, due to

its view of Nkomo as a tribalist. During the Lancaster
House Conference, Mugabe received • essages from the ZANU

treasurer in Salisbury, Enos Nkala, which advised him that

Nkomo was only expected to win seats in atabeleland and
that he should therefore be viewed as an electoral

liability. (Ref. 84]

The Soviet Union, sometimes assisted by allies such

as East Germany and North Korea, was Joshua Nkoao's oldest

and most consistently loyal external supporter. This
support began in 1965 when the first group of fifty-two ZAPU
recruits went to Moscow, Pyongyang, and Peking to undergo
military training. Shortly after that time, ZAPV ceased

sending recruits to China and looked mostly to the
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3ovct-bl.u countries for support. v Ie at zU .  z f Z ,2,
continued throughout the war. In 1376, Rhodesian mililtary

intelligence reported that between 1970 and 1976 ZIPRA,

although it was playing a very small role in the war, had

been sending large numbers of guerrillas on extended courses

in Russia, Cuba, and North Korea (Ref. 85]. In May 1978,

Cuba and East Germany began airlifting massive quantities of

food and medical supplies to Zambia to aid ZAPU sponsered

refugees [Ref. 86]. In June 1978, Nkomo visited Moscow,
Havana, and a number of eastern Eucopean capital3 to seek

increased support for his cause [Ref. 87]. aetween February

and July 1978, approximately 2,000 ZIPRA ;uerrillas based in

Zambia attended a six-month Cuban operated training course
in Angola where they were trained not only in guerrilla
tactics, but also in conventional military tactics. During

that same period, seventy-two Cuban advisers in Zambia

instructed ZIPRA forces in the use of light artillery and
rocket launchers. (Ref. 88] In September 1978, it was
reported that the Soviet Union had provided the ZIPRA guer-
rillas in Zambia with 137 SAN-7 missiles [Ref. 89].
Throughout the fall and winter of 1978-79, both humanitarian
and military aid from the Soviet Union, the German

Democratic Republic, Cuba, and Yugoslavia to ZAPU increase4.
Thus, by the April 1979 Rhodesian elections, Nkomo had a

relatively large Soviet supplied and Cuban trained conven-
tional force in Zambia. Peeling confident in his military

situation, Nkomo announced on 15 April 1979 that the

Rhodesian government no longer had i monopoly on sophisti-

cated weaponry and that his Cuban trained ZIPRk fighters
were prepared to introduce sophisticated weaponry against

the Rhodesian security forces [Ref. 90].
Eastern block aid to ZAP? intensified during the

year the Buzorewa government was in office. On 28 Nay 1979,
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reporte that the nature of

Soviet assistance to Nkomo's Zaabiam based guerrilla forces

had changed dramatically. Russian aid had changed from
advising, training, and supplying war materials to direct
control and organization of the ZIPR& military effort. The
Russian effort was directed by Mr. Vassily Solodonikov, the
Soviet ambassador to Lusaka, who was also a senior KG9

officer. The article reported that the increased Soviet
involvement with ZAPU had been prepared by a tlve-man team

of Soviet officials assigned to Nkomo's movement in Lusaka
in 1978. The team had recommended drastic changes in ZIPRA

after reviewing the logistics, operations, intelligence,

communications, reconnaissance, and general staff procedures

of the army. As a result, a number of ZIPRA commanders were

dismissed while others were sent to the Soviet Union for
training. No one who had not attanled a training course in

the Soviet Union held an important position in ZIPRA.
Delivery of military supplies to ZIPRA, including mortars,

anti-personnel mines, rocket launchers, and SAM-7 missiles
was stepped-up considerably. [Ref. 91] Other examples of

increased eastern block support to ZAPU were common during
this period. in June 1979, in a meeting between GDR

President Erich Ronecker and Joshua Nkomo, the former

denounced the new Smith-Muzoreva regime and reaffirmed East

Germany's support of ZkPU [.Ref. 92]. In late July 1979, the

Zimbabwe-Rhodesia ailitary Command reported that it was
intercepting increasing quantities of communist xade arms

during clashes with ZAPU guerrillas [Ref. 93].
Overall, Nkomo's close relationship with the Soviet

Union was probably a hindrance to his in the 1980 elections.

Thare are several reasons why this aid was harutul to
Nkomols efforts to become Zimbabwe's prime minister. The

first involves the problem of politicization of the
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population. As discussed earlier, !(komo's election campaig.
was seriously damaged because ZAPU had failed to establish a
political infrastructure in the villages. This was due in a
large part to the Soviet theories of guerrilla warfare,
which differ from the Maoist approach adopted by ZANU. The
basic difference between the two philosophies of guerrilla
war were well described by Rex Nhongo when he left ZAPu to
join ZANU in 1971. Findin; the ZANU and Chinese emphasis on
political education much greater than that of the Russians,

Nhongo noted that:

Zn the Soviet Union they had told us that the
ecisive factor o the war is the weapons.. When I
[ot to Itumbi where there were Chinese instruc-
OrS I was told that the decisive factor was the

pe ~ie. This was a contradiction. 'low I agree
with the Chinese. (Ref. 94]

The Chinese method was to teach th_ masses why the guer-
rillas were fighting so that they would support the guer-
rillas. The Soviet emphasis on weaponry and conventional
engagements with the security forces prevented ZAPU from
establishing a grass-roots political organization within the

villages that could provide a base of support for .4komo's
election campaign.

The second detrizental effect of Soviet aid was that
it probably made Nkomo appear to be too dependent upon the

Soviets. Mugabe and ZINU did not have any single dominant
source of support. Nkomo, on the other hand, received the
vast majority of his support frox the Soviets.

Consequently, he was always open to accusations that he was
really Just fronting for the Soviets. Nkona's election
prospects worsened in April 1979 when accusations were made
that ZAPU was completely controlled by the Soviets.

[Ref. 953

This question of Nkomo s dependency upon the
Russians was further complicated by the fact that Mugabe had
tried and failed to get aid from the Soviets for ZANU.
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Thus, Muqabe was able to use this appar-t idva-:age of

Nkomo's to his disadvantale. He could show that ZANLA,

without Russian assistance, did more fighting than ZIPRA.

He could argue that Nkomo was holding his Russian equipped

forces in reserve in Zambia so that they would be available

to defeat his opponents (i.e., Mugabe and ZANU) in a post-

independence civil war. Finally, he could cast doubts about

the true intentions of Nkomo and his Russian supporters by

suggesting that they were aot truly ledicated to the nation-

alist cause because they were not iaterested in supportinq

al the nationalists in the PF. Questioned on this issue in

fay 1979, Mr. Mugabe stated that:

we still do ote -receive direct ar2s sh
ments from Russia an we Save never condemned t ham
for that. But we have argued that such e uipment
should be shared by all those fighinj in
Zimbabwe. Now that we have unity, this should not
be a problem.

As far as ZANU is con<erned we have
plenty of weapons with which to ftght tte war, but
what we need badly is sophisticated equipment like
qround to air missiles and long-range r~ckets.
The war is changing and these are the weapons we
need. (Ref. 961

Oddly enough, the only other external supporter who
had an effect on Nkomo's ability to win the 1980 election

was his old adversary, Ian Smith. 3n 1 February 1980, Ian

Smith deserted Bishop Muzorewa ani called on the white
mincdity to support Nkomo's party. .Noting that although

Nkomo might be distasteful, Smith called for opposition to

Mugabe because he was a arxist with which there could be no

compromise. Expressing loubts about Muzorewals political

and leadership abilities, Smith suggested that Nkomo's brand

of nationalist leadership would offer the best future for

black and white Rhodesians. klthough whites could not vote

for African parties, Smith called on the whites to support

Nkomo's party. Warning the whites of the danger of a mugabe

victory, Smith said:
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Tell ccr Wo:"-N rs that . .. . .. ._ . _ _'
take everythiq thay nave::helr: a.s thecattle, and NC~ikens, Tell them .hey will also
take away their chillren. (Ref. 97]

When one has a supporter like Ian Smith he doesn't

need any enemies. This event was the fatal blow to Nkcmo's

credibility. Again he was being accused of fraternizing

with the RF and of making a political deal and compromising

his principles at the expense of his fellow nationalists.

Thus, Smith's actions had an effect azactly opposite of what

he had intended.

B. BISHOP ABEL MUZOREWA

Abel Tendekayi Muzoreva was born on 14 April 1925 to

a peasant family living at the 01 Umtali Methodis: Center.
Muzorewa's father, Haadi Philemon .uzorewa, traced his

ancestry back through the gakombe tribe, whose members had
fled Mozambique during the days of Portuguese rule. His
fraternal grandmother was a member of one of the royal
houses of the Makoni tr.ibe, who caie from the area brteen
Salisbury and Utali. Muzorewa's maternal grandfather was .

member of one of the royal families of the Zimunya tribe
while his grandmother was a Warozvi Shona, thi ancestors of

which were credited with building ancient Zimbabwe. If
Muzoreva's ethnic background was mixed, his religious back-

ground certainly was not. Both of Muzorewa's parents were
very strict, devout dethodists, his father serving the

church as a pastor and teacher. The lives of Abel and his
eight brothers and sisters revolved, spiritually and
socially, around the eth3dist Church. Muzorewa describes
his childhood in the following manner:

Discipline, harp. temper humoar--tb e
words summarize mya upb ing. 1&d regularBNDelessons plus Churc -qoing, and you have the inre-
diels which have ol.ed my chiracte ad tha.- of
ny five brothers and three sisters. (ReR. 98]
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zz.r ,i t his parents' religious convictions
with forming his character. In later life, his actions as a

nationalist leader, specifically his emphasis on moderation

and negotiation, would be effectel by his family and reli-
gious 'npbringing. Muzorewa further elucidates this point

when he says in his autobiography that:

3xfatherI Ie reli;i is conyictons
and the ,-reproachanle elle in whIch ne 4.:v ed out
what he. preached on Sundays, left an indelible
impression upon me.

Like father* notbeg is a devout person.Hers however was a a. h which taught more through
ersuasion, compassion, and example than through
Pormal teaching and discioline. This was effec-
tive and long-lasting. [Ref. 99]

As tribal tradition required for the first-born

child, Muzorewa spent his early years with his maternal

grandparents who lived at the foot of Mount Samzaguru near

Tikweri Mountain in the makoni Reserve. It the age of nine,
Muzorewa began his Sub-stadard A edacation at the Chinyadza

School, which was run by English Methodist aissionaries.
When Abel was thirteen years old, his father sent him to the

Old gmtali boarding school fo: further education. While at

Old Uetali, Muzorewa underwent what he calls his "spiritual

reb irth":

Although I had been brought up in a devqut
Christian home, I made that moraing my own commit-
ment to folloV Christ as my Saytvor. On that day
of days Christ gave me a spiritual microsco Pe,
spectacles and ear hones tosee and hear for
myself what Christ offers. I :ealized that I was
a Siane UIbut that 33d loves me and forgives me.

i believe that the Chr tian faith aives a
unity and a centre to li o 8 .:e. It is n eth ic
not just for the professional sinister but for
every believer. It is a call to each person to
seek Christ in his personal life. With it you can
ao~anywhere in the world, to work as a farmer or
gr ver, politician, or nurse, said find Christ to
be your source of happ ness, strength, and
victory. (Ref. 101]

muzoreva remained at Utali until 1941 when he

finished Standard Four. That year he transferred to a
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Methodist school at Nyadiri where, in 1943, he received a

Standard Five certificate. Between 1944 and 1948, Muzorewa

served as a teacher in the lower primary school grades and

as a lay evangelist. He then entered the Hartzell

Theological Seminary, Old Umtali. After completing his

theological studies, he was ordainad a minister of the

Methodist Church in August 1953. After working as a pastor

in the Rusape area for five years, Muzorewa went on a scho-

larship to the United States to study for a theological

degree. He spent the years from 1958 through 1962 in

colleges in Missouri and Tennessee and earned a Bachelor's

Degree and a Master's Degrae. Upon returning to Rhodesia,

he became the pastor of the Old Umtili Mission. In 1964,

Muzorewa was appointed the national lirector of the church's

Christian Youth Movement and in 1966 he became the secretary

of the Student Youth Movement. Muzorewa was consecrated a

bishop of the United Metholist Church in Rhodesia at a cere-

mony at Basutoland in August 1968. Thus, he became the

first black bishop ever in the United Methodist Church in

Rhodesia. [Ref. 102]

2. ZU p c~al Q_ e

Bishop Muzorewa first became well-known to the

general public in September 1971 when the Rhodesian authori-

ties banned him from entering the Tribal Trust Lands. 1'

the time, Muzorewa was a pastor in the upper-middle class

black residential suberb of Marimba Park and was working out

of an office in Salisbury. The reason for the banning was

that fuzoreva had spoken oat against government proposals to

tax church managed black schools and government policies on

black land tenure. Up to this time, Muzorewass involvement

in public politics had been very limited. This was all soon

to change,
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In the fall of 1971 , it b.ca2e apparent that the

British government was again anxious to solve the Rhodesian

crisis. As discussed earlier in this study, the fruits of

the British-Rhodesian efforts were the Smith-Home proposals.

Since the proposals were basically amendments to the illegal

1969 constitution and since black ationalist leaders had

not even been consulted luring their formulation, there was

wide-spread black opposition to the Smith-Home proposals.

In October 1971, four former members of the ZAPU and ZANU
executive councils, Edson Sithole, Michael Mawema, Cephas
Msipa, and Josiah Chinamano, deciied to form a new unity

movement to oppose the coastitutional settlement proposals.

Using the same initials as the first Zimbabweaa nationalist

movement, the African National Congress, they named it the

African National Council (ANC). In order that their efforts
at mobilizing popular opposition to the proposals and in

negotiating with the British and Rholesian governments might

be successful, they neeled to find a neutral leader of

national reputation who had been a member of neither ZAPU
nor ZANU. As a politically neutral, but well known national

religious leader, Muzorewa fit the bill. In November 1971,

the four nationalist leaders approached Bishop Muzorewa and

asked him to lead the INC in its fight against the

Smith-Home proposals. After much thought, Muzorewa agreed

to their request and on 16 December 1971 the African

National Council was officially founded. (Ref. 103] As was

discussed at length earlier in this study, Bishop Muzorewa

and the ANC were successful in mobilizing enough support to

convince the Pearce Commission that the constitutional

proposals were not acceptable to the majority of Africans

and the British government abandoned the Smith-Home

proposals.
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Thi series )f everts was vi:7 s fi z_.-..

Muzcrewa's future. First of all, luzorewa very suddenly

emerged as the best known nationalist leader within

Zimbabwe. What is interesting about this is that Muzorewa,

unlike Nkomo, did not seek national political 3tature. He

was perfectly satisfied to be solely a religious leader.

But when he was drafted, he azcepted the challenge.

Ironically, luzorewa was selected to head the ANC because he

was relatively apolitical and unknown in the political

world. Nevertheless, Muzorewa would soon finl that he too

liked politics and would aspire to a position of national

leadership. Finally, Muzorewa woull arrive on the national

political scene as a man of 3od whose personal reputation

and integrity were above reproach. But, like Nkomo, seven

years later he would enter the national elections as a

candidate whose personal honor and true motivations were

very much in doubt among the electorate. Never again would

Muzoreva's reputation as a nationalist leader be as high as

it was in 1972.

3. .2w I- azatiq s

Although the ANC had been created solely to oppose

the Smith-Home proposals, Muzorewa saw a further role for

the organization as a base from which to urge whites to

discuss an alternative settlement. Although the original

ANC executive broke up when its senior members either left
the country or were arrested, Muzorewa continued to address

white groups and to consult with the more progressive

parties, such as the Centre Party and the Rhodesia Party,

over the possibility of reaching a new settlement. In early

1973, Smith and Nuzorewa began unofficial discussions. On

10 larch 1973, the ARC became a legal political party.

Finally, on 17 July 1973, during a peak in the guerrilla
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Zi.a---., lzvited uzorewa to begin official talks on a

constitutional settlement.

Smith and Muzorawa held over fourteen meetings

during the next ten mont hs, the details of which were

discussed earlier in this paper. :n 20 June 1974, the talks

broke down. Like Nkomo, Muzorewa had damaged his reputation

by undertaking negotiations with an uncompromising Ian

Smith. First of all, he had been discredited with the main-

stream of the nationalist movement when, on 20 March 1974,
six members of the imprisoned ZANU executive council,

.ncluding Sithole and Mugabe, wrote a letter condemning

Muzorewa for negotiating with the illegal regime and calling

on him to cease negotiations immediately. Obviously,

Muzorewa was in no position to negotiate if he did not have

the backing of those who controlled the guerrillas. Second,

as discussed earlier, after the talks broke down Ian Smith

leaked a report that Muzorewa had agreed to a settlement
based upon the 1971 proposals. A document to this effect,

dated 17 August 1973 and signed by Bishop Muzorewa, was
reprinted in the j2s_ In Heala on 27 September 1974.
Since Ruzoreva had previously denie the existence of any

such agreement, this incident was extremely damaging to his

reputation. The Rhodesian Front called him dishonest for
reneging on an agreement. The nationalists condemned him
for selling out on their principles. In reality, Muzorewa

probably signed the agreement either without reading it or
before Ian Smith had added certain previously agreed to

amendments. In any case, Muzorewa -ame out of the incident

looking like either a traitor to his cause or a naive fool

or both. His reputation as a nationalist leader would never

completely recover from this incident. fRef. 104]

In December 197s, the leaders of ZANU, Z&PU, and
PROLIZI (Sithole, Nkomo, mnd Chikereaa respectively) , at the
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urgings of the presidents of the Frontline States, agreed to

dissolve their organizations and form a united front under

the name of the African National Council with Muzorewa as
its president. The mission of the new ANC was to negotiate

directly with the Rhodesian government in order to bring

about a peace settlement and majority rule. The failure of

the new ANC at the Victoria Palls Conference, the internal

bickering among the four nationalist leaders, and the even-

tual break-up of the organization were discussed at length

earlier in this paper. Let it be sai, however, that the

failures of the new ANC iere due in no small part to the

leadership shortcomings of muzorewa. Muzorewa's ineffec-

tiveness as a leader manifested itself in a number of ways.

Ian Smith was able to play upon the rivalry between Huzorewa

and Nkomo to divide the organization. nuzoreva demonstrated

that he lacked political insight. He worked fairly well

with Sithole of ZINU, but failed to realize that Sithole was

on the way out as the leader of ZANU and no longer had

control of his guerrillas. Thus, Muzorewa could never hope

to negotiate with Smith from a position of strength as he

had influence over neither ZANLA nor ZIPRA. The final blow

to Nuzorewa as the leader of the new AMC came in September

1975 when, in the "Ngagao Declaration," the members of the

ZANLA DARE condemned him for appointing incompetent politi-
cians instead of guerrilla leaders to lead the ZLA, the

military wing of the ABC-formed ZLC. The ZANLA DARE also

condemned fluzorewa, along with Sithole, as an incompetent,
inefficient leader. Thus, by late 1976, when Sithole also

defected from the new INC, Nuzorewa's organization was in a

shambles. The united front had proved to be nothing more

than an illusion. A strong leader might have welded the

nationalist organizations into a united, strong ABC, but

duzoreva was not the man to do it.
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By late 1976, -h3 situation was beccming ripe for

Bishop Muzorewa to be seduced by Ian Smith. When the Geneva

Convention convened in October 1976, Bishop fuzorewa found

that ZANU and ZAPU had broken with his kNC and were partici-
pating in the conference as the Patriotic Front (PP). On 1I
December 1976, the convention broke down over the issues of

the structure of the interim government and the control of

the security forces. On 9 January 1977, the leaders of the

Frontline States announcel that they were going to support
the Patriotic Front as the sole legitamate nationalist

organization in Rhodesia. With Muzorewa's prestige within

the nationalist movement fading rapidly, Smith felt that he
would be very anxious to negotiate a separate internal
settlement before he lost his position as a nationalist

leader all together. On 24 January 1977, Smith announced
that he was rejecting the British proposals at the Geneva
Convention and that he wanted to begin negotiations with

Muzoreva for a separate internal settlement. Throughout

1977, Muzoreva conducted informal ex.loratory talks with the

Smith regime. The details of these talks and the events
surrounding them were discussed earlier in this paper. It
is important to note that several events occurred which

evidently convinced Muzorawa that reaching a quick agreement
with Smith was to his advantage. First, following the lead
of the Frontline States, the OU Liberation Committee

announced on 8 February 1977 that it was throwing its

support behind the PF and that it would assist it in esca-

lating the guerrilla war. Second, the PF had agreed in

substance to the Anglo-kmerican peace proposals and had

renewed negotiations with the British. In January 1978, P|
leaders set with the Anglo-Aeri.an representatives at
Malta. Nuzorewa was angered by British intentions to

exclude him from the ceasefire negotiations and feared that
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was par:t of a scheae to zake Nko3: t - f u !Sale=. -f
Zimbabwe. (Rsf. 105] Finally, Muzorewa had gotten Smith to

commit himself to majority rule and to one-man, one-vote as

a precondition to the talks.
Formal negotiations between Smith and luzorewa began

in November 1977. The internal agreement was signed by

Smith, Euzorewa, Chief Chirau, and Sithole on 3 March 1978.

The details of the internal settlement were dealt with

earlier in this paper. Nevertheless, the significance of

the settlement to Muzorewa's political future was that it
further damaged his credibility and apparent integrity. He

had entered into the agreement without even discussing its
terms with the leaders of the PF. Also, it appeared that he
had rushed into the agreement in order to undercut Mugabe
and Nkomo before they could reach an agreement with the
British and insure for himself the primary leadership posi-
tion in Zimbabwe. Finally, the agreement reserved twenty-

eight of the one-hundred assembly seats for the whites,
giving them the power of veto, and provided for the control
of the police, army, judiciary, and public service by a

white-dominated bureaucracy. Consequently, the white
minority was still in a position to usurp many of the powers
of parliament. Thus, Muzorewa had made an agreement that
was contrary to the views and wishes of the other nation-

alist leaders and organizations and to the majority of black

Zim babweans.

'4. T11 tk=.uiI J21SE~gt: &gj tj. .19792 LseIa

Ruzorewa's lack of effectiveness and knack for

making bad decisions, or at least being a partner to bad
decisions, continued during the period the interim govern-

meat was in power. On 114 September 1978, the interim provi-
sional government, citing the escalation of the guerrilla
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Z i ZAN LA a- :.2Z1 , banned ZANU and ZAPU from Rhodesia,

thus effectively excluling these two parties from partici-
pating in the scheduled national elections. It appeared to
most nationalists that Muz3rewa was eliminating the competi-

tion in order to further entrench his own position. Not
only did the transitional government fail to achieve any

meaningful social reforms, but Muzorewa himself assisted,

wittingly or unwittingly, in the obstruction of reforms. in

April 1978, Brian Hove, a member of the UANC and the
co-Minister of Justice, Law, and Order, spoke out against

police brutality in his first public statement and soon
thereafter clashed with his co-Minister, Hilary Squires,

over changes in the judiciary and career opportunities for

blacks in the police. Squires accused Hove of "breaking the

spirit of the agreement" and the ruling Executive Council

(Smith, Muzorewa, Sithole, and Chirau) demanded of Hove that

he withdraw his remarks. Hove refused and returned to a

legal practice in London after only a few days in office.
The loss of Hove, a true reformer, cost Bishop Muzorewa a

considerable amount of zredibility with the Zimbabwean

people. C(Ref. 106]

Chief among the transitional government's failures,

however, was its total lack of success in achieving interna-

tional recognition, ending the sanctions, or ending the war.
The Frontline States continued to support the PF. The
United States and Great Britain withheld recognition of the

transitional government. In early larch 1978, the transi-

tional gcvernment appealed to the UN for recognition. On 10

March, Sithole was prevented from aldressing the UN General
assembly by a coalition of African, socialist, and third-

world countries. Finally, on 14 March 1978, the UN Security

Council voted to condemn the interim Rhodesian government.

Obviously, in the eyes of the rest of the world, Suzorewa
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was not the authentic leader of the Zimbabwean pe-ople.

Failure to achieve international recognition also meant a

failure to end the sanctions and to improve

Zimbabwe-Rhodesia's economic condition.

The ineffectiveness of Muzorewa as a leader was no

more apparent than in his failure to end the war. Ian Smith

had hoped that a settlement with Muzorewa and Sithole woull

lead to a ceasefire. Instead, much to Smith's chagrin, the
war escalated.- The rea son for this was very simple.

5uzorewa had absolutely no control over the ZANLA and ZIPRA

guerrillas. Consequently, it was mot in his power to end
the war.

The national elections, which had been postponed

from September 1978, were finally held in April 1979.

Muzorewa's U&NC, running on a platform of its ability to end

the war, achieve international recognition, end the sanc-

tions, and institute social reform, won fifty-one of the

seventy-two black seats in Parliament. In June, 1uzorewa

was sworn in as the Prime minister of Zimbabwe-Rhodesia.

How did Muzorewa manage to win such an overwhelming victory
when he ran on a record of failures? Muzorewa and the UANC
won the 1979 elections because, since ZA.U and ZAPU were
legally prohibited from participating in the political life
of the country, there was no other influential nationalist

party to run against them. The security forces and auxili-

aries loyal to .uzorewa were mobilized to insure a high

voter turn-out that would make hi3 victory appear to be

overwhelming. In short, Muzorewa and the UA.NC won by
default.
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Bishop Muzorewa's effectiveness as a national leader

did not improve during the period he was the prime-minister

of Zimbabwe-Rhodesia. The national elections and the imple-

mentation of a new constitution had not improved the situa-

tion in the country in the slightest. With the civil
service, police and security forces still in the hands of

the same bureaucracy that ran thei during the Rhodesian

Front government, very few meaningful social reforms were
implemented. Unable to fulfill his election promises of

ending the war, obtaining international recognition, and

thus legitamacy, and ending the UN sanctions, fuzorewa was

finally forced to yield to the pressures of Great Britain,
the Commonwealth Nations, the Frontline States, and the P?

to agree to an all-parties constitutional conference.
As discussed earlier, the Salisbury government

accepted the British constitutional proposals it the very
beginning of the Lancaster House talks in September 1979.

With the signing of the Lancaster House kgreement in

December 1979, the number one priority of the Muzorewa

government became the winning of the elections that were

scheduled for February 1980. On the surface, it would

appear that Muzorewa and the UANC hal a number of advantages
over ZANU-PF and PF-ZAPU in the 1980 election campaign.

That the UANC lost the elections despite having these advan-

tages was due largely to luzoreva's lack of a popular base

and the artificiality of his position as a national leader,

let alone a nationalist leader.
In January 1980, the same Muzc fwa-UANC political

machine that had won the 1979 elections was still in place.

Thus, Muzorewa, unlike Mugabe and Vk3mo, was ia the envious
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organization with very recent and successful experi.nce at

winning elections. The UANC's recent experience in

mobilizing the voters and experience in operating under

election laws that had remained virtually unchanged by the
terms of the Lancaster House Agreement, gave Muzoreva a head

start over his competitors. This advantage was magnified by
the fact that ZANU-PF and ?F-ZAPU, who obviously had neither

overt political organizations nor recent election campaign

experience inside Rhodesia, were not legalized in Rhodesia
until more than a month after Mazorewa had begun his

election campaign. [Ref. 107]

Bishop Muzorewa also took advantage of his position
within the government to enhance his election campaign. In
late November 1979, realizing that a final settlement and

national elections were just around the corner, ,uzorewa
released hundreds of political prisoners in the hope of

gaining the support of the electorate. Martyn 3regory notes
that the trade mark of the U&NC during the 1980 election

campaign was that it was able to combine its close relation-
ship with the government with its ability to mcnopolize

private transport facilities and key public venues in order

to neutralize the opposition parties during the late stages
of the campaign. An example of this was the Huruyadzo rally

in the Zimbabwe Grounds in Salisbury. The UhSC hired nine

trains and 500 coaches to ferry supporters from all over the
country to the four-day rally. It had been agreed to by the
all-party Election Council that, in order to prevent

possible violence between the political parties, no two

parties would be allowed to hold rallies in the same city or
area at the same time. Thus, when the UhNC announced its

plans to hold this rally from thursday 21 February to Sunday
24 February, all other parties were prohibited from organ-
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.-Li:z: :2. s "t"hso:atal on the weekend before the elec-

tions. The high cost of this rally also demonstrated the

financial resources at Muzorewa's disposal. Nevertheless, a

number of other factors effectiveLy neutralized all of

Muzorewa's campaigning advantages. "Ref. 108]

Bishop Muzorewa's -lection campaign was an extrava-

gant affair that was in many ways very similar to American

presidential campaigns. In addition to the usual party

hats, T-shirts, and stickers, the ANC provided those who

attended the February Salisbury rally with 60,000 free meals

every day, free accomodations, and entertainment which

included athletics, boxing, wrestling, weightlifting, and

film shows. The only political part of the rally occurred

when a speech was delivered by Muzorewa, who had made an

ostentatious arrival in one of four helicopters lent to the

ANC by a West German firm. [Ref. 109] It was readily appa-

rent to all who followed Mtuzorewa's campaign that it was the

finest campaign that money could bay. Bishop Muzorewa's

seemingly endless reservoir of funds came principally from

three sources--big business (both in southern Africa and in

western Europe and the United States), South Africa, and

white Rhodesians.

Nuzorewa received considerable financial support

from business interests in South Africa, the United States,

Great Britain, and other western countries. The OAU esti-

mated that the U&NC had received more that $55 million

(U.S.) from western business corporations. The

Anglo-American Corporation probably donated more than $5
million to the bishop's campaign. [Ref. 110] In January
1980, it was reported that in Great Britain officials of the

Confederation for British Industry (CBI) had met with
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Muzorewa to discuss giving financial support to his camp-

aign- Shortly thereafter, a "Zimbabwe-Rhodesia Electoral

Fund" was set up in Great Britain. Although CBI cfficials

denied any involvement with the fund, all of the directors
of the fund were affiliated with CBI. Most of the money was

donated by subsidiaries of British corporations in Rhodesia.

Organizers of the fund claimed that there had been no viola-

tion of the sanctions as all of the contributions had actu-

ally been raise inside of Rhodesia. (Ref. 111] Muzorewa's

largest supporters were mining corporations, to include the

Lonrho Group, Anglo-American Corporation, American Union

Carbide Corporation, and Johannes :oasolidated Investment of

South Africa.

Throughout the tenure of the Muzorewa government,
the bishop and the INC received considerable finanxcial,

military, and political support from both private and

government interests in South Africa. in April 1979, the P?

sponsered Voice of Zimbabwe reported that the Muzorewa

regime was continuing to receive military hardware,

primarily counterinsurgency aircraft, from South Africa

[Ref. 112]. The aircraft were trinshipped through South

Africa from arms dealers in the United States and western

Europe, inspite of the UN sanctions. That same 2onth,

Bishop Muzorewa expressed his support for an economic and

military alliance with South Africa. In a South African

radio interview, the bishop declared that such cooperation

would insure a prosperous future for Zimbabwe-Rhodesia and

that such p.osperity womll in turn issure the stability and

independence of the new state. (Ref. 113]
Between June 1978 and July 1979, Bishop Muzorewa

made several trips to South Africa in order to gain support

for his government from both private individuals and the

government [Ref. 114]. Finally, in late 1979, a number of
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South African citizens, i pparen:17 with the approval a-nd

encouragement of the South African government, established

the "Fund for Rhodesian Democracy." Formed in order to

counter the influence of Russian and other communist coun-

tries in southern Africa, the fund provided millions of

dollars to Muzorewa's election campaign. [Ref. 115]

The landslide natare of the electio! results would

seem to indicate that Muzarewa's extravagaat campaign style

and seemingly limitless financial resources were of little

help. There are several reasons for this phenomena. First,

Muzorewa's close relationship with white business interests

both within and outside of Rhodesia damaged his image as a

black nationalist leader. Second, the fact that Muzorewa

was receiving considerable financial and political support

from individuals and in and the govenment of an apartheid

South ifrica appeared to the voters to be a contradiction.

The UANC, a black nationalist organization, was viewed as

fraternizing with the last bastion of racism in southern

Lfrica. Finally, the'fact that Bishop 4uzoreva hizself was

somewhat less than candid in disclosing the sources of his

campaign funds caused the voters to suspect *he worst. When

asked by a reporter at a 19 February 1980 press conference

about the sources of his campaign funds, Muzorewa replied,

"None of your business." When the reporters persisted in

this line of questioning, the bishop replied, "I am not

interested in answering that question...We have said that it

does not matter where we get our funds, as long as it is not

from Communists." Matters were not helped when one of

Muzorewa's aids, in defending the bishop's brusqueness,

said: "What did you expect him to say, that our funds our

limitless? We have funds to suit our needs, of course, but

what advantage does it give us to aduit it." (Ref. 116] The

flamboyant style of Muzorewa's election campaign, coupled
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not help but give the el.-torate se:ond thoughts about his

suitability as a national leader.

The most striking difference between Muzorewa and

his two opponents, Nkomo and Mugabe, was his lack of a base

of popular support. Bishop Muzoreva simply did not have the

popular support enjoyed by the other two nationalist

leaders. Nkomo could call on ZIPRA and the Ndebele-speaking
regions of Zimbabwe for support. lugabe had ZANLA and the

Shona majority to back him up. But Bishop Muzoreva had

neither an army nor an ethnic group that he could call his

own. Consequently, it was nearly impossible for him to

organize any kind of country-wide, grass-roots support for

his campaign. Mugabe and Nkomo had already cornered the

market in that area.

Iuzorewals relationships with the guerrilla organi-

zations had been extremely poor almost from the very begin-

ning of his career. In the early 1970's, Muzorewa was the

object of the ire of ZIPRA and ZANLA because he advocated a
peaceful negotiated settlement while they were convinced

that their goals could be attained only through violent

conflict. As chairman of the new ANZ, Bishop Muzorewa had

again angered the guerrillas by appointing politicians and

inexperienced junior officers to command positions in the

ZLA. Consequently, ZIPRA and ZANLA never were united under

the ZLA.
Muzoreva's poor relations with the guerrillas and

lack of influence over them was no better illustrated than

during the periods he was a member of the ruling Executive

Council and the Prime Hinister. Daring his 1979 election

campaign, Huzorewa had campaigned on his ability to end the
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* z .~I -iat thousands of PP guerrillas woull

surrender when they realized that he had achieved the ideals

for which they had been fighting. As discussed earlier,

this was one of the factor that motivated Ian Smith to come

to terms with Muzorev in the first place. But Prime

Minister Muzorewa was unable to convince more than a few

guerrillas to surrender to the new government. Instead, the

guerrillas intensified the war effort. As prime minister,

Muzorewa was also the Minister of Defence and Combined

Operations. As such, he had at least no2inal control over

the security forces. Muzorewa's close identification with

the white commanded and manned security forces caused his

image as a nationalist political leader to plummet when the

security forces intensified the counterinsurgency effort in

1979.

uzorewa's weaknesses as a national leader wev?

exemplified by his inability and unwillingness to control

the security forces. Prior to the March 1978 Internal

Settlement, the War Council, which was responsible for

prosecuting the war, consisted of the prime minister, who

was the chairman, and senior cabinet officers and security

force commanders. Just before the signatories of the March

1978 Internal Settlement formed their four-man Executive

Council, the prime minister's chairmanship of the War

Council was abolished and the seats formerly occupied by the

cabinet ministers were assumed by white civil servants.

Thus, the black signatories to the settlemnent were virtu-

ally excluded from participating in the decisions affecting
military policy. [Ref. 117]

Nuzoreva's influence over security matters does not

seem to have increased after his election as prime minister

in April 1979. The state of martial law, which extended

over 90% of the country by mid-1979, enabled the white
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security forces to pusue the "suppression of terrorism"

without referring to Muzorewa or the Zimbabwe-Rhodesia

parliament for guidence. During Suzorewa's administration,
guerrilla bases and refugee camps in Mozambique and Zambia

were bombed, approximately one-half million people were

forcibly confined in "protected villages" in an attempt to

starve the guerrillas of their support in the rural areas,

and 186 auxiliaries loyal to Sithole were massacred.

Incidents like these severely damagel Mazorewals image as a
"man of God" and "champion of unity." During the 1980 elec-
tion campaign, ZAtU-P? tad PF-ZAPU portrayed Muzorewa as

being both responsible for the actions of the security

forces and as being impotent in controlling them.

Exploiting the situation, the two nationalist organizations

sought to show both that Huzorewa was in collusion with the

security forces and thus responsible for their atrocities

and that he still did not have the power to and the war.

Finally, muzorewa's alienation from the nationalist guer-

rillas was completed when he came out in favor of the pres-

ence of South African troops in Zimbabwe during the election

campaign. There were no doubts in the minds of black

Zimbabweans that Muzorewa was closer to the former white

regime than to them. Muzorewa may have been the prime

minister, but the white controlled security forces were

still calling the shots. [Ref. 118]
In the final analysis, Muzorewa's downfall was that

he was an artificially created leader with a xythical base
of support. The great irony is that the conditions and

situations that brought Muzorewa to the forefront of the

national political scene were the same situations and condi-

tions that would ultimately bring about his lownfall. A

late-coer to the national political scene, Buzoreva was
asked by the nationalists to lead the ANC precisely because
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his was a neutral with no national organizaticn or

following. Smith negotiated with him because he was apart
from the mainstream of the nationalist movement. A candi-

date with no popular base, Muzorewa was able to win the 1979

elections only because thare was no real competition and

because of the ability 3E the security forces to get the

voters to the polls. rhus, it should not have been

surprising that he collapsed in the 1980 elections. His

failure to end the war, to end the sanctions, to achieve

international recognition, and to control the security

forces had destroyed his credibility as a head of state.

Faced with viable competition in the elections and having
the support of neither a guerrilla army nor a large sector
of the black population, his defeat was inevitable.

C. ROBERT MUGABE

Robert Gabriel Mugabe was born on 21 February 1924

in the "Christian village" at the Jesuit operated Kutama

Mission. The son of a carpenter, young Mugabe spent his

youth tending cattle, fishing, and boxing with other boys.

At Kutama, Mugabe completed six years of primary education

and two years of teacher training, which qualified him as a
Standard 2 teacher. Initially Mugabe taught at Kutama for
the low salary of two pounds per month, and then at a number
of other schools in the region. rn 1950 he went to Fort

Bare University College in South Africa where he obtained

the first of six university degrees. (Three of his degrees,

a Bachelors and asters in Law and a Bachelors in Public
Administration, would be earned by correspondence while he
was in detention.) hile in South Africa, Mugabe came into
contact with members of the youth wing of the South African
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Party. During that period he also started to read the works

of Karl Marx. On returning to Rhodesia, Mugabe was frus-

trated in his attempts to get involved in nationalist

politics. He considered himself a revolutionary and a

militant and found the nationalist leadership in Rhodesia

too conservative for his tastes. In the mid-1950's he moved

to Northern Rhodesia where he was exposed to that country's

most important nationalist leader, Kenneth Kaunda. Four

years later, after Ghana had obtained its independence,

Mugabe took a teaching post there. While there, he was

heavily influenced by that country's leader, Kwame Nkrumah.

It was there that Mugabe set and married his wife, Sally.

[Ref. 119]

2. Tha

Robert Sugabe is as different from Joshua Nkomo and

Bishop Abel muzorewa as any man could hope to be. The

physically imposing Nkomo is a flamboyant showman. Muzorewa

is a bible-thumping preacher. Robert Mugabe is neither

imposing, flamboyant, nor a preacher. Quiet and subdued, he

is rather the thinking man' s revolutionary.

Raised a Ronan Catholic, Mugabe was never infected

with protestant revivalism as were 4komo and Nuzorewa. A

teacher, intellectual, and philosopher, Mugabe had little

taste for Nkomo's flamboyant methods, but instead preferred

persuasion. An ascetic who doesn't sucke or drink and
rarely smiles, Mugabe is nore comfortable reading a book by

Karl Marx, Mao-Tse-tung, or Mahatma 3andhi than on the elec-

tion campaign circuit. Mugabe has said that the most impor-

tant sinqle political influence on his life was Mahatma

Gandhi, whose "passive resistence" inspired nationalists in

both India and Africa ([ef. 1201. Mugabe believes that
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are the keys to success in any endeavor and he imposed thes _

standards both upon himself and his party [Ref. 121].
Unlike Nkomo and Muzorewa, who never really got much

beyond the concepts of "iadependence" and "majority rule,"

Robert Mugabe had an ideology within which he operated.
Mugabe was and is a Marxist. As such, his struggle was not

simply aimed at obtaining independence and the vote for his

countrymen, but also at eventually transforming Zimbabwe

into a socialist society. During the 1980 election camp-

aign, Sugabe's basic platform was the nationalization of

industry, the radical redistribution of land, the introduc-

tion of sweeping state controls, and the public ownership of

the country's natural resources, to include land, minerals,

water, and forests. Mugabe himself probably best described

his vision of Zimbabwe after the elections when during the
election campaign he told an interviewer that:

If the whites believe in democracy, then
they must accept that we are eqtitled to espouse
socialist principles. But having said that, and
hav ng also accepted. the fact that socialism
cannot come about by imposition, there will have
to be a demarcation between the areas. where you
collectivise and areas which must remain in indi-
vidual hands until you can cultivate under-
standing.

There will be some who will not wan tput their s x acre, e2.gat acce, ten acre an
units together with the others. You cannot actu-
ally compel. You can develop an understanding,
raise a consciousness towards acceptance.
Therefore you do not force out those whites who
want to remain as users of land. But they have to
accept that the land belongs to the state and they
will not be in any different position from the
Africans.

But of course you have to maintain t~e
system of private lan , u I don't see how this
can e disadvantageous to those whites who want to
rema n as growers of tobacco. But a lot of things
will have to be done to reform the present system.
CRef. 122]

The fact that Mugabe had an ideology he was oper-
ating under enabled him maintain his consistency, and thus
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.-14- n.i-cinls. Unlike 4komo and aIuzoreva, Mugabe never

entered into any separate or internal agreements or comprom-

ises with the Rhodesian or British governments. For Nugabe,

compromise was treason. The best agreement one could get at

any given time was not nezessarily the best agreement, and
Mugabe was willing to hold out for the best agreement. He

was not simply a freedom fighter, he was a revolutionary.

Ultimately, it was Mugabals unswervingly consistent adher-

rence to a basic set of principles and goals that earned him
the confidence of the voters in the 1980 elections.

mugabe also differed from Nkomo and Muzora.a in the
extent of his militancy. Although Nkomo was willing to

carry on the guerrilla struggle indefinitely, he was always
open to a peaceful, negotiated settlement. Muzorewa, in

priciple, never would really accept anything other thin a

negotiated solution. From the very beginning, Mugabe
believed that change coull be brought about only through

military force. In 1963, he had begun to organize the mili-

tary wing of ZAPU for the armed struggle. That same year,
he helped form ZASU because ZAPU was not militant enough.

In 1975, foreseeing the failures of the new IN-C and the
Victoria Falls talks, he and the members of the Z&NU DARE

planned an intensification of the guerrilla war. In
Mugabels view, the RF regime would only be willing to seri-
ously negotiate an agreement acceptable to the nationalists

once it had been brought to its knees or defeated on the
battlefield. It was Hugabe's consistently militant attitude

that would endear him to the guerrillas and enable him to

begin the election campaign with the majority of the country

already under his control.
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Returning to Rhodesia from Ghana in 1960, Robert

Mugabe joined the NDP. Lecturing about what he had observed
in Ghana and independence, he soon becam a popular speaker

in the Highfield township of Salisbury. In 3ctober 1960,

Mugabe chaired the NDP Congress and was elected Information

and Publicity Secretary. When the NDP was banned in 1961,

Mugabe, along with the rest of the ND? leadership, continued

his activism in ZIPg. When ZAPU was also banned, Mugabe and

a number of his collegues decided "that we would establish

an underground movement which would train an army and start

the armed struggle." [Ref. 123] That same year, Mugabe was

charged with "sedition and subversive statements" for refer-

ring to the Rhodesian Front as a "bunch of cowboys." His

wife was also charged with bringing the Queen's name into

dis-esteem for saying that she was doing nothing for the

Africans. When Joshua Nkomo called the members of the Z&PU

executive to Dar-es-Salaam in 1963 to discuss forming a

government-in-exile, Mugabe and his wife jumped bail and

made their way through Botswana to ranzania. an returning

home to Rhodesia in December 1963, Mugabe was imprisoned for

four months for jumping bail.
With the dissatisfaction among the ZAPU executive

over Nkomo's leadership qualities, the stage was set for the

creation of ZAuU. Just before ZANO was forzed, Mugabe

returned to Ghana where he persuaded the Nkrumah government

to train fifty guerrillas. On returning to Rhodesia, he was

a driving force behind the formation of ZANU in August 1963.

A year after ZANU was formad, it too was banned and Mugabe

began over ten years in detention. While in detention,

Mugabe not only earned three additional academic degrees,

but also taught other detainees. But more importantly,

unlike Nkomo and Sithole, Mugabe kept his communications
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channels with the other political and military leaders of

ZANU open. Consequently, with his colleagues, he was able

to plan the war effort and maintain his own postion of
influence within ZANU even though he was in prison.

(Ref. 1241

One of the greatest assets that Mugabe had in the

1980 elections was the nature of his relationship with the

ZANLA guerrillas. The closeness of Mugabe to his guerrilla
forces gave him several distinct advantages over his oppo-

nents. First, the fact that the ZANLA guerrillas recognized

Mugabe as their leader gave him an advantage in all negotia-

tions as he was able to negotiate from a position of

strength. His control over the ZANLA guerrillas meant that

he had the power to end or continue the war, regardless of

election results. Additionally, ZANLA had the highest visi-

bility and best reputation of any guerrilla organization in
the country. Indeed, ZANLA was in control of most of the

country by late 1979. ZINLA was the main vehicle by which

ZANU politicized Zimbabwe's rural, black population.

Hugabe's close association and identification with an organ-
ization that had both won the war and politically indoctri-

nated the population was probably the ietermining factor in

the 1980 election outcome.
As discussed earliar, on 1 November 1974 Sithole was

suspended as the president of ZANU by the imprisoned execu-
tive committee members and Robert Mugabe, as

Secretary-General, was selected t o represent ZANU at the
conference with the Frontline State leaders in Lusaka. When
the Frontline State leaders refused to recognize Mugabe as a

representative of ZANU, the executive committee reluctantly
reinstated Sithole. In December 21974, Sithole, along with
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Muzorewa, Nkomo, and Zh:.Kerema signea ta.e "Zi* x awe

Declaration of Unity," which formed the new ANC. Released

from detention that same zonth as a result of the "Detente

Scenario," Mugabe was totally opposed to the unification of
the nationalist organizations under the ANC, negotiations

with the Smith regime, and any discussion of de-emphasizing

the guerrilla effort. Believing that the war had not

progressed far enough to force any real concessions from the

Smith regime, the parolad members of the ZANU central
committee met secretly in Lusaka with the members of the

ZABU DARE. At that meeting it was decidad to intensify the
war effort and to send the six central committee members

home to Rhodesia to recruit soldiers for ZANLA. Mugabe was

sent to recruit in Salisbury and Mashonaland North. During
the next several months, thousands of ZANLk recruits crossed

the border from Rhodesia into llozambique.

By March 1975, the pressure was again on ZXNU. On 4

March Sithole was re-arrested. With the assasination of

Herbert Chitepo on 18 March, the entire ZANU political and
military leadership in Zambia was placed in detention by the

Kaunda government. rhe members of the ZANU central

committee held an emergency meeting, chaired by Augabe, in

Salisbury on 25 March 1975. At that meeting it was decided

to send Mugabe and Edgar Tekere out of the country to

provide leadership for ZkNJ' s external members.

Specifically, their mission was to try to get aid from coun-
tries such as Mozambique, Tanzania, and China and to make

contact with and assist the ZAKLA guerrillas based in

Nozmbique. The two men were to place specific emphasis upon
improving ZALA's logistical situation and upon insuring

that the new ZANLA recruits whe were being sent to

Mozambique were being properly trained and treated.

(3ef. 1251
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Mugabe arrived in Mozambique in early April 1975.

with the exception of trips abroad to obtain international

support, he would spend the rest of the war in Mozambique
with his guerrillas. While in Mozambique, Mugabe spent most

of his time politicizing the recruits--teaching them what

the revolution was about, why the war was being fought, and

why they had to join the war effort. He also taught them

about the history of their country and the history of the

nationalist movement. Be-cause of his efforts in indoctri-
nating the guerrillas in the nationalist cause and his will-

i-gness to live and work with the guerrillas, Mugabe had won

the support and loyalty of the guerrillas by late 1975. The
"M9gagao Declaration" of 11 September 1975, in which the

guerrilla commanders denounced the ANC and Sithole and first

acknowledged Mugabe as their leader, has already been

discussed at length. On 24 January 1976, the imprisoned

DARE leaders in Zambia sent Mugabe a personal latter with an

attached declaration in which they explained their reasons

for removing Sithole and pledged their support to Mugabe's

leadership of ZANU. In the letter, the DARE members said:

On inn with our pa-rty policy and party procedure,
we decided that ou as the number two gan in the
party would automatically take over the leadership
of Zhe party until the party congress was
convened. We communicated ?his decision to the
Comrades at agagao and they in turn made the
famous 4gagao statement denouncing the ANC-ZLC and
calling upon you to.lead the AN-. We also started
an extensive campaign to inform all oar members
and organs or .our decision and urged them to
openly and publicly support the stand taken by the
Comrades at Hgaqao. The response of our Darty
members and ord nary Zimbabweans has been over-
whelming.

Decause of lack of communication with you
it was difficult or us t9 make aformal statemnt
to the world of our decision until we qot to know

ur stand. Now that we know your posit ion we are
N a posit.on to make a formal leclaration calling
upon you to, immediately take ovfr t~e pa lea-
ership....The burden and respons bilit or ]eaq nq
our party and revolution now rests on IOU. Should
we be released by our captors we shall be glad to
Join yo9  n the field. Let us stress aga.n that
ur d 1 on to have you as ou. party leader was
reache after exhaust lve consu ations and takes
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into account the viqws of most of the rank and

file members of the party.

The declaration added that:

Our revolution is passinq, I hjjhly critical
pe;iod. The crisiz coinciles wl.h the great
crisis within our party (ZANUI which was initally
sparked off by the tragic' and antimely murder oi
our dynamic chairman Comrade Herbert Chitepo on
the 18th March 1975 by agents of imperialism and
the enemies of Zimbabwe revolutibn and the
subsequent attempted decimation of the leadership
of the party's external wing by the. Zambia;,
Government and liter the defection and
capitulation of Rev. Ndabaningi S+thole to the
dark reactionary forzes in the African National
Council (AUC). A gigantic task is therefore being
presented to the resoonsible leaders of our party
and failure to perfota it will involve the danger
of a complete colla se of our revolution. The
situation is such t-at any further delay will be
fatal. It is within the perspective that after
much soul-searching and extensive consultations
with all the external organs of the party (armed
forces in the camps, branches, districls and
provincial councils in Zambia and abroad) DE has
come to the final and irrevokable conclusion that
th . only man who can serve our revolution by
providing a viable leadership in our liberation
movement is Robert Gabriel Mugabe. We members of
DARE solemnly, publicly declare:

1. That Corade Robert Mugabe is now the
provisional leader of our party (ZANU. and our
revolution pending the convenin of a Dart7
Congress and we call apon all Zimbabweans ana all
progressive forces in the world to support the
dynamic leadership of Comrade Mugabe in Zimbabwe.

2 That Rev. Ndabaniaqi Sithole ceases
with immeaiate effect to be the party leader ani
spokesman.

3. That Comrade Mugabz from now onwards
will be the party's spokesman in the ANC national
united front and other forums.

4. That the stateient by the Comrades at
1gagao, Tanzania, ple9ging their support to
Comrade Mugabe's leadersip was in full conform:"y
with the party's revolutionary line.

5. Tbla toe unity of our people, the
identitiy of their alms, the unity of thbir views
and their disposition to unite in carrying out the
struggle are the elements zharacterizing the
common strategy that must be opposed to that which
imperialism is developing on a' continental scale
in Africa.

6. That th- princi.la objective of our
revutiqn is the seiz re o£ powe by means of
dest ;uction of the racist olitlal-ailitary
machine and its replacement by the people in arms
in order to change the existing economic and
social order.
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7. Th .armed revalutiQnar .sruggl
constitutes the undae n princi
our revolution.

8. That al other forms of truuie must
serve to advance and ot to retard the e#iopment
of this fundamental form of struggle.

.9. That uarqila warfare as a gonu4ie
expression of the peop evs armed st:rugle IS t e
most adequate form of waging and deve opinq revo-
lutionary warfare in our country in particular and
SoutherL Africa in general.

10. That.the lea4ersphip of -the Ievolutio.
requ:.res an o;qganizing.pr:nspa1, the existence of
a unified poli ical ian military command, in order
to guarantee victory.

11 Totioqr revolutonjryStruggle
cpnstitutes a Tecisive contrisution to _ie
historic strugqle of Africa and humanity to
liberate themseIves from slavery. (Ref. 126]

Thus, by early 1975, Mugabe had secured the allegi-
ance of both the imprisonae guerrilla leaders in Zambia and

the guerrillas operating from Tanzania and Mozambique.

During the negotiations and controversies involving the ANIC

in the first nine months of 1976, .uzorewa, Sithole, and

Nkomo would each claim to control the ZIPA guerrilas.

Realizing that it would be necessary, while conducting nego-
tiations, to determine Ohich political leaders the guer-

rillas really recognized, President .lachel of ,ozambique
asked the ZIPA guerrilla commanders to write a list of their

political leaders. Mugabe's name was at the top of the list

sachel received from the ZALA commanders. [Ref. 127]
One final comment is necessary about the extent of

the ZANLA guerrillas' allegiance to Mugabe. Nkomo,
Buzoreva, and Sithole always seemed to be in positions where

they had to lobby among the guerrillas for support. This

was not the case with Mugabe. He was actually drafted by

the guerrillas to be their political leader. Unlike the

other three nationalist leaders, Magabe had demonstrated a

hard-line attitude and willingness to undergo the same hard-

ships as the guerrillas. r hus, he eadeared himself to them.
He was one of then and they wanted his as their leader.
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The type of external support received by ""A3U

differed considerably frox that received by ZAPU and the

UANC. While Nkomo and nuzorewa each received the majority

of their support from a single source, the former from the

Soviets and the latter from southern African and Western

business interests, Mugabe received support from a wide

variety of different sources. Although the assistance given

to Mugabe and ZANU by communist bloc countries was signifi-

cant, they also received considerable ail from wsstern

European countries, third-world countries, and a number of

African nations. The large variety of ZANU's supporters

gave Mugabe a number of advantages over his opponents in the

1980 elections. First the large number and variety of ZANU

external supporters tended to give Mugabe and ZANU legita-

macy as representatives of the Zimbabwean people. In

effect, this was de facto international recognition, some-

thing the Muzorewa government had been unable to obtain.

Second, Mugabe and ZANU were not tainted by their close

association with any single supporter. While Nkomo and

Muzorewa could be accused of being puppets of the Soviets

and white business interests, respectively, it was very

difficult to accuse lugabe of fronting for forces other than

the Z1mbabwean people. Magabe's apparent independence was

one of the key factors in his credibility with the

electorate.

During the 1960's and early 1970's, ZANU received

the majority of its military assistance from Communist

China. As discussed earlier, the People's Republic of China

(PRC) assisted ZANU by providing training in China, weapons,

advisers, and, most importantly, a theory of how to conduct

a guerrilla war. During this period, ZANU also received aid
from Romania, Yugoslavia, and North Korea, who were all
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cioseiy aiiigned with the Chinese communists. (Ref. 128]

with the death of Mao and a decrease of Chinese intervention

in Africa in the mid-1970's, ZANU started receiving less aid

from China. Although China would continue to give ZANU at

least a nominal quantity of aid, Mugabe was forced to look

for other sources of support.

In aid and late 1978, Mugabe began lobbying a number

of communist, third-world, African, and western European

countries for support for ZANU/ZANL&. In the summer and

fall of 1978, Mugabe and his representatives visited a
number of communist and socialist countries, including the

Soviet Union, Cuba, Vietnam, North Korrea, Irag, Ethiopia,
Romania, and Yugoslavia. Mugabe personally travelled over

25,000 miles seeking ail from countries that had tradition-

ally only supported ZAPU. With the exception of the Soviet

Union, where Mugabe claimed no one of importance would talk

to him, he was extremely successful in obtaining financial,

logistical, and military support for ZANU. [Ref. 129] The

reason for Mugabe's success was that it was becoming appa-

rent to these countries that ZANLA was doing 3ost of the
fighting in Zimbabwe-Rhodesia and that, of all the nation-

alist organizations, ZANU was the most representative of the
Zimbabwean people.

Communist countries were not the only places from

which Mugabe sought and obtained aid. Between 1979 and

1980, ZANU officials visited a number of countries in
western Europe, to include Spain, West Germany Denmark and

Norway. In addition to financial aid, these countries

provided ZANU with food, clothing, and medical supplies.
(Ref. 1301 India and Pakistan also gave ZANU considerable

political and moral support and supplied the organization
with foodstuffs and medical supplies [Hef. 131]. Within

Africa itself, ZAND's strongest and most consistent
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supporters were .ozambique, Tanzania, Angola, Ghana, and

Nigeria.
Of ZANU's African supporters, Presidents Nyerere and

Nachel were by far the strongest and the most consistent.

Besides providing diplomatic support for ZANU, Tanzania and

Mozambique provided ZAkLA with training, equipment, bases,

and other military support. In 1978, the two Frontline

State presidents renewed their efforts to obtain increased

military aid for ZANU/ZANL& from the Soviet Union and Cuba.

While they were somewhat successful in gettixg assistance

from Cuba, the Soviet Union continued her policy of

supporting only ZAPU/ZIPRA.

In September 1978, Sugabe met with Filel Castro in

Addis-Ababa. The meeting had two purposes. The first was to
strengthen Cuban-ZANU relations. At that time, over 500
ZANLA guerrillas were being trained near Addis-Ababa by
Cuban instructors. Cuban advisers were also training ZANLA

forces in Mozambique and Angola. Castro told Mugabe that he

was more than willing to provide ZANU with training, food,

medical supplies, and international support and generally to

develop closer relations with ZANU. However, he also told

Mugabe that Cuba was in no position to provide arms to

ZANLA. Cuba was dependent upon the Soviet Union for arms
and could not transfer weapons to ZANLA without Soviet

approval. This was the second reason for Sugabe's meeting

with Castro. ZANU wanted Castro to use his influence with

the Soviets to convince them to start supplying military

hardware to ZANLA. [Ref. 132]

In October 1978, Presidents Nyerere and Rachel

called upon the Soviet Union to start supporting ZANV.

Rachel had assigned his own FPLR troops to accompany ZANLA

guerrillas on operations inside of Zimbabwe-Rhodesia. They
had reported back to Machal that the ZANLA guerrillas had
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been extremely successful in gaiaiag the support of the

population and that they were winning the war against the

security forces. Nyerere and Machel argued that the Soviets

should support ZANU for several reasons. First, they argued
that the divisions within the Zimbabwean nationalist move-

ment were being exacerbated by the Sino-Soviet feud.

Russia, they argued, should put aside its feelings about

China and start giving ZANU the saze support she had been

giving ZAPU in order to anitz the two nationalist organiza-

tions and insure a nationalist victory in Zimbabwe-Rhodesia.
Also, China was incapable of providing ZINLA with the type
ani quantity of weapons it would need to bring the war to a

successful conclusion. Thus, the two Frontline State
leaders believed that Russian weapons were critical to

ZAHLA's success. [Ref. 133 ]
Throughout late 1978 and early 1979, Mugabe main-

tained the hope that RussiaL would supply ZANU with armaments

(Ref. 1341. But Russian aid was not forthcoming. The
Soviets were continuing to back ZAPU and if ZANU wanted

Soviet military aid, it would have to join ZAPU. Rugabe and

ZANU refused to yield to Soviet wishes and by July 1979 had
given up all hope of obtaining Soviet weapons, except for
those that Rachel could spare them. (Ref. 1351 Mugabe's

failure to obtain Soviet aid probably assisted him in the

1980 elections. For having been snabbed by the Soviets, it
was very difficult for anyone to claim that he was fronting
for them.

is has been mentioned a number of times previously,

the key factor in the Eugabe-ZANU victory in the 1980 elec-
tions was the mobilization of the electorate by ZANU. The

instrument of this mobilization was the ZANLI guerrilla
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crganization. The party was able to use the rural poli1icaL

infrastructure that was sat up to sapport the querrillas to

get the votes on election lay.
According to Josiah Tongogara, the ZANLA guerrilla

commander, the ZANLI guerrilla fighters of the early 1970's
were more like political commisars than guerrilla soldiers.

They were given very generalized training in guerrilla

warfare, but very specialized training in mass mobilization.

During a guerrilla's training, special emphasis was placed

upon his political education. The guerrilla recruits were
taught about the grievances they would be fighting to

correct, namely the deprivatioa of the land, the limitations
of the number of cattle a family could keep, restrictions on

education and job opportunities, and the inferior African

healthcare service. Additionally, the guerrilla recruits
discussed the writings of larx, Lenin, and Mao, analyzed
capitalism, communism, and :olonialism, and studied the

history, geography, climate, vegetstion, agriculture, wild-
life, minerals, industry, population, and economic base of
the country of Zimbabwe. Finally, the guerrillas were

taught that their primary source of supply, shelter, and
other assistance was the people of Zimbabwe, from whom they

all came. (Ref. 136]

Thus, the guerrillas would go into the villages with

the idea of winning the "hearts and minds" of the local
people through persuasion. Initially, the guerrilla poli-
tical cadre would answer the villagers' questions about

their grievances and the goals of the war. Gradually, they
would infiltrate political commisars into the villages as

permanent residents, installing them first as teachers in
the schools and later in positions in the local government.
it this time, a more formalized political infrastructure
would be set up within the village. An intelligence network
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would be established to identify anI eliminate the security

force informants among the population. Next, the guerrillas
would challenge, embarrass, discredit, and finally destroy

the credibility of the government sponsered civilian admin-
istration. It its place would be established the councils
and committees who would have the responsibility for the
logistical support of the guerrilla effort. When possible,

the members of these councils were elected by the population

at large. Officers were appoiated to manage specialized

areas such as transportation, agziaulture, finance, and
health. Councils were established not only at the village

level, but also at the listrict and provincial levels. If a
decisio of great importance or involving great expense had

to be made, it was generally referrel from the village level

up to the district or regional level. Finally, this

"shadow" government, whose sole mission was to support the

guerrillas, only emerged at night 3o as to avoid detection

by the Rhodesian security forces. [Ref. 137]
Through these techniques, ZANLA was able to influ-

ence, if not control, the vast majority of rural Rhodesia by
the late 1970's. ZANLA was most saccessful in organizing

these grass-roots political infrastructures in the

Mashonaland, Manicaland, and Victoria provinces, although

their success was by no means limited to just these regions.

Although guerrilla claims of controlling over 90% of the

country were probably somewhat exagerated, the best testi-

mony to the great extent of guerrilla control was probably
given by the actions of the Rhodesian government. In 1974,

the Rhodesian Minister of Justice opposed placing certain

areas of the country under martial law because to hand over

the maintenance of law and order to the army would be admit-
ting that the civil government had lost control of those

areas. But between march 1978 and mid-1979 over 95% of the
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country was brought under martial law. Thus, by white

Rhodesian standards, control of the greater portion of the

country had been lost to the guerrillas. (Ref. 1383
Having control of a large percentage of the black

Zimbabwean population, in January and February 1980 ZANLA's

mission was to insure that the local support of the guer-

rillas was transferred into votes for Sugabe ant ZAMLk. If
election results are considered a good indication, ZANLA was

extremely successful in this endeavor. Since ZANLA already

had the loyalty of the local population, its political cadre

did not view their task as one of converting voters or

convincing them of the correctness of ZANU's position.
Instead, they spent the greatest part of their efforts in

trying to insure that the black voters would be able to

fulfill the mechanical requirements for voting. The ZANLA

cadre made sure that the voters knew who the candidates
were, where the voting places were, and how to vote.

Considerable effort was also spent in countering the decep-
tive and confusing literature and verbal propaganda that was

being disseminated by the UANC and the security forces.
These efforts were concentrated in the areas with the

highest illiteracy rates. Campaign rallies and sing-alongs

were used to keep morale up, especially when Pro-Muzorewa

auxiliaries were in the area. When the auxiliaries intimi-

dated villagers during the day, the ZANLA cadre would move

into the villages at night and hold meetings to get the
people back on the right track. At the rallies and meeting,

the ZANLA cadre did not emphasize Muzorewa'ts or .kcmo's

shortcomings or waste such effort in praising the Z&UN plat-
form. Instead, they reminled the people of ZANLA's decisive

role in the war and thus appealed to their sense of loyalty
to the guerrilla army. (3sf. 139]
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In conclusion, one of the most interesting, and
probably most accurate, analyses of the reasons for ZkNU's

landslide election victory was provided by a high ranking

ZAPU official when he said that:

3 he PF lQst tbe elec*1.o' two years a owhen ZAN began intnsive poi-cai campaigning.
using ZANIA to politicize the masses. ZA LA moved
into the former ZIPRA areas at this time, such as
ashonaland West. .hey held pungwes (meetings)
foT two years cov9ring 80 percent of the country.
This is the most important factor about the elec-
tion ;esults...Of ZIPRA 99 ercent were Ndebele
speak.ng and theref9re they ha language difficul-
ties in Shona speaking areas...We concentrated in
one area of the country for recruitment of
soldiers.

Commenting on accusations of ZANU intimidation of voters,
the official stated that ZUNU probably would have won a few

less seats without intimidation,

but they still would have won the ma ority...the
results of the electlai; are st ill a rouqh ssess-
ment of the democratic will of the people of
Zimbabwe...It would would be idiocy to say there
was corruption by the British in favour of Mugabe.
ZANU (PP| beat the British, the Americans, and
South Africa at their own game. [Ref. 140]
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